
 

2013-2014 Executive Board  Meeting 
 

Topic:   Executive Board Meeting 13-01 
Date & Time:  Tuesday, May 28, 2013 
   2:30 p.m. 
Place:   DeGroote School of Business, room A102 
    

 

Items:  1)  Adopt Agenda  
  2)  Adopt Minutes EB 12-28  
  3)  Open Seats on Committees Campbell  
  

4)  
Open Nominations for Students of Distinction 
Award 

Scott 

  5)  Transition Reports Scott 
  6)  Capital Request – CFMU Campbell 
  

7)  
Marmor – Photographer & Photo Editor Job 
Description 

Scott 

  8)  Summer Archivist Job Description Scott 
  9)  QSCC Logo Wooder 
  10)  Strike Hiring Committee D’Angela 
  11)    
  12)    
     
Objectives  1)  Adopt Agenda  
  2)  Adopt Minutes  
  3)  Open Seats  
  4)  Open Nominations  
  5)  Approval  
  6)  Approval  
  7)  Approval  
  8)  Approval  
  9)  Approval  
  10)    
  11)    
  12)    
  13)  Provide Information & Answer Questions  
  14)  Unfinished/Other Business  
  15)  Time of Next Meeting and Motion to Adjourn  

 
 
Motions 

 
3.a) Moved by ___, seconded by _____ that the Executive Board open nominations for two (2) seats on the 

Space Audit Committee. 
 
3.b) Moved by ___, seconded by ____ that the Executive Board open nominations for one (1) Executive Board 

member on the Sponsorship and Donations Committee. 
 
3.c) Moved by ____, seconded by _____ that the Executive Board open nominations for one (1) MSU member 

on the Sponsorship and Donations Committee. 



 
3.d) Moved by ____, seconded by ____ that the Executive Board open nominations for one (1) Executive 

Board member on the Silhouette Board of Publications. 
 
3.e) Moved by _____, seconded by _____ that the Executive Board Open Nominations for one (1) Executive 

Board member on the EFRT Advisory Committee. 
 
3.f) Moved by _____, seconded by _____ that the Executive Board Open Nominations for one (1) Executive 

Board member on the Peer Support Line Advisory Committee. 
 
4. Moved by____, seconded by ____ that the Executive Board open nominations for the MSU Students of 

Distinction Award.  
 
5.a) Moved by____, seconded by _____ that the Executive Board approve the transition report for the Vice-

President (Finance) ’13.  
 
5.b) Moved by____, seconded by _____ that the Executive Board approve the transition report for the Vice-

President (Administration) ’13. 
 
5.c) Moved by____, seconded by _____ that the Executive Board approve the transition report for the Vice-

President (Education) ’13. 
 
5.d) Moved by____, seconded by _____ that the Executive Board approve the transition report for the 

President ’13. 
 
6.a) Moved by Campbell, seconded by ____ that the Executive Board approve the allocation of $1,300 from 

the CFMU Capital Plan to purchase a computer for the Community Outreach Coordinator. 
 
6.b) Moved by Campbell, seconded by ____ that the Executive Board approve the expenditure of $1,300 from 

the CFMU Capital Plan to purchase a computer for the Community Outreach Coordinator. 
 
7. Moved by ___, seconded by ____ that the Executive Board approve the changes to the job description for 

the Marmor Photographer & Photo Editor. 
 
8.  Moved by____, seconded by ___ that the Executive Board approve the changes to the job description for 

the Summer Archivist position.  
 
9. Moved by ___, seconded by ___ that the Executive Board approve the changes to the QSCC Logo.  
 
10.  Moved by __, seconded by ___ that the Executive Board strike a hiring committee for the Bridges 

Coordinator consisting of the Vice-President (Administration), the Diversity Services Director, and one 
Executive Board member. 

 



Executive Board Meeting 13-01 
Tuesday, May 28, 2013 @ 2:30pm 
DeGroote School of Business, room A102 
 
Call to order @ 2:36 p.m. 
Present Campbell, Cicchi, D’Angela, Doucet, Graham, Leslie, Milani, Morrow, Wolwowicz  
Late  
Absent  
Others Present V. Scott (Recording Secretary), M. Wooder (SLDC)  
 
1. Adopt Agenda 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Wolwowicz that the Executive Board adopt the agenda as presented. 
 
Vote on Agenda 
 

Motion Passes by General Consent 
 
2. Adopt Minutes  
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Campbell that the Executive Board adopt the minutes from Executive Board 
meeting 12-28 – March 26, 2013.   
 

In Favour: 3 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 6 
Motion Passes 

 
3. Open Seats on Committees 
 

 Campbell went over the descriptions of each committee.  
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Doucet to consider moving motions 3.a) to 3.f) omnibus. 
 
Vote to Consider 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Milani that the Executive Board open nominations for two (2) seats on the Space 
Audit Committee. 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Milani that the Executive Board open nominations for one (1) Executive Board 
member on the Sponsorship and Donations Committee. 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Milani that the Executive Board open nominations for one (1) MSU member on 
the Sponsorship and Donations Committee. 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Milani that the Executive Board open nominations for one (1) Executive Board 
member on the Silhouette Board of Publications. 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Milani that the Executive Board Open Nominations for one (1) Executive Board 
member on the EFRT Advisory Committee. 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Milani that the Executive Board Open Nominations for one (1) Executive Board 
member on the Peer Support Line Advisory Committee. 
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Vote to Open Nominations Omnibus 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 

4.  Open Nominations for MSU Students of Distinction Award 
 
Moved by Cicchi, seconded by Doucet that the Executive Board open nominations for the MSU Students of 
Distinction Award. 
 

 Scott went over what the award entails.  
 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
5.  Transition Reports 
 
a) Vice-President (Finance)  
 
Moved by Graham, seconded by Wolwowicz that the Executive Board approve the transition report for the Vice-
President (Finance) ’12-13. 
 

 Doucet stated that the transition report was very helpful, and thorough. He stated that he received both 
reports in mid-April. Doucet added that he felt that there might be some value in moving up the date of 
when reports are due. He explained that because he received them early he was able to read the report in 
the evenings and discuss it with his predecessor during the day.  

 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
b) Vice-President (Administration) 
 
Moved by D’Angela, seconded by Doucet that the Executive Board approve the transition report for the Vice-
President (Administration) ’12-13. 
 

 Campbell left the discussion. 

 D’Angela felt that it was a good and thorough report. She also has the benefit of having Campbell still 
work here as transition can still be ongoing and that he can provide clarification.  

 Scott asked if D’Angela would still be able to do her job without Campbell here to help her.  

 D’Angela stated that she would, and suggested that they approve the report.  
 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 

 Campbell returned to the meeting. 
 
c)  Vice-President (Education)  
 
Moved by Graham, seconded by Wolwowicz that the Executive Board approve the transition report for the Vice-
President (Education) ’12-13. 
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 Graham explained that he felt that the report provided helpful tips, and that it was a good report. He 
added that he was still in contact with his predecessor and will keep in contact with him. Graham 
explained that he wouldn’t be lost though if he didn’t have contact with him.  

 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
d)  President 
 
Moved by Doucet, seconded by Cicchi that the Executive Board approve the transition report for the President ’12-
13. 
 

 Campbell explained that the report that the Executive Board received was the same as the one he got. 
There wasn’t any confidential information in there, but the report was sufficient. He explained that his 
predecessor has been supportive since he was elected to this position and has been very available for 
meetings. 

 D’Angela asked if he would still be able to do his job, based on the transition report, if his predecessor 
wasn’t available.  

 Campbell responded that he would be able to, and that the report didn’t contain anything he didn’t 
already know. He added that he would have liked to see more insight on the role of president, but he 
knows that he can always contact her.  

 Morrow asked if the report would be helpful if he wasn’t a past Board member.  

 Campbell responded that it would be.  
 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
6. Capital Request - CFMU 
 
a)  Allocation 
 
Moved by Campbell, seconded by Wolwowicz that the Executive Board approve the allocation of $1,300 from the 
CFMU Capital Plan to purchase a computer for the Community Outreach Coordinator. 
 

 Campbell explained that the new Student Opportunity Position needs a computer work station.  

 Doucet asked what they were working off of now.  

 Campbell responded that she was currently working on the volunteer work space. 

 Cicchi asked why they were allocating more than what the purchase order states.  

 Campbell explained that this would be in case of overflow.  

 Wooder added that it’s a rounded number, and that no money that isn’t on the invoice gets spent.  
 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
b)   Expenditure 
 
Moved by Campbell, seconded by Morrow that the Executive Board approve the expenditure of $1,300 from the 
CFMU Capital Plan to purchase a computer for the Community Outreach Coordinator. 
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Passes Unanimously 

 
7. Marmor – Photographer & Photo Editor Job Description 
 

 Scott explained that this was the old Marmor positions of photographer and photo editor being put into 
one job description, but that she wasn’t sure if the hours and wages would stay the same as she didn’t 
receive a memo.  

 Wooder explained that since they have a full-time staff member working on the Marmor, the next step 
would be to amalgamate positions to accurately reflect the expansion.  

 Doucet expressed that he would like to postpone this as he has been in talks with CFMU, the Silhouette, 
and the Underground about getting together a media centre.  

 Scott explained that as the Marmor is the yearbook for the school, and consists of mostly pictures, that 
they would need their own photographer and editor working on this project alone.  

 
Moved by Milani, seconded by Doucet to postpone the Marmor job description until the next meeting. 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 

 Wooder suggested asking for a memo to understand the position changes.  
 
8. Summer Archivist Position 
 
Moved by Milani, seconded by Campbell that the Executive Board approve the changes to the job description for 
the Summer Archivist position.  
 

 Scott explained that this was to officially update the job description to combine previous job descriptions 
on summer archiving projects that have happened in the past. Last summer’s project was to digitally 
archive the Silhouette, and the previous year was to archive minutes. This is to make sure that the 
archivist knows that they will be digitizing everything.  

 Campbell stated that the job that was posted was with the old job description, letting those applying 
know that it would be changing. The position has been hired and will be working out of the committee 
room. The amendments came to this meeting as it was the first meeting of the summer, and that the job 
description could be officially adopted.  

 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
9. QSCC Logo 
 
Moved by Doucet, seconded by D’Angela that the Executive Board approve the changes to the QSCC Logo. 
 

 Wooder went over the memo with the Board.  

 Milani felt that having the QSCC logo in purple with the MSU in maroon didn’t go together well. She asked 
if it would be possible to change the maroon to purple.  

 Wooder explained that they wouldn’t because they haven’t done so with the other services. They are 
trying to have a consistent element with all of the services.  

 Milani stated that while she does think the QSCC needs a new logo, she’s not really liking this one.  
 
Vote on Motion 
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In Favour: 8 Opposed: 1 Abstentions: 0 
Motion Passes 

 
10. Strike Hiring Committee  
 
Moved by D’Angela, seconded by Leslie that the Executive Board strike a hiring committee for the Bridges 
Coordinator consisting of the Vice-President (Administration), the Diversity Services Director, and one Executive 
Board member. 
 

 D’Angela explained that the Diversity Services Director is looking to hire the Bridges Coordinator, and that 
they need a member of EB to sit on the hiring committee.  

 
Nominations 

 Milani  
 
Vote on Motion  

 
Passes Unanimously 

 
 
 
11. Information and Question Period 
 

 Doucet reported that he will be having a motion come forward to the SRA about a communications 
officer. He has been working with CFMU and the Silhouette about campus media, and that this will need a 
lot of SRA consultation. Doucet has been working with Campbell on HSR transit, and laying out their 
priorities. He recently went to Cannon headquarters to check out large format printers for Underground. 
This will help increase on campus printing. They will be looking at other providers and are hoping to have 
one set up by August.  

 D’Angela reported that CLAY was held on May 17-19, and that it was very successful. She reported that 
she has been having meetings with summer PTMs, and has been working on SRA Orientation.  

 Cicchi reported that he has been working on the green suit co-planning committee, and has been working 
on getting sponsorships. He stated that he went to a gala dinner for the Student Trustee Association, and 
were trying influence students to come to Commerce.   

 Milani reported that she will be planning positive space training for the Women’s Centre Ad-Hoc 
Committee. She explained that she has been talking to Diversity Services and has been trying to get 
connections for locations.  She added that she will be bringing forward a discussion on PAC reform at the 
next Executive Board meeting. 

 Graham reported that he attended the OUSA and CASA transitions, and that he met a lot of people from 
other Student Unions. He reported that they had a meeting of Hamilton Post Secondary Advisory Group 
(HPSAG) where the Board of Directors got to meet Ted McMeekin, MPP Ancaster-Dundas-Flamborough-
Westdale, and Brad Duguid, Minister of Colleges, Training and Universities. They were able to discuss 
financial literacy and student unemployment. Graham reported that he will be bringing forward a change 
to the job description for the Researching Assistant as he would like for them to work during July and 
August. He added that when he was running he had an idea to implement first year mentorship, he 
informed the Board that he has drafted an operating policy and job descriptions and would like to discuss 
them at the SRA. Graham reported that the ground breaking ceremony for the Wilson Building is Friday, 
May 31 at 9 am.  

 Morrow reported that May at MAC was May 11, and that this saw over 7,000 students. Horizons staff 
applications just closed and they will be going through 142 applications. Morrow announced that the 
online Shinerama donations are now open.  
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 Wooder announced that the 17
th

 annual McMasters Golf Tournament will be held on June 5 in support of 
Shinerama and the Child Care Centre. Last year they raised over $7,000 and are hoping for a repeat. 

 Milani asked what they discussed advocacy wise at HPSAG. Campbell responded that Mohawk Students’ 
Association, Redeemer, and the MSU meet three times a year with Ted McMeekin. Once a year Mr. 
McMeekin gets the Minister of Colleges, Training, and Universities. During these meetings campus 
updates are given and they use the meetings to try and advance advocacy goals. 

 Wooder explained that they didn’t address tuition costs because they have already set the framework for 
the next four years at three per cent annually, and that this is something that they have discussed over 
the past three years. It won’t be changing as it’s is now law.  

 Campbell reported that Dr. Peter Smith, and Dr. Phil Wood are retiring this year and will be replaced. He 
explained that the Board of Directors have had the opportunity of meeting with the candidates.  

 
12. Adjournment and Time of Next Meeting 
 
Time of Next Meeting:  
 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 
1:00 pm 

MSU Boardroom, MUSC room 201 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Milani that the meeting be adjourned.  
 

Passes Unanimously  
 
Meeting adjourned @ 4:00 p.m. 
 
 
/vs 

 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This transition report is a comprehensive review of job requirements of the Vice-President Finance of 

the McMaster Students Union, drawn from bylaws and operating policies as well as past practices.  

Topics covered include duties of the role, reporting, committee responsibilities, the SRA, human 

resources, and ongoing projects. 
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Motivation 

I was elected Vice-President Finance of the McMaster Students Union in April 2012. Coming into the 

position I had very little experience in finance but a considerable amount of knowledge of the MSU from 

my previous terms as MSU Speaker (2011-12) and SASS Observer to the SRA (2010-11). 

Over the following weeks until I took office I had a few transition meetings with my predecessor, Duncan 

Thompson.  He showed me where everything was, the organization of the file system for the VP Finance 

account on the MSU server, and introduced me to some of the staff in the office.  Duncan walked me 

through some of the computer programs that I would make use of during my term and brought me up 

to date on some of the projects that he had started during his term. 

For the first few weeks I muddled my way through things as best I could.  I spent several weeks reading 

issue briefings and contractual agreements, trying to get my head around the size of the MSU and what 

my position actually entailed.  My term as MSU Speaker had prepared me for the tedium of reading and 

revising documents, and I found that I really enjoyed reviewing contracts and revisiting old budgets.  I 

began to appreciate the MSU more and more for what it was, and I started to understand the size and 

scope of the role I was in, and how both had the potential to be bigger than I had ever imagined. 

There were several things that motivated me to run.  I think the most significant one was a desire to 

help improve the MSU.  I had sat in SRA meetings for a number of years growing increasingly frustrated 

with some of the things I saw happen, and being in office gave me a chance to change some of those 

things and a better appreciation for why others couldn’t be changed. 

A second major motivator was that there are some great people working in the MSU and I wanted to 

work with them.  My executive team is and was fantastic, and the full-time staff team is outstanding.  

We’ve had a good year, and I knew coming in that it would be fun and informative. 

The last major reason why I ran was because I wanted a job that would teach me new skills, and this was 

certainly the case with the VP position.  I learned more than just finances from being in this role – there 

is a steep learning curve, but you come away with a better knowledge of HR management, business 

practices, corporate management, and so on.  I’ve probably learned more in terms of practical, 

employable skills from this job than from all the other jobs I’ve held combined. 

I had a great 12 months as VP Finance that got off to a slow start with a lot of hiccups along the way.  In 

writing this transition report I want to make sure the start of your term is at least as positive as mine 

was, by sharing things with you that I had to figure out on my own.  By no means is this a replacement 

for your own trial and error.  There is a lot of room for you to improve on what I have done, or to do it 

according to your own style.  Before beginning, I have some simple advice that got me through my year: 

do your best, and when you make a mistake, own up and fix things. 
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The Vice-President Finance of the MSU 

That’s your job title: you are the MSU VP Finance and the Chief Financial Officer of MSU Inc.   You have 

many specific duties, and I will get to those, but first I want to start with a general description of the 

professional role you will be assuming. 

Vice-President Finance 

5.1 The Vice-President (Finance) shall: 

5.1.1 Be elected by the SRA from the membership of the MSU; 

... 

5.1.3 Hold office from May 1 to April 30; 

... 

5.1.7 Be a voting member of the SRA and the Executive Board, and an official observer of all other MSU 

committees; 

5.1.8 Chair the Silhouette Board of Publication; 

5.1.9 Under the direction of the SRA, maintain the books of account of the MSU; 

... 

5.1.16 Establish, with the aid of the Clubs Administrator, criteria for clubs grants based on the 

constitutional goals of the clubs and the MSU; 

... 

~MSU bylaw 5 – Officers 

This is what I would term the political side of the role.  I mention a few of these tasks in other sections, 

but the important theme is that you are the political representative of the MSU with virtually anything 

that is related to money, which really includes everything.  The SRA will hold you accountable when 

TwelvEighty loses money; staff will probe you for wage increases and capital requests; the University will 

expect you to be able to account for every dollar that the MSU spends, and students will frequently 

come to you wondering where their money is going.  In addition to having these parties approach you, 

you need to be involved in every mid-sized to large-scale project in the MSU, because they tend to 

involve substantial amounts of money and you need to be prepared from the beginning for any 

questions.  The more active you are in getting involved in projects, the fewer surprises there will be later 

on and the better you’ll be able to avoid problems. 

Chief Financial Officer 

3. The Vice-President (Finance) shall: 

a)   Be the Chief Financial Officer; 

~ MSU Constitution 
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5.1 The Vice-President (Finance) shall: 

... 

5.1.10 Present financial statements for all MSU organizations as requested by the Executive Board and 

supply actual account balances or budget balances to the SRA, given five (5) business days notice and the 

availability of the information; 

5.1.11 Prepare for approval and administer the preliminary and annual budgets and the budget review of 

the MSU; 

5.1.12 Have the financial records of the clubs audited; 

5.1.13 Be responsible for reviewing the work of the Accounting Department; 

5.1.14 Update the Accounting Procedures Manual and ensure that it is being followed; 

5.1.15 Act as the custodian of MSU funds, have the right to suspend budgets (except those of the 

President and Vice-Presidents) until the next SRA meeting, have the right to suspend signing authority 

(except those of the President and Vice Presidents) until the next Executive Board meeting for Part-Time 

Staff or the next Board of Directors meeting for Full-Time staff; such meetings are to be held within three 

(3) business days of suspension; 

~MSU bylaw 5 – Officers 

This is the real financial side of the role.  As a corporate officer you are duty-bound (and legally bound) 

to act in the best interest of the corporation.  There are some useful documents about fiduciary duty 

and other tips for directors of NPOs in your transition materials; they’re a bit lengthy, but well worth the 

read.  In general, every decision you make needs to be in the best interest of the MSU – not what you 

want, not what your friends want, and not what the university wants, but what your shareholders and 

constituents want and what makes sense for the organization. 

A lot of the tasks outlined in bylaw 5 are done for you through the accounting office.  In theory, you 

could cruise through the year without doing any work and someone would pick up the slack for you, but 

at the end of the year (and several times throughout the year) it will be your signature on everything 

and your name that is put up for evaluation in front of your peers, your constituents, your potential 

future employers, and your staff.  My advice to you: always work the hardest.  Make a point of being in 

the office early or staying late.  Do all your research before making a decision, and then don’t change 

your mind unless you have to.  People will look to you for leadership and quick decision-making, and you 

need to be able to deliver. 

Corporate Treasurer 

This terminology has largely fallen out of use, but it still appears on some legal documents and needs to 

be mentioned.  Most corporations will have a structure that consists of a president, a vice-president or 

secretary, and a treasurer.  The MSU is a bit of an exception, but you will still be considered the 

corporate treasurer for the MSU (and, incidentally, for CFMU).  You are a paid employee in your capacity 

as MSU VP Finance; your role as corporate treasurer is pro bono but your tasks therein are a part of your 
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job as VP Finance.  This is mostly a technical distinction, but it’s kind of a nice idea. 

 

The Board 

These three people are your core team.  You may disagree with them sometimes but it is crucial that 

you work out your personal and professional differences behind closed doors and present a united front 

to the outside world, including your staff.  If you work well together you can accomplish a lot.  These 

three can be your biggest allies, but they can also be your biggest roadblocks if you don’t get along.  In 

fact, in my experience success as a Board is directly correlated to how well the executive team works 

together. 

President 

This person is the figurative and titular head of the organization.  The MSU structure is a bit strange in 

that the President is not “higher” than the VPs, but on occasion it is still important that you defer to the 

President in public.  Again, hash out your differences behind closed doors, and then trust the President 

to present the official opinion of the MSU for you.  The President will take a lot of criticism (basically, 

any issue that anyone has with the MSU goes to them) so they will need a lot of support from you.  Give 

them as much information as you can and keep them updated about projects – it will serve you well and 

keep the President prepared for tough questions, which you luckily don’t have to deal with as much. 

Vice President Administration 

Your office buddy.  You and the VP Admin won’t get out much, which means that aside from working 

together on a lot of projects you’ll also have a lot of time to talk.  David and I kept the window and door 

between our offices open all the time and would frequently have lunch together.  I helped David out on 

a couple of projects and he returned the favour by letting me bounce ideas off of him that would have 

otherwise been terrible.  Try, if you can, to ease the workload of the VP Admin and the President.  Of the 

three VPs Admin has the most well-defined role, and arguably the most time consuming.  David was very 

appreciative any time I was able to take something off of his plate, and Siobhan was also appreciative 

when she could come to me for information or advice and I had it prepared.  You’re not meant to be a 

support role for these two, but it will help the organization and the team a lot if you sometimes act like 

one. 

Vice President Education 

Also known as VP Travel and Tourism, the VP Education spends a lot of time out of the office.  Huzaifa 

was also the VP Finance of OUSA, so he was gone even more than most VP Eds.  With the amount of 

time that the VP Ed is gone, it’s hard to connect with them in the same way that you can connect with 

the VP Admin.  It’s also difficult for the VP Ed because your office is in the middle of the team, which 

seems like a minor thing but is surprisingly influential in office politics.  I found that Board members 

tended to gravitate to my office simply because it’s the most open (there are a lot of windows) and it’s 
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centrally located.  This year the whole team did a really good job of connecting across the office; I 

encourage you to do the same. 

 

Your Support Staff 

This section contains confidential information and is included in a separate, confidential report (26 pgs). 

 

Your Tools 

On average, you will put more into this job than the 35 hours you get paid for if you are doing your job 

well.  Fortunately, you have a lot of tools to help get work done. 

Microsoft Office 

The MSU network has the latest version of the Microsoft Office suite.  I’m impressed enough with the 

software that I think it deserves notice: for example, you can publish your reports as .pdf files, make 

fancy powerpoint presentations, draft budgets in excel, email word documents directly through 

Outlook, or create nifty transition reports with cover pages and tables of contents that link to the 

appropriate sections (as long as the network lets you follow the links).  If you talk to Pauline Taggart you 

may qualify for one of 60 home use licenses that the MSU owns (or used to own... I never looked into 

this), and since you may end up doing a lot of MSU-related work from outside the office it might be 

something you want to look into.  On a side note, sometimes the MSU dumps old IT equipment and you 

may be able to pick some stuff up for free. 

As an aside, the computer-based work you do will go much faster if you can learn the hotkeys. I’m a 

gamer so this came second-nature to me, but if you don’t have this experience it may take some getting 

used to. The difference is this: only using a mouse to email a document, or starting an email and adding 

an attachment, can take four or five seconds if you’re quick at it. Using hotkeys means it takes less than 

one. Not much of a difference until you start approving dozens of POs and emailing numerous 

attachments, at which point it’s definitely worth learning. 

Emails 

You have the vpfinance@msu.mcmaster.ca account now.  It comes complete with years of emails from 

previous VPs.   I suggest you do what I did not do and organize all your received emails into subfolders 

so that you don’t lose track of various threads.  The filing system that I used only makes sense to me and 

you should come up with your own so you can access old emails quickly.  The second easiest way to do 

this is to use the ‘tag’ function.  The easiest way to do this is to use Xobni, the instant inbox organizer.  

Play around with the tool bar on the right; it does things like sort mail by sender, organize attachments, 

and track emailing patterns with your contacts.  The old emails are useful for getting up-to-date on 

mailto:vpfinance@msu.mcmaster.ca
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current issues, and I made extensive use of the search function for this purpose.  These emails are 

archived once they are more than six weeks old and you can access them from the “Archive Folders” tab 

in Outlook. You can also use old emails as drafts – occasionally I just went back into previous VP files and 

changed the dates before sending.  It saves time. 

You can check the email pretty easily from the office or the committee room computers.  To check it 

from any computer not part of the MSU network, type in 130.113.30.22/exchange into a browser and 

then log in (I think this still works... haven’t checked in a while).  There are differences between browser 

access and network access.  I’m not a huge fan of the browser interface, and there are a few features 

that you can’t access remotely.  Still, a huge bonus – you can answer emails from home. 

In addition, if you have a smartphone or a tablet computer you can usually connect directly to the 

network and have a much nicer interface for sending and receiving emails, although again with limited 

functionality.  Get in touch with Pauline for instructions on setting this up.  I did most of my email from 

work and on iPad but having my phone synced as well was a huge help when I was out of the office. 

P:\BOD_PRIV 

This is your shared folder on the MSU network, which only the Board has access to.  It’s got a lot of 

useful files that can give you a sense of the history of the organization as well as providing templates for 

your reports and other documents.  You can only access these files from a computer on the MSU 

network.  I’ve spent a fair bit of time this year organizing old files, but a) some of them aren’t on the 

network folder and b) there are a lot of them.  You should have a fairly good repository of files that will 

get you through the year; if you’re feeling really ambitious you can tackle the files from before 2009 and 

get them organized as well.  Uploading them to the network would take even more time, but it would 

get everything in one place.  If you have any trouble finding or accessing the folder ask Pauline Taggart 

and she’ll help you out.  I’ve also left most of what you need on your desktop in the templates section, 

so you likely won’t have to go searching through the server for too much. 

Website 

You probably won’t need to spend much time on the website, but you may want to update your profile 

page and all the finance-related pages.  It doesn’t take much to keep this up-to-date, so you should 

update it whenever new information becomes available.  The new website has a nice, user-friendly back 

end that’s quite fun to use.  Pauline can help you if you have questions.  If you lose access to one of 

those pages, or need access to another one, email Pauline and she’ll get you hooked up, usually within a 

day.  You have a username and password for the website that’s probably similar or identical to your 

MSU network login and is currently saved in Google Chrome.  If you forget any passwords, get in touch 

with Pauline. 

Here are some of the pages that you should update: 

https://www.msumcmaster.ca/governance/board-of-directors-2012-2013/vp-finance 

https://www.msumcmaster.ca/governance/board-of-directors-2012-2013/vp-finance
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https://www.msumcmaster.ca/governance/board-of-directors-2012-2013/vp-finance/the-silhouette-

board-of-publication 

https://www.msumcmaster.ca/governance/board-of-directors-2012-2013/vp-finance/msu-finances 

https://www.msumcmaster.ca/info/msu-finances 

 

The graphics for these are primarily located in your budget files.  Most of them are drawn from excel 

documents that are also in your files.  All you need to do is update the numbers and regenerate the 

graphs. 

Eventually, the MSU will probably start processing more payments and registrations through the 

website.  It will be important to keep on top of this, particularly with respect to security and system 

maintenance. 

Lastly, the website was a big project this year, and we spent a lot of time pushing it as the central hub 

for student information.  Keep this up, for your sake and for everyone else’s; otherwise it’s not worth 

having, and it was expensive. 

MSU Office, Committee Room, Conference Room and Board Room 

The MSU office and committee room are available to you at all times with your swipe card.  The 

committee room computers give you the same access to the MSU server as your office computer does, 

although some of them have different versions of Windows and/or Microsoft Word and other programs.  

The committee room is meant to be exclusively for MSU work.  Since you have office access you’ll 

probably never use it, but it’s there. 

The boardroom is across the hall from your office.  Typically you should book it out if you need it, but if 

no one is in there you can usually have quick meetings there.  I had meetings in one or both of the 

boardrooms on a daily basis, mostly because there were only three or four of us and the big room looks 

really professional when you’re holding important meetings and your office isn’t always the most 

comfortable (or tidy).  You can book both through the front desk by inviting 

meetingb@msu.mcmaster.ca or boardroom@msu.mcmaster.ca to any meetings that you schedule. 

Your Office & Lockable Shelf 

You have several open windows in your office.  The doorknob is a bit jiggly and not hard to open.  It’s 

really easy to break into your office, by climbing through the “window,” opening up one of the wall 

panels, reaching through the wall to open the door, or scaling the wall.  What is my point?  The point is, 

you cannot consider your desk a safe place for private or confidential items.  If you have sensitive 

information, such as draft budgets, interview questions, contracts, or employee documents, keep them 

locked in your shelf (to the left of your computer, above the desk) or in your lockable drawer unit (to the 

left, below the desk).  Note that the other drawer unit does not lock.  These lockable places are not hard 

to break into either.  Your best option is digital storage in a secure folder. 

https://www.msumcmaster.ca/governance/board-of-directors-2012-2013/vp-finance/the-silhouette-board-of-publication
https://www.msumcmaster.ca/governance/board-of-directors-2012-2013/vp-finance/the-silhouette-board-of-publication
https://www.msumcmaster.ca/governance/board-of-directors-2012-2013/vp-finance/msu-finances
https://www.msumcmaster.ca/info/msu-finances
mailto:meetingb@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:boardroom@msu.mcmaster.ca
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Expense Account 

Some lines of the MSU budget are devoted to your use.  In general the Executive spreadsheet outlines 

what to spend money on, so I won’t go into too much detail.  If you decide to purchase something, you 

will need to fill out a purchase order (PO) form.  These are pretty self-explanatory, but if you have 

questions just ask around (easiest is Maggie, Marn or Kevin) for the details.  It doesn’t really happen 

often; mostly you’ll be signing them. 

Microsoft Outlook 

Outlook is our mail server.  I’ve installed an additional program called Xobni to help you with filing your 

emails (mentioned this earlier.  Feel free to ask around if you can’t figure out how to use anything 

relating to email).  This program automatically categorizes emails by sender and provides a reduced list 

of links and attachments that they have sent you.  I used this in lieu of a topical folder system because 

most of my (and your) projects are with particular people rather than on particular subjects. 

I recommend synching Outlook to your mobile device so you can check emails at home.  You’ll be in the 

office most of the time but it’s helpful to be able to keep up to date on things when you’re away. 

Great Plains 

Great Plains is our accounting software.  While you don’t need more than a cursory knowledge of how 

to operate this software the more you know about it the more you will be able to do with finances.  You 

should know how to approve purchase orders and send them via email (I’ve left written instructions 

along with screenshots in your transition materials) as well as track down documents that are archived 

in the system.  You should be able to locate a document by PO number, vendor ID number, department 

code/budget line, and date, because sometimes you’ll have only one of these pieces of information 

available. 

FRx 

FRx is one element of our accounting software. It is quite useful for publishing reports and financial 

statements but is cumbersome and difficult to navigate. A software update should be coming out in the 

next year that might help with this. I recommend becoming familiar with how to design budget 

templates so that you can adjust the format as you’d like. If you’re going to change anything talk to 

Maggie first, since any changes that you make to the formatting will likely affect the entire system. 

There are also some fields that you should not adjust because doing so will cause some pretty severe 

meltdowns in the software and you may lose data permanently. Tl;dr: don’t mess with FRx. 

Expense Account 

Your expense account is capped at $500. Between mine and the rest of the Board we had enough to 

travel across most of Southern Ontario to visit other student unions, go to CASA and OUSA conferences 

(other than airfare) and pay for pizza at some SRA meetings. You shouldn’t need more than this amount. 
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To claim expenses you’ll need to fill out an expense claim form (blue, in the accounting office) and a 

cheque will be processed for you. You will need to attach an itemized receipt (i.e. not a visa receipt; 

accounting needs a breakdown of what you purchased) and sign it.  Typically only budget managers will 

fill out expense forms, but if PTMs fill them out I’ve processed them and then asked them to fill out POs 

in the future.  You cannot claim alcoholic purchases. 

Phone 

Your extension is 24109. Spend a while learning how to transfer calls, access your voicemail, and change 

your voicemail message. You also have a long-distance access code which will come in handy. Knowing 

how to use your phone will make you look competent, whereas not knowing how to use it will make you 

look like a fool. Try to avoid that. This information is all available on the McMaster website through UTS. 

I’ve also left business cards for important contacts on your wall. Feel free to get rid of them or add to 

them. Many of them are out of date but will give you a starting point in establishing a new contact. 

Mailbox 

Your mailbox is on the top row in the cupboard by the front desk. Check it daily as it will often have 

time-sensitive information in it. You will receive cheques and POs in your office and on your computer 

but financial statements from our bank accounts and club applications will be put in your mailbox. 

 

The MSU 

This section concerns the multiple facets of the organization. Most people are only exposed to one 

aspect of the MSU and, as often happens with government, they miss the whole picture and develop an 

unfair and uncharitable image of the corporation. You have a rare opportunity to understand, as much 

as one can, the complexities of this Union. 

The Government 

The MSU is first and foremost a student government, run for and by students. One of my greatest 

frustrations in office was the false perception that as a Board member I was out of touch with the 

student voice; I was still taking courses and interacting more regularly with my undergraduate peers 

than many of my full-time-student colleagues, and built into our system is a governing model where 

students are overseeing the entire governing and management process. Some student representatives 

will likely refer to you as a member of “the Board” and will implicitly suggest that your voice is not “the 

student voice.” Do your best to avoid these criticisms by staying in touch with students and keeping up-

to-date with issues facing the average full-time undergraduate. 
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At the same time, never assume that you know what undergraduates want. The opinions that you hear 

are likely the opinions of a select few hundred people who interact regularly with the MSU, and you will 

never be able to truthfully say that you have the mandate of students – even with a high voter turnout 

and a lot of support, I guarantee that you will be doing things that a sizeable group of students will 

dislike. I made a practice this year of spending time speaking with groups that are typically 

underrepresented at the table and it added some perspective when taking on new projects. 

Because the MSU is a government you need to act like a politician. Not too much – the President and VP 

Education do most of the hand-shaking and baby-kissing – but you do need to keep track of who your 

allies are and try to keep your political capital for times when you need it. Your job, both as an individual 

and as a Board, will be much easier if you can have a person designated for different roles – not a good-

cop, bad-cop routine, but something like it. Have a meeting at the beginning of the year to determine 

who is doing what. 

Additionally, because you are essentially a member of cabinet for the highest level of student 

government at McMaster, you do to an extent have to do what the electorate wants. Here you have a 

couple of handy tools. Surveys and referenda are a great way to get student feedback while maintaining 

some control over the process. Not every undergraduate is going to have as in-depth an understanding 

of the issues as you will and it would simply be irresponsible to let the student body make every 

decision. You will have to be careful to avoid resorting to direct democracy with every decision but the 

will of the majority is always your guide. With every decision you need to seriously ask yourself whether 

student input is needed (beyond your own opinion, which naturally is student input) and also whether 

you are being unnecessarily protective of the status quo. 

The Corporation 

The MSU is also a corporation, and as such has many public duties that cannot be shirked. You are 

responsible for most of the financial duties, including developing a budget, presenting the audited 

statements, and ensuring that the tax returns and annuals are correct and up-to-date. Your Corporate 

Secretary and Comptroller will take care of most of the work and you’ll typically only need to sign off on 

the final forms, but you need to have enough of a working familiarity with the paperwork involved to be 

able to sign off based on solid information and a good knowledge that the information is correct. You’ll 

sign many things in your term that you have not produced but when the government or the University 

comes knocking they’ll look for the person whose signature is on the paperwork, not for the person who 

wrote the document. 

The MSU is not a profit-seeking corporation but it sometimes needs to act like one. In our case, profit is 

not financial gain but the general well-being and success of full-time undergraduates. To that end, doing 

things like cutting fees when we can is often a good decision, but like a corporation we need to look 

forward to long-term growth and figure out how we can maximize “profit” for our “shareholders” both 
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this year and in future years. Obviously this is difficult to do with one-year terms. As a director you need 

to have this long term vision because very few people will. 

The last thing I’ll say about the MSU as a corporation is that you need to step up to the plate and take 

responsibility for what the MSU does. I’ve included several documents on director’s duties in your 

transition materials; take some time to go over them so you understand how serious this job is. You will 

deal with lawsuits, taxes, hiring and firing, petty politics, lambasting in the press, and internal tensions. 

The best thing you can do is prepare and know your legal obligations. 

The Service Provider 

The MSU’s purpose of late has largely been to provide services. Many of our existing services were 

developed because of a perception that the University was failing to provide the necessary 

accoutrements for students. Since their development some of these services have fulfilled their 

mandate and are likely not needed. The MSU should be ever adapting to fill new needs and must 

recognize that the needs that existed thirty or forty years ago may not still exist. 

The MSU provides services on many levels. On one level is the typical sense of service provision: we walk 

people home late at night, give them food at low or no cost, and provide dental and health insurance. 

On the second level we provide employment opportunities, which comes as a package that includes 

wages, job interview experience, benefits (in some cases), and management experience. I think a third 

level is in leadership and personal development, and the Board positions give you these more than any 

other job in the Union. 

At the same time as we recognize the value of service provision it is important not to stretch ourselves 

too thin in providing services. We can run concerts, but we do not necessarily need to employ 

undergrads to run them; we may hire for positions, but we do not offer job interview experience as a 

service in and of itself. A balance needs to be struck between providing services and advocating that the 

University provide them, which brings me to my next point. 

The Advocate 

The MSU is an advocate in many ways, but typically we end up advocating at two levels. On the one 

hand we present the student voice to the University. This must be done carefully. It only takes one 

poorly formulated survey or one poll with low participation rates to lose a lot of credibility with 

University administration, so use your tools sparingly and put the necessary work into them to make 

sure you get the information you need. 

Part of unifying the student voice is what has been an ongoing project of bringing student associations 

together. We attempted to do so this year by meeting with IRC, MAPS, GSA etc. on multiple occasions 

and for various reasons but found it difficult to get past the initial formalities of meeting new people. 

The easiest way to present a unified student voice would be to have one student government, and while 
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people will say that this shouldn’t be done because the voices of the minority would be lost I haven’t 

seen a compelling argument for why the division of resources dedicated to each of the smaller student 

governing bodies justifies the differences in our approaches and methodologies. Sharing resources is the 

easiest and most effective way to get a message across, as evidenced by past successes in building the 

student centre (MSU and MAPS), securing funding for the Wilson Building (MSU, MAPS, McMaster) and 

responding to the University’s fee equity proposal (MSU, MAPS, GSA, MBAA).  Work together whenever 

you can. 

The other part of unifying the student voice is advocacy at the municipal, provincial, and federal levels. 

This will mostly be the VP Education’s job but you can contribute a bit. You’ll end up hosting the 

Hamilton Post-Secondary Advisory Group (HPSAG) at some point so you’ll have a chance to interact with 

a few politicians. Here again it is important not to overstep your bounds and you’ll need to work 

extensively with other student unions if you want to have any credibility with the government. My 

impression is that the government doesn’t typically interact much with extremely left-leaning groups 

like the CFS and won’t respond to inquiries from individual student unions, so if you have something to 

say, do it through OUSA or CASA. 

 

Services 

Service provision is the largest pillar of MSU operations and a feature that distinguishes us from many 

student unions. The MSU has one of the largest, best funded, and best managed service systems in the 

province. Continued success of this system requires diligent attention to every aspect of every 

department. Fortunately you have a number of staff to support you in this hefty task. What follows is a 

brief summary of some of the successes and challenges facing each department. They are organized in 

order of department code. You should make a point of getting in touch with each department manager 

on a regular basis to gain a better understanding of how the service is doing. Non-service/business 

departments and departments that no longer have their own budget codes will be addressed later. 

This section of the report contains confidential information and is included in a separate document. 

 

Business Units 

Also classed “revenue generators” in the department codes, these are the areas where we (ideally) 

make money to offset our other costs. The unique successes and challenges of each are addressed 

below. They are organized in order of budget code. With all departments I strongly recommend reading 

the relevant operating policy/policies during your first week in office and reviewing them on a regular 

basis. 
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This section contains confidential information and is included in a separate document. 

 

Committees 

This is an odd department code category. Most of these are now considered service operations or 

revenue generators but it’s easier to leave budget codes as they are, so they’ve stayed. You will interact 

with most of these departments through their PTMs. 

This section contains confidential information and is included in a separate document. 

 

Other Funds and Accounts 

The following are some of the other funds that are tracked on the MSU operating budget. These aspects 

of the budget are largely managed or overseen by other staff (specifically Maggie, Victoria, Sandeep and 

John) but you will have oversight throughout the year and will need to keep on top of them for 

budgeting purposes. 

CFMU 

The CFMU fee was reduced this year by about 40%, leaving the station with a stable but less robust 

financial future. I anticipate CFMU’s income matching its expenditures for 3-5 years before we start 

seeing significant growth in its net revenue but this is contingent on spending patterns and budget 

management over that time period. Regardless, CFMU has (only just) enough money to continue 

operations at its current level and is planning some large capital expenditures in the next few years to 

replace old equipment. 

CFMU is separately incorporated from the MSU for legal/historical reasons and people often get 

confused as to the proper relationship between the two. The CFMU fee is designated for use by and for 

CFMU exclusively and the board, which includes community members, is meant to play the same role 

that the MSU board plays to the MSU. That said, CFMU board meetings tend to be largely informal, and 

most of the real work happens behind the scenes. 

CFMU’s reserves were a major concern this year. My stance was, and still is, that if we are to sustain 

operations we need to recognize that CFMU requires a great deal of capital investment to survive. The 

MSU is a leader in the field of campus radio and any cuts to this funding would put that stance, and the 

existence of the station, in serious jeopardy. That said, we cannot be unnecessarily protectionist and 

sustain operations that are not legitimately in the interests of the student body. In short, if you want to 

keep a campus radio station, make sure it has enough money, and if you don’t want to keep the station, 

then don’t. Giving it too little money to operate is wasteful. 
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MUSC 

The MUSC fund is poorly understood by most students, including those on the SRA. Here’s how it works: 

MUSC is separately incorporated and it calculates the cost of sustaining the building and its operations 

(such as custodial services); the MUSC corporation (confusingly called ‘MUC’ for McMaster University 

Centre, a leftover from before the building had a real name) then calculates occupancy costs on a 

prorated basis determined largely by the amount of retail space allocated to each tenant (primarily, 

MSU and Hospitality Services); these costs are offset by third party operations (which is why the Atrium 

is rented out to vendors on a regular basis) and the remainder is paid for by the MSU and Hospitality. 

We pay for our share through a student levy. 

The way our finances are structured is a bit strange and there are aspects that I would recommend 

changing. As part of the original operating agreement it was decided that the MSU would only pay 

operating costs on its office and service space but would pay both rent and operating costs on its retail 

space. Refer to the operating agreement with its space allocation appendix for information on the 

designation of all MSU space. What is interesting about this structure is that these costs are not seen by 

the businesses or service operations of the MSU. Since we pay our MUSC occupancy costs through a 

student levy the operating cost of our businesses is subsidized, and the real reported cost of running all 

MSU operations is underreported on each department’s budget summary. I would recommend changing 

this to more accurately reflect the cost of doing business, but this would also complicate the internal 

financial transactions relating to the MUSC fee. 

Capital Growth 

The Capital Growth Plan is largely managed by Maggie and you will have very little input into it. Capital 

requests are processed as part of the annual budget preparations and a capital budget is approved in 

tandem with the operating budget. While there is no specific mandate for them to do so, Finance 

Committee has sometimes reviewed capital requests and made recommendations for the budget, which 

is then approved by EB and the SRA, in that order. Many of the items on the Capital Growth Plan are still 

being depreciated from many years ago and you will likely never know, or need to know, the specifics of 

how this plan is managed. If you ever need to answer a question about capital Maggie is always 

available with that information. 

As a side note, every year we replace around 20 computers as part of the capital plan. These are 

managed by Pauline, so when you plan your budget you should meet with her to go over the computer 

replacement schedule. 

Health Plan 

The Health Plan is also largely managed by Maggie, with the administration of the Health Plan being 

done by Victoria. This year we switched to having an underwriter for the Health Plan and we’re on a 

positive track to start breaking even in a couple of years. Your involvement with the Health Plan will be 
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more on the planning end as most of the background details were dealt with this year. Still, if you have 

some time and want to look into the specifics of how the fund is run and what projections there are for 

the next few years get in touch with Maggie. Regardless of your interest in the plan you’ll need to get 

some in-depth training on the reporting structure for the plan, as our fiscal year overlaps strangely with 

that of the insurer and we have several schedules that report different things. 

Dental Plan 

The Dental Plan is much the same as the Health Plan, but is currently in a healthier position (no pun 

intended) as it was put on a good financial track a few years earlier. Both of these funds should be fine 

for your term provided there are no significant changes in the health and dental plans from our end 

(additions/reductions in coverage) and no changes in the industry (like if our insurer went out of 

business, which doesn’t usually happen). 

HSR 

Another plan you’ll have very little involvement in. HSR fees are collected and remitted to the HSR and 

students receive their bus pass; that’s about it. The University is trying to get out of the business of 

distributing student card validation stickers so over the course of your term you will see another 

solution produced and put into effect. You should keep on top of this project (discuss it with John early 

on in the year) so that you can have a hand in producing the best outcome possible. Ideally we’d be 

looking for something that adds little or no administrative burden to the MSU and doesn’t end up 

costing any more than the current pass. The most realistic option in my mind is if the University 

transitioned to a One Card option (student card with multiple functions) or if Presto technology were 

integrated into the student card, but both of these options would need a champion on the University’s 

side to make them happen. 

 

Miscellaneous 

This section deals with those parts of the job that don’t relate directly to finances or are more on the 

periphery of your attention. They merit a lot of thought and energy but won’t be at the front of your 

mind every day. 

 

MSU and You Radio Show 
Traditionally held on Monday at noon, the MSU and You is your chance as a Board to communicate 

current news and issues to students.  I’m not sure how many people listen to the show, but many of the 

staff tune in regularly and occasionally you’ll talk to students who were listening to the show.  This show 

has been of varying quality over the years; usually it’s a mix of talk and music, although sometimes it has 

leaned more heavily on the music side of things.  I would recommend spending at least 15 minutes 

before each show planning what you’re going to say, even if it’s just brainstorming topics.  You and the 
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VP Admin will probably have to take the reins on the show most of the time since the President and VP 

Ed are gone a fair bit.  You’ll get out of the show what you put into it, and if you learn the ropes early on 

you can have a fair bit of fun at the same time. 

MSU/MAPS Transferability 

This report hasn’t had a true home so I took it on this year.  It’s important to complete it as a gesture of 

good faith our membership and as a fulfillment of our contractual obligation with MAPS.  I’ve annexed 

the report to your transition materials.  In order to fill it out you’ll need to contact Theresa Cooke 

(cooketm@mcmaster.ca) or her replacement at Student Accounts to get updated numbers for this year.  

In addition, notice of transferability needs to be published in the Sil in the first two editions of the school 

year (September); the President’s Page is probably the easiest way to do this.  Get in touch with Wooder 

about completing this part. 

Silhouette Board of Publication 

The Silhouette Board of Publication operating parameters are outlined in the operating policies. This 

committee is mandated to meet once a term, which is likely enough for you to transact any business 

that comes up. You can usually get quorum if you call a meeting a week in advance. Jess is the primary 

assistant for Sil Board of Pub. 

Sponsorships and Donations 

This committee is mandated to meet once a month and you will be responsible for the administration 

and publication of applications. Check the operating policy for more details. Victoria is the primary 

contact for Spon & Don aside from you. 

 

Access 

The following gives you access information for your files and accounts. 

This section contains confidential information and is included in a separate report. 

 

Important Documentation 

There are countless documents that would be invaluable for you to read if you have the time. The 

following are some documents that I would deem necessary for you to read in order to have a cursory 

knowledge of the position you are in. 

1. The series of binders on top of your over-counter cabinet, including the MSU History briefing and the 

information about account codes.  You don’t have to have the account codes memorized, but you 

should be familiar with the layout and be able to find codes that you need quickly. 

mailto:cooketm@mcmaster.ca
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2. There are several pamphlets, booklets, and introductory documents in the filing racks under your 

over-counter cabinet.  These mostly provide an introduction to the MSU finances and services. 

Issue Briefings 

There are several binders in and on your lockable shelf that will introduce you to some outstanding 

issues in the MSU.  I suggest working through all of these binders before tackling any major projects. The 

information in these binders will give you a good introduction to several historical MSU initiatives, and 

while they are not always entirely accurate they do have a lot of useful information in them.  Dave 

Moore may contact you early in the year asking for these binders back so he can update them. 

Budget 

This is less of an “access” point and more of a general reference to documentation with the budget.  

Producing the budget is arguably your single most important task in the year and you’ll need a lot of 

assistance in order to create it.  I’ve drafted several templates for the budget (including monthly 

statements with explanatory memos and easy calculation files for your own personal reference, located 

in the “Budget” folder of your transition materials) in addition to the several dozen templates that exist 

for annual and monthly reporting.  You should take a few days (or weeks) to familiarize yourself with the 

accounting software (Great Plains, FrX, and Excel), including all access codes (above) and all methods of 

accessing information within the software. The software is not intuitive and it will likely be difficult for 

you to figure out how to produce the kinds of reports you want without assistance.  Don’t be afraid to 

ask for help; the longer you wait the worse it will be when you have to ask how to look up an account 

balance or check the transactions in a particular department.  The single biggest obstacle to you 

completing your work quickly and efficiently will be an inability to navigate software (not your fault, it’s 

just that the software is not user-friendly and often counterintuitive).  Do your best early on to make 

sure this doesn’t become a problem. 

 

Timeline 

I haven’t included a timeline here because most of the relevant deadlines are already in your Outlook 

schedule. Take some time early in the year to set out your schedule, including figuring out which 

committees you will sit on and how regularly they will meet, and try to book everything at least a month 

in advance. Once your year starts you will likely be too busy to spend a lot of time negotiating 

everyone’s schedules. The more proactive you can be with scheduling the easier your year will be. Do 

not hesitate to ask for help from the corporate secretary, who has access to your calendar and can send 

out meeting invitations on your behalf. 

I would strongly recommend establishing two practices: first, never agree to a meeting longer than 30 

minutes unless absolutely necessary; and second, never entertain walk-in signing requests. Establish a 
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system by which people can leave paperwork for you (at accounting, in your mailbox etc.) and commit 

to checking that daily. It will save you a lot of trouble over the year. 

Month-by-month summary 

Again, most of the relevant information is in your transition materials or in the bylaws (which you should 

read before doing anything) and so is not included here. 

Dates and deadlines 

A summary of the important dates and deadlines for this role is encapsulated in the Microsoft Outlook 

calendar and in the bylaws, mostly Bylaw 5 and corporate Bylaws 1 and 3.  I have set important 

deadlines for projects in your portfolio on annual repeat; they will show up as all-day events on the day 

when you should start dealing with them. 

Important Contacts 

There are several lists of important contacts that you should be aware of.  First and foremost is the MSU 

contact list, which has contact information for all MSU employees and executives.  Second, there is the 

SRA distribution list, which should be set up by the administrative assistants early in the year so you can 

email SRA members easily.  In addition, there are several dozen business cards on your wall that have 

contact information for various campus and business partners.  Many of these will ask to meet with you 

early in the year and will give you a new business card; others will never contact you and you don’t need 

to keep their cards.  Almost everyone you are in touch with on a regular basis is an MSU employee or an 

employee of McMaster, so you can find their contact information online.  If all else fails, ask John. 

There are a few people you will need to contact more frequently than others.  I include their 

information here for your reference. 

Name Affiliation Position Email Phone 

Roger Couldrey McMaster 

University 

VP Administration couldrr@mcmaster.ca 

or 

vpadmin@mcmaster.ca 

X23068 

Theresa Cooke 

(Note: Theresa has 

recently changed 

offices and this contact 

information may be 

out-of-date) 

McMaster 

University 

Manager, 

Receipts and 

Receivables 

cooketm@mcmaster.ca X24332 

Snezana Popov CIBC Senior Manager snez.popov@cibc.com 905-572-5955 

mailto:couldrr@mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@mcmaster.ca
mailto:cooketm@mcmaster.ca
mailto:snez.popov@cibc.com
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Joe Simpson McMaster Credit 

Union/PACE 

Credit Union 

Senior Manager, 

Special Projects 

Jsimpson@maccu.com  905-522-2903 

Derek Collins Turkstra Mazza The MSU’s legal 

counsel 

dcollins@tmalaw.ca 905-529-3476 

Gord Arbeau McMaster 

University 

Director, PR 

department 

arbeaug@mcmaster.ca X27305 

Andrea Farquhar McMaster 

University 

AVP, PR 

department 

farquhar@mcmaster.ca X23658 

 

Other contacts can be added as needed. MSU contacts are summarized in the MSU contact list, which 

will be circulated early in the year. A copy of the 2012-13 list is available on your desktop. 

 

General Notes 

Confidentiality 

You will be privy to confidential information, and you are expected to keep it that way.  Regardless of 

whether somebody else is likely to spill the beans or not, you need to remember not to.  That goes for 

meetings in closed session, contract negotiations and details, Board meeting discussions, HR material, 

payroll information... the list goes on.  It also applies to a great many conversations you will have with 

SRA members throughout the year.  Some will look on you as an authority on more than just finances, 

and they will assume you know everything about the MSU (and the University at large).  They might not 

explicitly say they want some information kept under the radar, so it’ll be up to you to clarify their 

expectations of secrecy.  You’ll also hear a lot of confidential information from the staff; keep it secret 

with the knowledge that they’re doing the same with what you say and see in the office. 

Gossip will happen in the office and with the SRA, but try not to spread it.  I’ve certainly made 

comments that I was surprised to hear repeated later, and if you’re not careful you can inadvertently 

make enemies without intending to.  Learn to trust your board, John, and your admin assistants, and 

you’ll have everyone you need to bounce ideas off of without them becoming rumours. 

mailto:Jsimpson@maccu.com
mailto:dcollins@tmalaw.ca
mailto:arbeaug@mcmaster.ca
mailto:farquhar@mcmaster.ca
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Press 

For the next year you have no private opinions.  For me this was the hardest part of being VP Finance, 

and I’ll confess to occasional slip-ups in public and deliberate ranting to friends in private.  Make sure 

you’re extra careful whenever you’re on record.  It happened surprisingly frequently with me: I was 

interviewed by the Sil several times in my first few months, and many things that were said in meetings 

became public information shortly afterwards.  People will generally take your word for both your 

personal opinion and the opinion of the MSU; if those are different, keep your personal opinion to 

yourself and only share the official MSU opinion.  This makes it easier for you to avoid critique.  In 

general, just state the facts, and although the writer may hope for some juicy gossip they will usually 

understand if you say something boring. 

In addition, keep a close leash on what you say on your personal social media forums (Facebook, Twitter 

etc.).  Again, anything said on these platforms becomes “official MSU stance” in the minds of many 

students and student politicians, so keep it clean and professional. 

Procedure 

I mentioned that people will come to you for advice.  Some will not have a clear idea of exactly what you 

do, but almost all will think of you as an all knowing resource on finances, the MSU, and the University.  

Don’t commit yourself to other people’s projects unless you’re willing to tackle them whole-hog; you’ll 

have enough to do with your own work and projects.  That said, if you can offer advice on process or 

finances people will almost always find that helpful.  Just try to stay out of other people’s political issues 

and don’t offer them any more than your opinion.  I had the benefit of having been Speaker before, so I 

was quite familiar with procedure in the MSU and was able to help people with getting their referendum 

questions brought forward. 

Collaboration 

As the VP Finance you will have the final say on certain things, but more often you’ll have to approach 

the SRA or the Executive Board for approval.  Whether it’s approving capital expenditures or signing 

contracts, you’ll have to balance two principles: following procedure and doing what is right.  When I say 

procedure, I mean following Robert’s Rules to the letter, following the bylaws to the letter, etc.  This can 

sometimes be frustrating and time-consuming but is usually straightforward.  Doing what is right is 

making so-called “judgement calls,” following your moral compass.  The point is this: if something is 

terribly wrong, use your influence to make it right.  The bylaws were written by SRA members and other 

humans, they have flaws, and you need to make sure you do what is right even if it conflicts with what is 

“correct” on paper. 

This applies not only to interpreting the bylaws, but to many other things.  You’ll discover examples on 

your own this year.  One that was important for me is the SRA meetings: Robert’s Rules are frequently 
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bent (and sometimes completely ignored), and that’s ok if it gets business done in a fair and efficient 

way.  You will rarely meet opposition when you go against what is “correct” and bypass procedure in 

order to do something that makes sense.  At the same time, there are some vestigial practices that have 

no place in the MSU or the SRA and should be abolished.  Among these I include punitive attendance 

rules, strict adherence to procedure when it impedes progress, and the retention of outdated notice 

requirements.  Don’t waste your energy fighting these if it looks like it will be a tough battle, but if you 

are able to change some of them it will make your job a lot easier. 

Reporting 

Reporting is done by a regular schedule that is sent out by the administrative assistants early in the year. 

I strongly recommend producing additional reports each time you have a significant project or 

publication, as this will help clarify your intentions early on and avoid unnecessary discussion. Drafts of 

all reports are included in your transition documents under “templates”. 

Financial reporting is to be done monthly. The statements will be sent to you on or around the 15th of 

the following month and you can forward them to the SRA. I recommend sending only the YTD summary 

(not the COS report or the other documents) as this will be the most interesting and understandable for 

most people. 

Suggestions and Ongoing Projects 

Ongoing projects and suggested projects are filed on your desktop with the associated paperwork. 

David, John, and Jess also have significant insight into ongoing projects and concerns that should be 

addressed this year. If you have time, there is a file of additional projects (entitled “Projects”) that have 

not been started in the VP Finance 2012-13 folder on the server. 

Conclusion 

I trust that at least some of the information in this document has been helpful and will continue to be. 

For all the information I can give you, nothing will replace the rapid learning that will result from trial 

and error. Do as many things as you can in the first two months and learn from your mistakes; this is the 

fastest way to learn the job. 

If you ever have questions, I am always available at wyngaajp@gmail.com. 

All the best to you and your team this year. 

  

mailto:wyngaajp@gmail.com
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Appendices 

These are included in the folder entitled “Transition” on your desktop. This folder includes the following 

documents: 

 Organization structure charts 

 Document and powerpoint providing an introduction to MSU finances 

 Documentation on the MSU budget cycle and how to read the budget 

 The 2011-12 audited statements and audit findings report 

 The 2012-13 State of the Union powerpoint 

 A document detailing the process for approving purchase orders 

 The MSU’s investment portfolio 

 Notes from the CGA annual conference 

 Several slide shows/.pdf documents on fiduciary duty, NPO  guidelines, and strategic planning 

 The MSU-MAPS transferability report 

 My platform and yearplan 

There is further documentation in the folder on your desk, including the State of the Union document 

from the past two years, the MSU Style Guide, Almanac, and Yearbook, the 2012-13 Quality of Education 

Assessment report, and information on the MSU health and dental plans. I recommend reading all of 

this material during the summer (traditionally a slow time) to get up to speed on ongoing projects. 
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Anna, 
 

Welcome to the BoD! I hope that this transition report is useful to you. I know I used Katie’s 
several times throughout the year, along with John’s from the year before. In fact, you may 
notice that this transition report is largely built upon the framework of those two reports. This 
is reflective of one of the great things about the VP Admin portfolio – I think more than any 
other BoD position, there is a lot of opportunity to draw on and build upon what has been 
done in the past. There are innumerable templates, records, drafts, and lists in my files and 
the files of those before me. These documents mean that when you are working on 
something or dealing with an issue, you rarely need to start from scratch. I know you’ve 
already taken a cursory look through these files, but don’t forget to continue doing that 
throughout the year! Annual projects like Yearplans, hiring, and Student Recognition Night all 
have extensive documentation you can draw upon to make you life a lot easier, and other 
projects and issues often have similar histories which can help you as you work on them. 
 
Much of my report is written as if I weren’t returning, as I feel it is more consistent that way. As 
you know, it’s been a few years since the MSU has had someone repeat on the board, and I 
know it must be strange sometimes, having me right next door. Please never hesitate to ask 
me questions. As I’ve said before, you are never bothering me – I want to help! And on a 
similar note, never be afraid to let me know if my presence is becoming too overwhelming. I 
want you to make this role your own. This may mean disagreeing with things I did last year, or 
the recommendations I give you. Embrace these opportunities to leave your own stamp on 
this position, and you will feel so rewarded by this job both now and later.  
 
The VP Admin has a lot of responsibility. There is a lot going on, and at times you may feel 
overwhelmed. Know that there is no one I would rather have on the other side of that window. 
You are going to be an absolutely fantastic VP Administration. 
 

Yours, 
 

David Campbell 
Vice President (Administration) 2012/2013 
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Board of Directors 
As a Board of Directors member, you are responsible for all aspects of the McMaster 
Students Union along with your fellow Board members. Often, the VP Admin is the most 
active board member in terms of internal MSU-wide issues, including staff, operations, and 
the wide assortment of issues and opportunities the board is presented with throughout the 
year. This is both the most rewarding and toughest part of your job – you never know what 
you might be dealing with on any particular day.  
 

One of the BOD responsibilities the VP Admin must be very conscious of is management and 
support to the full-time staff. Staff really appreciate when the Board members make an effort 
to get to know them. In the past, the VP Admin has often been the board member who works 
most closely on supporting full-time staff. This year, Jeff was more active in that role, as he 
was able to dedicate more time to it. Regardless of which board member takes this on, it is 
incredibly important. The staff are the backbone of the MSU, the number one support to not 
only the board but to other student leaders and staff, so it is important they feel empowered 
and positive about their work. You are a leader in this organization, and when staff are 
comfortable approaching you with concerns or problems, this will result in a healthier work 
environment for all. Remember to be conscious of the fact that you will never be able to fix all 
the problems you encounter, and don't beat yourself up for this either. There will be times 
when you can assist staff with their concerns, times when you can recruit John McGowan for 
help, but there will also be times when you can't provide the solution.  
 

Make sure to encourage that your fellow Board members participate in matters regarding full-
time staff, operations and concerns (including me!). Although one board member may take on 
the majority of the work with these things, support from them will go a long way. 
 

MSU President 
As you know, it is considered by some that the relationship between the VP Admin and the 
President is the most important one on the Board. This is a natural result of the fact that, in 
both Bylaws and practice, the VP Admin is the right hand of the President. This means you 
will often be called upon to chair meetings, provide direction on projects, and make executive 
decisions for the organization. You will also often be called upon by the President for advice 
and guidance. While this is true for all board members, it is especially true between the 
President and VP Admin. 
 

VP Administration Traditions 
There are two main traditions for VP Admins. 1) The toys that are in the office – make sure 
this gets passed on! I added a couple of new ones this year, and I know you’ve already begun 
adding to the collection. And 2) At the MSU Retreat the VP Admin gets thrown into the 
lake/water. This is a tradition left over from Bark Lake, and hasn’t happened for a couple of 
years (both of the last two July retreats were nowhere near water!). Nonetheless, you may 
want to watch having a phone/electronics on you that weekend just in case! I don’t plan on 
dunking you since it didn’t happen to myself…but you never know! 
 

VP Finance 
The VP Admin and VP Finance are the two positions that are most commonly in the MSU 
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office. The VP Finance has really evolved over the last few years (and under Jeff W 
especially) to be a much more dynamic and involved board position. The biggest result of this 
is that Jeff D will likely be much more of a support to you! Make sure to use him, both in terms 
of consulting on decisions (often you two will be the only board members in the office, and 
may need to make decisions before you can consult with Spencer and I), and in terms of 
getting support with your portfolio. Jeff W was a huge support in terms of things like: FT staff, 
PT staff management (he handled all questions budget-related), the website project, and 
more. I know Jeff D will have a similar work ethic and broad interest in the organization, so 
use that to your benefit. 
 

VP Education 
The VP Education is the most absent due to conferences, and as such is the one that more 
commonly needs reminders about their duties as a BOD member, whether that’s submitting 
reports, attending meetings, or staff interactions. Because the portfolio of the VP Education is 
very external in comparison to that of the other Board members, make an effort to keep in 
touch with what Spencer is pursuing in his role – even to just simply be supportive. I have to 
agree with feedback from past boards when they say that the VP Ed can often find they feel 
alienated. Showing interest in Spencer’s work can go a long way to bridging this gap.  
 

Board Meetings 
The BoD meets weekly with the General Manager (currently John McGowan) and Corporate 
Secretary (currently Jess Bauman). The past couple of boards have preferred to meet on 
Monday to set the direction for the week and ensure everyone is on the same page. These 
meetings are a great opportunity to vent or just to chat with all of us in the room. At the same 
time, I found last year that these meetings had a tendency to drag on way too long. It is 
important that these meetings start on time, with everyone present, and are efficient in use of 
time.  
 

The BoD deals with 3 main types of agenda items: 
1. Procedural: The BoD receives many things that are more procedural in nature, such as 

annual staff wage increases due to inflation, requests for benefit usage, and late 
Health/Dental opt-outs. 

2. Discussion: Generally any discussion coming forward to the EB/SRA, or anything that 
we want feedback from the group on we bring forward as a simple discussion item on 
the agenda. The VP Admin tends to do a lot more work regarding the change of 
Operating Policies and Job Descriptions, so your Board Meeting is a good place to 
bring them, prior to Committees/EB/SRA, to consult your fellow Board members and 
John McGowan. 

3. HR: Anything relating to full-time staff employment, or significant part-time staff issues. 
As well any significant complaints from students will end up being discussed. For 
significant full-time employment issues that are resulting in discipline or termination, 
the Board will generally meet privately with the General Manager first, but approve it at 
the BoD meeting once a direction is set. The Corporate Secretary should not be 
present in any discussions involving discipline or termination of full-time staff.  

 

Due to their involvement in BOD meetings, the General Manager and Corporate Secretary 
should be the staff that you lean on with any confidential issues. 
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Expectations 
At the beginning of your Board's term, it is important to set expectations for each other as the 
representatives of the MSU. Things that should be included are: work hours (including what 
protocol is if late), conduct in the office (during and after hours), dress in the office, office 
procedures (to ensure office security), professionalism (inside and outside the office), cell 
phone/electronics etiquette (surprisingly a big one) and BOD meetings.  
 

It is easy for these expectations to waiver over time, so it may be a good idea to review these 
as a group quarterly. It’s easy for a board to be lax about the expectations they set, especially 
in the last few months of their term. This can be frustrating and I encourage you to promote a 
high level of respect for these expectations with this board. 
 

It is good to be open about your expectations and it may be a good idea to send a summary 
out to the full-time staff so they know what to expect from your Board, considering each year 
is different for them. I neglected to send this out to staff this year, but it could make staff feel 
more engaged early on, and is a good idea to consider. 
 

Benefits 
As a full-time staff member, you are entitled to many benefits. This year our board found that 
we did not feel very informed about these benefits and how to use them, so this summer we 
should be receiving a briefing on them from Kevin at some point. That said, here is a brief 
breakdown: All full-time staff members are covered by a separate health and dental plan from 
the student plan (see Accounts Payables Supervisor, currently Kevin O'Mara for details). 
Other full-time staff benefits include up to $400 educational allowance (can be used for 
classes of any kind), 4% matched funds in an RRSP, 3 weeks vacation (plus the Christmas 
closure), interest free computer loans (comes off your paycheque in instalments), $65/month 
for cell-phone reimbursement, free McMaster Pulse membership and subsidized daycare 
costs. Many of these benefits do not kick in until you have been a staff for three months (this 
is standard procedure) so make sure to consult with Kevin before you begin using them. 
 

Also, as VP Admin you receive a $750 expense account. This can be used for a variety of 
things work related from conference/event fees to business meals. There is also an overall 
BoD expense account for when the BoD is out together for business meals (Not sure if this 
was budgeted for this year, so I suggest checking). I used these extremely sparingly, and was 
proud of that fact. But in retrospect, I wonder if this wasn’t a bit short sighted. In the past, 
these expense accounts have been abused by board members as just free money. This 
sends a poor message to staff, not to mention being an irresponsible use of precious student 
money. That said, as with any budget line this money has been allocated for a reason. Never 
be afraid to use your expense account to help you afford things like attending student events 
and paying for work-related lunches.   
 

Another benefit to mention is Summer Hours. These have been in place for many years now, 
but are not guaranteed – it is up to the BOD’s discretion. Generally starting around the May 2-
4 weekend and ending mid-August, the Board approves a plan for staff to work 1 extra hour 
each day to result in the MSU office closing at 2pm on Fridays. This is a great incentive that 
definitely improves FT staff morale. We have obviously already implemented this, and I am 
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happy to see it continue. 
 

Business Cards 
These will be printed before you start. They have your name on the front, and all four of you 
on the back. I would suggest always carrying some on you, as you never know what type of 
situation you will run into where they will be beneficial! More can easily be printed if you run 
out at the Underground. 
 

Yearplans 
This is your chance to review anything from your platform that you now realize may not fit 
within your year. Precedent says that these come forward to the June meeting at SRA 
training. I’ve left a template on the computer. For VP Admin, I suggest not limiting yourself by 
creating many goals – there is so much that will unexpectedly take up your time in this job, 
that it is better not to write everything down and accomplish more, rather than have the 
opposite occur. Also, take a similar approach as with your platform and try to make sure all of 
your main goals are directly related to something you already have to do. For example, you 
already have to coordinate PTM transition process, so have a goal about how you will 
improve that. 
 

Security Services 
It is your job to ensure that Security Services has an updated copy of emergency contacts. It 
may be valuable to introduce yourself to the Security Services staff, as there may be 
instances throughout the year where you will have to call them, and it’s simplest if they 
recognize who you are immediately. I have heard that John McIntyre had several instances 
where he had to contact them – both myself and (I believe) Katie had very few.  
 

Front Desk Staff 
These staff are an extremely under-utilised resource in the MSU, especially in the summer. 
There are a lot of tasks in this job that should not require using up your time, such as putting 
together policy binders, and other simple tasks. They are also available to help with research 
and project support. The Front Desk clerks often have extra time, especially in the summer, 
so take advantage of them! With everything you have on your plate, delegate some of the 
stuff that someone could easily pick up and help with. Ensure that you run any tasks by the 
administrative assistants first, as they are the supervisors of the front desk clerks. 
 

Transition 
Hindsight is 20/20. I wish I had done a much more consistent job throughout the year of 
documenting the work I did and challenges I encountered to assist in providing transition to 
you, but it can be difficult to remember to maintain this consistently throughout the year. That 
said, I would suggest (as past VP Admins did to me) you keep a running tally of topics to 
cover in your transition report. It is definitely ideal to write it as you go along, but in reality 
there is always something more important/pressing to complete. If you keep a running tally of 
topics and a brief description, it will help you to not forget some of the little things that will help 
your successor. It may help you if you keep this as a standing item on your to-do list. It is 
definitely a good goal to set for yourself. 
 

Transition weekend is historically run by the VP Admin and the President. I would suggest 
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beginning to think about transition early, and it may be worthwhile booking this in January to 
ensure that you have a place. This weekend should only be semi-structured. As long as 
people are remaining focussed on talking about the MSU (which incoming teams naturally 
tend to be), casual bonding time can often be the greatest source of questions and ideas. 
Since we have just gone through this weekend, it may be a good idea to write down some 
ideas now about what you liked/want to improve so that you remember it clearly when 
planning it for our successors. 
 

Budget 
Your main budget lines are the ‘Exec’ and ‘Admin’ budgets, but make sure you have 
accessible copies of all services you supervise. I relied heavily on Jeff W for support 
managing and understanding budgets, and I would suggest with someone as motivated as 
Jeff D in place that you not be afraid to do the same! I’ve described some of the relevant lines 
to the VP Admin below. That said, the use of these lines can sometimes be ambiguous – 
make sure to use Jeff D when you’re not sure how to use a particular line. 
 
Exec 6402-0305 – Awards & Meetings SRA 
Pays for any food/supplies needed for SRA meetings as well as end of year awards 
 
Exec 6403-0305 – SRA Summer Meetings 
Pays for SRA summer trainings and meetings 
 
Exec 6405-0305 – Exec Meetings 
Pays for EB transition 
 
Exec 6407-0305 – Year-end Social 
Pays for the end of year PTM/BoD social 
 
Exec 6410-0305 – PT Merit 
Pays for PTM appreciation dinner and any awards 
 
Exec 6603-0305 – Special Projects 
The line used for anything you can’t fit anywhere else and for Welcome Week expenses 
 
Exec 6612-0305 – Expense Account 
 Pays for overall BoD expenses 
 
Exec 6615-0305 – VP Admin Expense Account 
Pays for VP Admin expenses 
 
Exec 6801-0305 – MGMT Training 
Pays for PTM Trainings 
 
Exec 6802-0305 – March Transition Training 
Pays for BoD Transition Weekend 
 
PR 6501-0310 – Advertising & Promo 
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Student Life Development Coordinator (currently Mike Wooder) promotions line 
 

Admin 5715-0305 – Rent expense – Equipment 
Pays for any equipment rentals (i.e. Welcome Week walkie talkies and golf carts) 
 
Admin 6111-0101 – FT Staff Events 
Pays for any FT appreciation events 
 
Admin 6402-0101 – Awards and Meetings 
Pays for any other organizational awards or meetings needed 
 
Admin 6801-0101 – MGMT Training 
Pays for any FT staff training 
 
Signing Cheques/Standing Orders/POs 
As a BOD member, you have authority to sign cheques, standing orders and POs. As a rule of 
thumb, cheques should be signed by one BOD Member and the General Manager, so VP 
Admin would step in and sign in the absence of the VP Finance. Cheques are run on 
Wednesdays and available for signatures on Thursdays.  
 

University Administration 
As VP Admin you definitely have regular interaction with some University Administration, but 
not as much as the President/VP Education. Your main University interaction tends to occur 
through Welcome Week, but could also include any other collaborative projects which may 
come up (for me this included the community garden and off-campus lounge). I’ve gone 
through each of the ones you will more regularly work with and a brief description. At the start 
of the summer the board should set up lunch meetings with all of the big wigs and the Board 
of Directors. It’s great to get to know them in an informal setting and just chat about your 
direction for the year and how it fits into what they want. 
 

Golf Tournament 
The golf tournament is a great time to really break through with the full-time staff. Feel free to 
have fun and bring friends, and regardless you’ll have time to participate in networking with 
the other people in attendance. Historically the funds always go to the MSU Child Care 
Centre, and last year was the second time that money was also donated to Shinerama. This 
will likely continue. This means that the Shinerama/Terry Fox Coordinator will participate in 
planning (to an extent) with Michael Wooder and Al Legault. Having funds go towards 
Shinerama raises the profile of the Golf Tournament and aids in recruiting volunteers who are 
willing to commit to supporting the event.  Outside of this, it would be helpful, as a Board 
member, to get involved in getting people to register. People are more likely to RSVP and 
register if you contact them personally. 
 
Child Care Centre 
The Child Care Centre staff are fantastic, but often overlooked. Jeff W really made an effort 
this year to stay involved by attending the Child Care centre meetings, held monthly at the 
Centre. Technically, there is a Child Care Centre committee (that includes SRA members 
elected to it). For the past number of years the SRA members haven't participated in the 
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committee, and it may be worthwhile to encourage them to do so this year. This is as simple 
as letting them know when and where the meetings will take place. John & Pauline also 
usually attend these meetings. 
 
President’s Page 
This is a great way to get word out to students. Michael Wooder coordinates this, and it's 
important to make it a priority. Often you and the VP Finance are more infrequent contributors, 
but I would recommend looking to write more often. Things I wrote about include updates 
about Canadian Blood Services and the Wentworth move (all of them can be found in my 
files). You can also write about Welcome Week, Awards, Hiring and any other big 
announcements like changes to services. Otherwise, the President and VP Ed normally have 
enough to fill it. If they don’t, and you can’t think of anything to put in, offer the space up to 
one of your services – they almost always jump on this opportunity.  
  
CFMU Show 
We have a radio show from 12-1pm every Monday called the MSU and You Radio show. As 
VP Admin you and the VP Finance generally end up taking the lead on this. Jeff W was the 
only one who knew how to operate the equipment last year, but I recommend you learn as 
well as a failsafe. 
 
Occasionally things will come up that you won’t be able to attend, and don’t consider this the 
end of the world. Just make sure you let Jamie know ahead of time (it is very important to give 
him ample warning!), and he always has other programming he can put on. However, if this 
becomes a habit it sets a significantly poor example for the staff down at CFMU. Also, the air 
time is a privilege, as there are many people and shows who want that space. On the times 
where none of you can make it, whether it is a holiday (they still run over Christmas break), or 
just crazy weeks, you can also consider pre-recording at another time during the week. 
 
Student Relations Committee 
This is a committee run by Alumni Advancement. It used to be chaired by Lori Moulden, but 
changed to Andrew Caterine when she moved positions this year. It plans the two Student 
Leaders Dinners, and apparently has also helped with Frost Week and Homecoming in the 
past, although we didn’t get too involved this year. Both the President and VP Admin regularly 
sit on this committee. The SCSN Director, Clubs Administrator, Campus Events Director and 
Maroons Coordinator are also involved in this committee. 
 
EOHSS 
This is fairly easy, but also easily forgotten. Most PTMs will fill out their EOHSS forms online, 
which you have to approve. Go to studentevents.mcmaster.ca and log-in 
Username: eventapproval@msu.mcmaster.ca 
Password/PIN: office456 
 
Mission 2 Mac 
You probably know more about this than I do, but nevertheless…This is an event run in the 
summer by Alumni to welcome new students to McMaster and answer their questions. It is a 
great first contact point for the MSU – I would suggest trying to have an MSU volunteer at 
each of the sessions to get our name out there. Our Board didn't participate in it last year, nor 

mailto:eventapproval@msu.mcmaster.ca
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did Katie’s, but I know John McIntyre and his team did the year before. 
 
University Events 
As a Board of Directors member you will be invited to all the big events on campus from 
Convocation Dinners to big announcements to retirements. It is definitely a mix of fun and 
work, as many are open bar and a relaxed environment, but University Administration is 
everywhere and it is important to use it as an opportunity to network. Do your best to keep 
your RSVPs, or at least notify them in advance of any changes. You’ve got lots of MSU pins, 
and feel free to give them out to people representing the organization at these events. 
 
Lyreco 
The front office clerks have a Lyreco catalogue. If you borrow it, make sure to return it! The 
catalogue often goes missing and the office clerks have to send out an email to retrieve it.  
The BoD has a decent budget for anything that is needed, so don’t hesitate too much. Jess 
already has a standing order set up for us so that you can order anything your office is 
missing. 
 
Relations (MAPS/GSA) 
You will have very little involvement in this, as the President is the one that generally works 
with them. MAPS relations have been very useful in the past, although they were sidetracked 
a bit last year. As for GSA, we have in the past had little contact with them. Last year we 
made an effort to meet with them a couple of times to make sure we were on the same page 
with campus issues, and I would recommend doing this again. 
 
Vendors 
There are a few main vendors that you will use, but feel free to look for additional quotes. 
Michael Wooder is extremely helpful when it comes to this and placing orders. Marn will also 
be able to help.  
 
Phones and Mobile Email 
In John McIntyre's year they phased out the blackberries owned and paid for by the MSU and 
replaced that with a $65/month reimbursement to cover some of the costs of your phone. Part 
of the stipulation of receiving the reimbursement is to have your e-mail coming to your 
smartphone. Be careful with this as it can easily take over your life and become 
overwhelming. Seriously. People have the highest expectations from the VP Admin in terms of 
responding to e-mails and being available on a whim. Don’t always feel this is the case. It is 
rare that people truly can’t wait until the next day to get a response from you. My usual 
practice was to read all emails (or at least subject headers) fairly regularly when outside of the 
office to make sure I kept on top of things, but only responded if I truly felt it was an 
emergency. 
 
Also, it is definitely up to you, but I would highly suggest keeping your phone away in 
meetings. You make a much better impression on people if you aren’t always on your phone. 
Katie gave this advice, and I agree 100%. Again, the emails can wait. You will be more 
attentive to people if you keep your phone away, not to mention more productive in the long 
run. 
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Confidentiality/Shredit 
You will definitely use this the most out of anyone. There is a large shred-it box outside of 
your office. Anything employment related, in closed session, or you just don’t want others to 
find in your recycling – throw in here. In fact, I recycled almost all paper here just in case. 
Should you accidentally put something in the Shredit box that you need, talk to Victoria Scott 
and she will call in someone from Shredit to open the box for you to retrieve the document.  
 
Corporate Bylaws 
We didn’t really touch these much this year, but just make sure everyone remembers that the 
Bylaws and Procedures Committee does not review them as they are to be reviewed by the 
BoD only and then approved in MSU Inc. 
 
MSU Office Window Booking 
This year we utilized the MSU windows with the banners printed at Underground and then 
taped together. These are a great way to produce banners that look great at minimal cost. It is 
the VP Admin's job to set up a booking system for the windows and ensure to always give 
ground rules (being careful putting it up, using masking tape only, etc). Campus Events will 
often use them and always give first dibs to them and our services. Occasionally a Club would 
request use. I found the vast majority of requests came in from Campus Events. This is fine, 
and it’s good to support them, but you may also want to consider doing more to encourage 
other groups to use them. Part-time services use the windows sparingly, and I never had a 
request come in from TwelvEighty or Union Market. Having these services use the windows 
not only gives them excellent promotion, but also reaffirms the connection of these well-
known services to the greater MSU, which is an organizational benefit. 
 
MUSC 
The only time you’ll really have to work with MUSC is on any bookings you may have. The 
President and General Manager sit on the MUSC Board of Management. MUSC is a separate 
entity, and while we have a large presence on the Board of Management, the MSU BoD 
cannot impose anything on MUSC itself. We own a lot of the space in the building, but a large 
amount of it is rented out. 
 
Opt Outs 
Every year you get students not opt-ing out in time. It is also common as people tend to 
accidentally opt out of the grad students plan instead. We generally approved any late ones 
for this reason as long as there was a reasonable excuse. I would encourage you to get 
Victoria Scott and John McGowan to work with the GSA to help differentiate websites a bit 
more so there is less confusion in the future. I believe that the GSA has been approached 
about this, but trying again won’t hurt and it is essential to decrease the confusion for 
students. If you’re interested in this, talk to John or Vicki as they will have more information. 
  
FT/PT Fees and Transferability 
You’ll get a few requests throughout the year from students who changed from FT to PT to get 
their money back. After a certain point, we cannot accommodate since they have had the 
opportunity to benefit from their full-time sticker. There are rules through the transferability 
agreement, I would suggest not making exceptions to this rule. The General Manager will 
generally take the lead on any of these. 
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Keys/Office 
Previous to John McIntyre, Boards were much more lax about office standards. They would 
leave and let volunteer stay in the office and just basically say turn off the lights when you 
leave. However, with the amount of assets and information we have in the office I would 
strongly caution against this open approach. People shouldn’t be allowed in the office without 
someone who has direct access to the office with them. 
 

Full-time Staff 
FTEIC 
Jeff W took more of the role in being a member of this committee this year. Debbie Good 
represents the management staff, Pauline the non-management, you’ll have to elect a new 
Student Opportunity Position member and Debbie Thomson represents the Child Care 
Centre. I would strongly suggest having casual conversations with these individuals about 
their thoughts on the committee. 
 
Also, make sure that updates are coming from the committee to FT staff. The best thing for 
FT staff is to communicate with them.  
 
Hiring (full-time) 
You may or may not have to deal with this, it’s something that will generally come up 
unexpectedly unless it is for a new FT staff position you have selected. This year we hired 
Jessie Bauman (Administrative Assistant). There are two ways to hire new FT Staff – 1) public 
posting, 2) headhunter. 
 

1) Public Posting: John will coordinate the posting of the position on websites like Charity 
Village, localwork.ca and in the Hamilton Spectator, and you’ll generally have it open 
for 2-3 weeks. For some context, you will usually receive between 100 and 300 
applications for FT positions, so it definitely takes a lot of reviewing and shortlisting, but 
you’ll find that it’s not that hard to get it down to 5 candidates, as long as you set out 
criteria for what you are looking for beforehand. The hiring committee generally 
consists of McGowan (or the supervisor), a Board of Directors member and either a 
second BoD member or the outgoing staff – depends on whether they are leaving on 
their own accord and the relationship with that staff member. John will help with 
interview questions and has a very strong interview process that he likes to follow. 

2) Headhunter: This is a bit rarer, but is especially important with some positions. 
Basically, this is hiring an external company to search for potentially strong candidates 
for you. You have to pay a flat fee retainer in case they find no one, and generally a 
percentage of the salary if they do find someone.  

 

Always consider their skills, but also their potential and how they would work in this 
environment. It is a lot easier to make more money anywhere else, and so the MSU is often a 
stepping stone for younger staff. The most important thing in the hiring process is supporting 
them once they begin, which is something we do poorly. There should be training sessions 
and there should be regular check-ups, which is where we often fall short as an organization. 
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Recognition and Socializing 
In Katie’s files under FT Staff is the Recognition Information, and John McGowan will also 
have this. This outlines what staff get for large milestones both in life and in work. It's 
important to recognize our staff, as there is not much else the MSU does that is “extra” for 
them. 
 
Staff socials are also hugely important to the dynamic in the office – most staff really enjoy 
them. It’s a great opportunity for them to like where they work and who they work with. Jess 
did a fantastic job of planning these this year, and it will be important to continue this next 
year with the new Corporate Secretary. Make sure to invite FT staff to big MSU events like 
Eggnog and Student Recognition Night. The staff will love working for you if you take the time 
to get to know them personally as well. 
 
Birthday Cards 
This is also a great way to demonstrate to FT staff that they are recognized and appreciated. 
Jess always does the Birthday cards, where a card would be sent around to be signed by all 
the staff and then delivered to the birthday staff member.  
 

PTMs 
Payroll/Contracts 
Since (almost) all of your direct employees are salaried (get paid the same number of hours 
each week regardless) you don't usual have much to do with payroll. You will need to take a 
more active role with Bread Bin throughout the summer, as Ellen’s position is still not 
allocated a certain number of hours for each week. You should remain in close 
communication with Ellen regarding how many hours she is working, and have payroll sheets 
submitted for her. Please make it a priority for EB to review the Bread Bin Director's summer 
hours in the fall this year and set a number per week, if the service is intended to be open in 
future summer months.  
 
There are three other situations where you need to be on your game for payroll: 

1) Employee information hasn’t been submitted yet, so you need to get on your staff to 
get it in early. While we can retroactively pay them, it is much easier for Kevin to have it 
be consistent. 

2) They for some reason aren’t being paid, in which case you bring it to Kevin – He's very 
helpful looking into these situations and will resolve them quickly and  

3) A staff member quits or is fired, in which case it is important to let Kevin know 
immediately so that they don’t continue to get paid. 

 
There are several pay periods that PTMs and most staff don’t get paid. None of your PTMs 
get paid during Reading Week, or the Christmas closure, and only EFRT and SWHAT get 
paid during Exam Periods. There have been some issues with how this is communicated via 
contracts in the past – Jess and I tried to make it a bit better this year, but I would recommend 
compiling your own list of all the PTMs who should be getting paid during exam breaks and 
following up with Kevin to ensure it is happening. Also make sure to remind PTMs that this will 
be happening as these dates approach. 
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Evaluation 
A formal evaluation of PTMs is something I didn’t really pursue, but wish I had. Looking back 
on past years, it is both a fun and rewarding process since generally up until this point you’ll 
only have your own perspective on how your staff member is doing, whereas you will now be 
able to hear from their Executive and volunteers. The template for what John McIntyre and 
Katie did are both in their files on the server. Doing these evaluations require you to start 
planning for them early on in the summer, before most employees have even started. Again, I 
did not complete formal evaluations (more on the informal things I did later), but what follows 
is the process followed more or less by both John and Katie: 
 

You should start by approaching all Executive volunteers and asking them to fill out 
anonymous questionnaires regarding their supervisor. It’s also worthwhile to have each PTM 
complete a self-reflection/evaluation of their performance, in order to get their own 
perspective on strengths and weaknesses. From there you may write up a letter including 
some positive and constructive feedback and that from their volunteers, sit down with them 
and go through it, and (importantly) get their signature on it to show they received it. 
 
Like I said, for this process you will want to get started early – you may want to start in 
September with the services which worked all summer and in late October begin doing a few 
a week with the goal of finishing at the end of November. Both Katie and John also 
recommended doing a second round later in the year. Think strategically about how you 
would like to approach this. A second evaluation is helpful for the PTM, as it will show areas of 
growth, but the reality seems to be that second term is simply too busy with hiring for this to 
be feasible to complete. It is also a difficult time of year for PTMs. A decent middle ground 
may be performing a second evaluation only for returning PTMs.  
 
Two recommendations that John McIntyre left are: 

1) Set up a month-later meeting to follow-up and get them to discuss how they’ve worked 
to improve on your comments. 

2) Take a more active role in the evaluations of other PT staff. Not directly, but ensuring 
that supervisors are conducting them, as it doesn’t always happen. The PTMs are the 
most consistently evaluated group of staff members in the organization, which should 
be widespread across all departments. 

 
Another thing that you can do is set up an evaluation of yourself from your PTMs. I did this 
and found I got very few respondents, but if you push it a bit more you may get some very 
insightful feedback. 
 
As I mentioned, I did not do formal evaluations, and I think this was a detriment to the PTMs. 
However, I did find that many of them took on the initiative themselves to get feedback from 
their volunteers. Check with PTMs when planning their evaluations, since several of them 
have established methods of gathering volunteer/staff feedback which you should 
complement, not overlap. Also, there are several informal ways you can support and provide 
constructive criticism to your PTMs. For me, I had a meeting with every PTM around the start 
of each semester. These informal interactions are just more my style, and while I stand by the 
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importance of doing the formal evaluation, I also think introducing even more informal 
conversations and check-ins is equally valuable (I’ve spoken to you about this before, so I 
won’t go on about it!).  
 
Hiring 
Hiring is definitely all about organization. I know in the past this process has really worn down 
some VP Admins, but I found if you were very organized the process wasn’t all that bad. 
Getting good support from the Administrative Assistant is also huge. My hiring process was 
interesting as it was interrupted by the Presidential election. While this added stress, it still 
certainly did not make the process unmanageable! Again, if you’re prepared and organized, 
hiring will go much more smoothly for you. 
 
I would suggest posting all PTM positions early in December and closing them at different 
times throughout January/February (technically all PTM positions have to be posted by 
January 15th, according to Bylaw). I would definitely recommend starting to close some of 
them the second week of January. In fact, all of mine closed at that time this year, but I would 
recommend staggering them to match your hiring times more closely. Katie did 3 positions per 
week, but I was forced to do five due to the election. Nonetheless, it was manageable.  
 
On each committee you will have two other people (at least). Hiring committees usually 
consist of an EB member, VP (Admin) (or VP Ed in the case of Advocacy/TAC) and the 
outgoing PTM. If the outgoing PTM is reapplying, you should add a second EB member to the 
committee. Make sure to double check the Operating Policies, as some PTM positions 
include other members from the University on their hiring boards (example: SHEC includes a 
representative from SWC, usually Kathy Patterson). 
 
Below is a brief step by step: 

1) Post positions (early December through Corporate Secretary) 
2) Strike hiring committees (at EB, Victoria can help you with this) 
3) Draft Interview questions (copies of all on my computer PTMs  Hiring) 
4) Shortlist and approve interview questions (you may or may not include hiring 

committee for this. Recommended 2-4 interviews per position) 
5) Schedule interviews (You can do this through front desk, or yourself) 
6) Interview candidates 
7) Meet to select (sometimes immediate, sometimes needs reflection first) 
8) Contact successful candidate 
9) Contact unsuccessful candidates 

 
Reporting 
The one thing about this is you have to be more lenient as EB meetings happen during class 
times, and so you may get some staff that just can’t make it. This year I was far too lenient on 
allowing PTMs not to attend EB, however. It is really useful to both the PTMs and the 
organization to have them present in person at EB, and they should only be allowed to miss 
these meetings if they have actual class time. I used a reporting template created by Katie 
which makes reporting much easier. It also standardizes and streamlines the information the 
EB is receiving from services. I would recommend trying to encourage EB to play a role with 
the services. 
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Training 
PTM Training happens the weekend of Welcome Day. The majority of PTMs have to 
participate in Welcome Day (discussed below in Welcome Week) and then that Friday night 
generally becomes a social evening. We stayed overnight in residence on campus and then 
had sessions from 9-5 the next day that were more practical based as they’d already all 
learned the theoretical and needed refreshers. The itinerary is available under my files on the 
computer. It wouldn’t hurt to add an extra day and get more discussion, maybe even set up 
individual meetings. 
 
Transition 
For the past three years, it has been offered to PTMs that if they complete a satisfactory 
transition report by an indicated date, they are eligible to receive an extra week of pay. This 
“transition pay” was instituted in John McIntyre's year as an incentive (they at first considered 
withholding pay if the report wasn’t completed, but turns out it’s illegal to withhold pay! 
Offering a bonus is fine though). I would highly recommend that this continue and that it get 
written into policy, as we have received much better and many more transition reports than in 
the past. These reports are instrumental to success for future PTMs, and I believe are worth 
the value of expending extra funds for the “transition pay”. This should also be extended to 
Commissioners, who I never harassed to submit transition reports this year but probably 
should have. 
 
It would be good to get FT Staff involved in some sort of transition process, as you never 
know when they are going to leave. Often they have less than 2 weeks notice when they do 
leave, and much of that is closing out rather than transitioning, and so we have a very weak 
transition process for FT staff. Maybe something as simple as a standardized annual report. 
Something to think about. 
 
Discipline 
I have templates of letters in the server files. Just remember you always have to allow an 
appeal process to the EB if they wish. 
 
References 
There is no particular template, and as a supervisor of many you will receive lots of requests. 
My only suggestion is to tell people you will only do it with 2 weeks notice unless there is an 
extenuating circumstance. It is almost impossible to write references during the work day, and 
you have so much going on, it’s tough to just pump out references within a day or two. I also 
have templates of ones that I wrote this year on the server. 
 
Don’t hesitate to tell people you don’t feel comfortable writing them a reference, or letting 
them know you will only be able to speak to certain skills. 
 
Yearplans 
This is an important process in the summer, but often gets lost during the year in terms of 
follow-up. People ALWAYS have more ambitious yearplans than they can accomplish 
because summertime is before they realize how hectic school and these jobs can be and the 
bureaucracy involved in getting things accomplished. Adapt the process to how you see fit to 
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manage your part-time managers. My suggestion is to set a first draft due date sometime in 
June, and a final draft due date sometime in July. This year I got on this really early so that I 
could have PTMs operating in the summer provide Yearplans which included the summer 
months as well. I would recommend doing this again this year. 
 
Committee Room 
I know you already have lots of plans with this, but I’ll pass on the advice from past years 
anyway: Unfortunately you gotta clean sometimes. It is such an effective space when it’s 
clean, but as soon as it gets messy people stop using it. I would try to enforce that they clean 
up themselves, but sometimes it becomes their lowest priority and so I occasionally stepped 
in and did it myself. The Key Access policy outlines who gets access. I was never strict on 
how to use this space – aka I wouldn’t mind if people used it for studying as long as it didn’t 
affect anyone trying to do legitimate work. 
 
Courtesy Cards 
Before you get your cards for this year printed, make sure to approach the services who 
provide benefits and double check to make sure they are still comfortable offering them. I 
gave cards to all FT staff and all PT management staff as well as MSU Partners throughout 
the University (like VPs, and people we want to encourage to use our services) and the SRA. 
I also extended it this year to volunteer executives. I thought this was a nice touch, although it 
was a bit political deciding who got one and who didn’t. My basic rule of thumb was: The 
courtesy cards are given in recognition for those who we know full well work far more than the 
hours for which they are recognized (either paid or unpaid). Therefore an executive with 
SHEC got one, but a CSR in Union Market did not. 
 
I would suggest making a list in the summer of the positions you would like to distribute cards 
to, and stick only to this list. Throughout the year you will likely get people requesting cards, 
but if you haven't designated their position as one which receives a card, you will have to 
deny them.  
 
Network 
It is important to be strict in regards to downloads. Any download opens our server and 
network to viruses which affect much more than just one computer. This has been seen at its 
worst just this past week, where our entire network had to be shut down, and was at risk of 
being lost (this makes you shudder a little bit to think about…). Encourage people to bring 
their own laptops/computers if they want to do other work in their office, but that they should 
limit non-work stuff on our network. 
 
Socials 
You have a budget line, as indicated above, for PTM socials. Use it! It is your way to show 
your appreciation to them as a whole. I would suggest at least one per term, if not two in first 
term (one at the start and one at the end). It really helps to build a community and it always 
lots of fun! Plan these early, to make sure people can attend. 
 
Meetings 
PTM meetings have traditionally been held monthly on Sunday evenings. This can be 
considered an inconvenient time for people, but it is one of the only times during the week you 
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will be able to gather all PTMs. These are mandatory. The general structure has been that the 
VP Admin provides updates and we go around the table with each PTM also providing 
updates on their service. It is also a great time to brainstorm about upcoming events/get each 
other's inputs on problems or challenges they are facing. Make sure to enforce that these are 
private and confidential meetings – i.e. The information shared is not to leave the room. I 
found it useful to send out written updates of what I said afterwards so that everyone had it 
and I could confidently say that I worked to get those messages across if there were any 
issues. Having never attended these before, I felt in retrospect that I could have taken more 
advantage of them. I would recommend planning games or activities to facilitate discussion, 
especially the first few times. This is one of the best opportunities for you to help foster 
relationships between PTMs, who can then often develop into each other’s best support. 
 
Budgets 
The VP Finance deals mostly with this, but it is important to have some involvement. You will 
want to review all of your service budgets before they are approved and/or changed and you’ll 
at least want to review them at the 6 month mark as well as any capital requests. Make sure 
you aren’t completely left out of this process as it is important to being a supportive manager. 
I recommend reviewing all of the budgets in December with Jeff. If there is anything out of 
place, or they look to be going over-budget, you can then address this with them individually. 
This can be helpful in providing advice for how to cut-back on costs, but also in determining if 
there is a need to make line allocation adjustments come budget time.  
 
Working with their Executives 
This is something you really want to push with your PTMs and help them develop, as too 
many of them try to take on everything themselves, which doesn’t help them in the end. One 
of the most consistent pieces of constructive criticism that crops up on PTM evaluations by 
their executive is a lack of training/understanding of what they do. Executive volunteers are 
essential to the strong operation of a service and so you want to encourage and foster this. 
 
You should also make it clear to your PTMs that they aren’t to discipline any of the volunteers 
without making you aware first. It is important for you to know what’s going on and that they 
are following proper processes. 
 
Exceptions 
If there is ever any need for an exception regarding a PTM, bring the issue forward to EB. 
This is your safest bet. Exceptions could include a staff member needing to take a leave from 
academics, etc. EB is given the power to make any exceptions to Operating Policy 2.0 – 
Employment. 
 
Summer Hours 
Several of the positions are variable capped in the summer (shown in OP 2.2 – Employment 
Wages). This means that they are able to get up to 100 hours in the summer at the discretion 
of their direct supervisor (mostly you). I offered this to all PTMs last year, as did Katie, but 
John McIntyre only offered this to the CRO in his year. This is your decision. My reasons for 
offering it to all was because 1) it's designated as an option in the Operating Policy, and 2) I 
know how much work is done by PTMs during the summer, and wanted to make sure they 
were compensated for that. 
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I asked that PTMs submit a spreadsheet of hours worked, once at the end of June and once 
at the end of August, each resulting in a payout. If hours were seeming a bit excessive for the 
work warranted, I addressed this with them. Talk this process over with Kevin to make sure 
you are on the same page. 
 
As well, the Speaker is now variable capped. So it will be up to you to bring forward a motion 
to the SRA (their direct supervisor) to approve hours at the end of the summer to 
acknowledge their work. 
 
Key Deposits 
The MSU has gone back and forth on key deposits for a while. Everyone seems to have 
different opinions. Our current policy is to accept key deposits and give them back at the end 
of the year. Something that would be good to push as a project for Victoria/Front Office Clerks 
would be a full key inventory of all keys we have in the organization (Victoria may or may not 
have already started on this). This is better than the withholding pay as that is technically not 
legal from what we’ve been told and it is even more of a hassle. 
 
TAC/Advocacy 
While Spencer is technically their supervisor, you are their ‘employment’ supervisor. You may 
oversee the hiring process for these positions (even though you won’t sit on the hiring 
committee), run the evaluations, transition process, etc. These positions are also responsible 
in all the same ways as other PTMs (includes attending PTM meetings, submitting yearplans, 
etc.) 
 
PAC 
PAC has been overhauled in the past few years, with a lot of effort from Mike Wooder and 
others. The basic effort has been to evolve the service from just the “Poster Monkeys” into a 
sort of promotions consulting service for MSU services and clubs. Talk to Mike Wooder about 
this, as he has a lot of helpful opinions and is also your co-supervisor of PAC. 
  
Board Involvement 
Board involvement with the PTMs is something I encouraged this year. It is natural that the 
VP (Admin) will become close with them, but ideally the PTMs will also feel comfortable 
approaching the President, VP (Finance) and VP (Ed). Therefore, I always invited the Board 
to socials with PTMs and made sure to introduce everyone at the beginning of the year. 
However, keep in mind that you should make it clear that if PTMs are to discuss work-related 
matters with others on the Board, you should be made aware of this as well – you are still 
their direct supervisor. I talked to my Board about always referring PTMs to me with work-
related matters. 
 

 
 
SRA 
Defacto-head 
Ultimately you are the leader of the SRA since the removal of the House Leader position. You 
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are there for support and to ensure everything is running adequately. This is something you 
will learn as the year progresses through experience, but don’t ever hesitate to get involved. 
You are never out of place to tell someone they are doing things the wrong way, or not putting 
in enough effort. Yes they are your boss, but you are also their leader – it’s a fine line, and 
they never fully like how VP Admins walk the line, so do what makes YOU feel comfortable. 
 
That all said, I am a strong believer that the House Leader should be reinstated. I feel it was 
eliminated more because of the personalities who took it on than the position itself, and has 
left something sorely missed on the SRA. Ultimately, SRA members are supposed to keep 
each other accountable, but rarely do. It is awkward for the board to need to fill in this gap, 
since they are also our boss. It makes sense that the SRA would empower someone early in 
the year, collectively agreeing that one member was going to be policing them throughout the 
year. That way they would have little excuse to be upset if that person ever needed to call 
them out for not submitting reports, updating the website, and so forth. Re-establishing the 
House Leader may be something to look into next year, if you’re interested. 
 
Deputy Speaker 
You are the Deputy Speaker for both SRA and MSU Inc. I had to chair occasionally on the 
SRA, but it is a rare occurrence, and you’ll often have advanced warning. If you find you have 
some time, I would spend some time this summer learning the basics of Robert’s Rules. The 
administrative assistants will also always have your back during meetings. 
 
The one thing to know is that as Deputy Speaker you can’t really make large rulings. You can 
make procedural rulings in meetings, but not large-scale organizational rulings for the 
organization. 
 
Support/Yearplans 
There are yearplan templates in the server files. I asked all caucuses and committees to 
complete yearplans and provided feedback for those who did. The Bylaws actually require 
that all members complete yearplans, but this was in limbo as I had asked the B&P 
Committee to review and preferably rescind this rule. Ultimately, work at the SRA should be 
happening through caucuses and preferably committees, so if those groups are submitting 
yearplans than individual plans are a bit redundant. In my experience, these individual 
yearplans used to be filled with fluff and not a particularly good use of anyone’s time. I would 
suggest getting the B&P Committee to review this responsibility again this year. 
 
Committees 
Make sure you are on the Bylaws, Operations and Services e-mail lists so you can keep up to 
date and keep in good communication with those Commissioners. There is little need for you 
to regularly attend meetings (nor will you have much time to do so), but I would recommend 
that you at least attend one in first term. Also, even if it’s just an e-mail saying ‘looks good’, 
always respond to the Commissioner e-mails to their committees. It shows them that you 
care, that you are engaged and there to support them. It goes a long way for a few words. 
Don’t ever hesitate to give your opinion on an issue at these committees. 
 
Elections in April 
Make sure to support potential candidates as much as possible, and feel comfortable 
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speaking. New SRA members do appreciate the opinion of the Board, and you will have a 
natural investment to get the strongest successor.  
 

The SRA annually reviews the process for all of this, so be supportive of that. Also, in that, 
don’t let them forget they need to find ways of improving SRA/MSU Committee elections too, 
not just the VP ones. People often overlook the ‘smaller’ things. 
 
Training 
June Training 
We have already discussed this training at length, and past itineraries are all available on the 
survey for you to work off of. Once again, don’t hesitate to work with me for brainstorming or 
bouncing ideas off of as your planning advances. Some standard elements I would suggest to 
keep are: committee and caucus breakout times (try to ensure the leaders of these sessions 
have prepared to talk about), finances and the budget, Robert’s Rules of Order, MSU 
introduction and structure. Remember at this training that there are members on the SRA who 
are completely new to the organization. Don’t take any of your knowledge about the MSU for 
granted, and instead make an effort to have every session/discussion built in such a way as 
to be accessible and useful both to those experienced in the organization and those 
completely new! 
 
Last year it was just one night in residence, like PTM training. The one difficulty is that you 
have an SRA meeting on this weekend, but it is difficult to predict its length. I budgeted 4 
hours but had plans for both if it went shorter and/or went longer. It is frustrating to have to do 
that, but just make sure you really take an active role in helping the SRA finish on time. If you 
plan this as the final event of the weekend, you may avoid this difficulty. If you’d like any help 
planning social events, also don’t hesitate to use Al for support. 
 
July Retreat 
Make sure to invite SRA, PTMs, and also SOPs for the weekend. I would highly suggest a 
component on the Friday for FT staff to be involved. This has been done for the past three 
years. If you keep the location on the Friday on campus, more FT staff will be likely to come. 
Both the FT staff and SRA/PTMs appreciate this and it makes relationships easier throughout 
the year. 
 
Finding the location can be a hassle. I recommend you find a place and book it ASAP. Like, 
really soon! Finding a place that has the right balance of distance from Mac, affordable price, 
comfortable atmosphere, and opportunities for fun activities can be difficult. The place we 
used last year was quite good (you can find all the info on it on the server). However, I also 
was a big fan of canoeing as the bonding activity we did in John’s year, and there is nowhere 
to do this at last year’s location. Regardless, feel free to use me as a resource in finding a 
spot again this year, and lean on Jess as well for help in researching/booking a location. 
Wayne Terryberry from ALTITUDE also has a wealth of knowledge about nearby retreats, and 
can help you decide on a place and plan the weekend. 
 
ALTITUDE has helped us run it for years, and I’d suggest doing the same. It takes so much 
burden off of you, allows you to worry about logistics while they help run a lot of the activities 
and they are just helpful in general when you need an extra hand.  
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Meeting times 
They basically have to be on Sundays as it allows for people to get somewhat of a weekend, 
and people are most likely available then. In the summer you have two meetings, one in June 
and one in July. Then you generally start the week after Welcome Week and go every other 
week. Victoria deals with the booking of Council Chambers, all you need to do is provide her 
with the dates to book. Pay attention to holidays/big days (like Halloween) and consider 
moving meetings earlier on those days. 6:30pm has been the common start time as it often 
forces people to be more concise to get out earlier and it allows for a full Sunday of 
studying/work for people. I would suggest starting the last meeting of each term a little earlier. 
 
Also, it is too often forgotten, but take care of the full-time Administrative Assistants. They 
aren’t legally allowed to work more than 12 hours straight, it technically becomes volunteer 
after that. They also are not required to work past midnight, should they choose not to. Make 
sure the SRA keeps that in mind. 
 
Speaker 
MSU Speaker is there to preside over SRA meetings and our policies. Make sure to stress to 
Maria the importance of the Speaker in setting the tone for the SRA! The Speaker does so 
much in terms of setting expectations and keeping people in line. 
 
Bylaws/Operating Policies 
There is a binder on the bookshelf full of these! Keep in mind though, they haven't been 
updated since the end of John’s year, so there have been some changes since then. 
Ultimately, paper copies are becoming a bit outdated, and I relied more on the website to be 
my authority on Bylaws and Policies. 
 
People look to you as the knowledgeable one on rules and policies and so it is important to 
keep up on them! Also don’t forget that Bylaws can’t be changed at a meeting, they require 10 
days notice for ANY changes, whereas Operating Policies can be changed on a whim 
(although shouldn’t out of principle). It is also important to be knowledgeable about the 
Operating Policies/Bylaws for when things come up at SRA meetings.  
 
MSU Inc 
MSU Inc has the exact same members, but is chaired by the President (who still gets to vote).  
When anything in our policies refers to ‘Full Members’, it means MSU Inc. MSU Inc is for 
anything corporation/large financial related. Corporate Bylaw 3 outlines when things go to 
MSU Inc versus EB/SRA. 
 
Office Hours 
In the past the House Leader was supposed to enforce office hours for each caucus. This 
responsibility should now be on caucus leaders. The problem with enforcing office hours in 
the SRA office is that very few students come up there. For faculties like Health Sci, Office 
hours are super easy in their student lounge, but many faculties like Science don’t have any 
areas to do them well. In my opinion, it may be time to loosen our requirement for “office 
hours” per se, and give more acknowledgement to other ways of engaging students 
(attending faculty events, service/club events, posting questions on Facebook, etc). If the 
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requirement for “office hours” was more representative of the actual effective ways for 
members to reach out to students, it would be much easier for us to hold members 
accountable to this rule. 
 
Emergency Meetings 
Emergency meetings can be called by the VP Admin or a petition of the SRA (as indicated in 
our Bylaws). Attendance doesn’t count at these meetings. Meetings with 10 days notice are 
not emergency meetings, even if they feel last minute, and attendance still counts. 
 
Food 
Prior to last year, the SRA would get food at the start of each meeting. It would rotate through 
caucuses each meeting and they would receive $75 to get the food. It was decided in John’s 
year that it was a waste of money, and would only order food in (generally pizza) for a 
meeting that went way overtime/food on campus was no longer being offered. I would 
continue with this. When ordering for late meetings, remember to order for the 
vegetarians/vegans.  
 
Procedure 
Take the time to become familiar with Robert’s Rules, especially things like ‘Calling the 
Previous Question’, ‘Appeal the Decision of the Chair’ and ‘Omnibus motions’. Use Robert’s 
Rules to your advantage to ensure meetings run smoothly and support the Speaker wherever 
you can! Don’t hesitate to lean on me for this support as well. 
 
As VP Admin you will have to play the National Anthem at the start of each meeting...try not to 
forget or you'll all be singing (unless this is your preference!). 
 
Minutes 
Don’t forget to review minutes! It doesn’t take long, and occasionally you’ll catch something 
important. That said, don’t feel you need to edit all the minutes which come across your desk 
up to essay standards; this will quickly become overwhelming. 
 

Executive Board 
Deputy Chair 
Just like SRA, you are Deputy Chair of the EB, only in this case it will actually happen more 
often. It doesn’t take too long to get used to it, especially since EB is less formal on some 
levels. The President will largely set the tone for EB and the style of the meetings – I would 
recommend that on those days you have to step in, you don’t stray too far from that (this is 
from past transition reports, not just a selfish plug ). 
 
Attendance 
The President often has things come up which force them to miss EB meetings – 
conferences, university committees, etc. Make sure you are checking into it every so often 
and making sure that I am following up with warnings for members that are close to losing 
their seat. Victoria is good to consult about this. She keeps on top of it very well. 
 
Reporting Schedule 
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There are approximately 14 reports every year from the EB to the SRA. I have a template 
included in my files on the computer. This should rotate between Board and other EB 
members. Victoria will be able to set up a schedule if you ask her. It’s good to include the 
attendance list, an explanation of motions and the result of any discussions.  
 
Retreat 
Victoria and John take the lead on planning the EB retreat, but be available to support them 
and really push to ensure all Board members are there. It’s a fun time to set the direction for 
the year. 
 
Job Descriptions 
The EB is the group that approves all job descriptions. There are many PTMs that want to 
change their volunteer structure, and I always tell them to go ahead and try it, and if it works 
we’ll change it at the end of the year and if it doesn’t we’ll try something new. It is very flexible 
for volunteer positions in this way, since the job descriptions are more guidelines for best 
practice (at least that’s my interpretation). For paid positions, we can’t do that, and there 
always has to be an updated job description. 

 
Public Relations 
News Articles 
You have access to post articles online (one of the few ;)). If you need help doing so ask 
Wooder or Pauline. While the President and VP Ed will have more news to post (and they will 
go through Wooder), you will have the odd thing. Anything official should come through one of 
these news articles! 
 
Website 
As you know, this has been a longstanding issue for the MSU, with the website requiring large 
overhauls almost annually. Last year we really invested in it, and hopefully now it will last us a 
few years. There is always room for aesthetic improvements, and you can talk to Pauline if 
you have ideas for this, but be sensitive to the fact that the organization has dedicated a lot of 
time to get the website to where it is. You have your own page as well, with information on 
your role (feel free to do what you’d like with this), and options for things like a blog.  
 
Summer Letters 
You will be asked to write a few Welcome Letters over the summer, for the Silhouette, MSU 
Almanac and Guidebook! Best thing to do is sit down with the Board and each come up with a 
theme that you want to discuss so there is little overlap in messaging. These letters can be 
easy to just grind out without much thought, but I recommend putting some work into them. 
You have a lot of power to set the mood for the university and for the MSU in the eyes of 
students! 
 
Social Media Coordinator  
This is a new position created by Matthew Dillon-Leitch in his year. The purpose was to 
increase and streamline our social media presence. Last year, we turned it into an actual part-
time paid position. Make sure you utilize this position, and don't post things without passing it 
through them or even simply submitting to them to post. 
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Welcome Week 
Structure 
You and I have already been through a lot of this! There is a great diagram included in your 
files on the server that outlines the WW structure. It is important to note that it is 50/50 
University/MSU, with the VP Admin being the head of the MSU side. We are in some ways 
responsible to Senate, especially in terms of liability, but as long as we’re following the Senate 
policy we are 50/50. 
 
Your core MSU WW Team is Campus Events Director, Maroons Coordinator, Shinerama 
Coordinator and sometimes SCSN Director. If Spencer is interested, it may also be useful to 
get him more involved. VP Ed so far only plans the Community Clean-Up, but a lot of 
academic transition takes place in and around Welcome Week. Huzaifa got a little bit involved 
in these discussions last year, and I think it was both helpful and made a lot of sense. Meet 
with them regularly, provide them support and have fun! If you have any questions as 
Welcome Week gets closer, don’t hesitate to talk with me.  
 
Changes 
If you’d like more on the history, check out this section of Katie’s transition, or talk to me and 
I’ll see if I can dig up some of the old documents. 
 
One of the biggest changes over the last couple of years is greater inclusion of Al in the 
planning process with the university. This was probably the biggest favour Katie did for me, as 
I can’t imagine sitting on those committees without him. He brings so much history and 
planning knowledge which is a huge asset to you. 
 
Cups 
This is one of your main responsibilities during Welcome Week. We currently have two 
Bylaws governing these cups, and the Bylaws are very broad. Ultimately you get to set the 
criteria and how you want to logistically deal with judging, and you bring it for final approval to 
the committee.  
 
The Corporate Secretary (or Victoria) will get the engraving done through Watson’s Engraving 
once everything is set. This has been missed the last couple of years. I would recommend 
checking up on all the cups and trying to get them all up to date. Sorry I didn’t do this myself! 
 
Ultimately the point of the cups is to get some healthy competition going between groups to 
foster a sense of pride in their own groups and get more people coming out to events 
because it is no longer just about them but their group as well. I know you know all about this. 
For any criteria you want to find a way to make sure places like Edwards aren’t 
disadvantaged by being smaller compared to Brandon, for example. We have a pretty good 
equation for Shinerama that does this. It puts 50/50 weight on amount raised and participation 
per capita. I learned that it is very important to keep up with posting points throughout the 
week on the MSU website – people will be looking & asking for them! I posted every night, but 
I know there has been some discussion around whether to do this again. Totally up to you! 
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SWAG/Promo Coordinators 
I ordered bags with the MSU logo on them, while the year before the bags were used to 
promote the MSU’s “Anti-Oppression Campaign”. Try to order the bags as early in the 
summer as possible and order about 5-6000. I think Wooder already has a company in mind, 
but if that falls through then Sandro can also be helpful in finding a source. I had heard from 
Katie that a lot of companies would contact me throughout the summer wishing to put swag in 
the bags, but for whatever reason this didn’t happen very much. We ended up putting in a 
special edition of the Sil, an Almanac, and a couple of other items of swag in the bag (the 
extra items were things we were given for free). If you’d like to put more into the bags, I 
suggest you actively seek out sponsors – Wooder and Sandro can be helpful in finding 
companies. However, I also think what we put in last year was enough. It's up to you whether 
you want to allow pamphlets/samples in our bags; it will simply make for more work. However, 
I do think it's great for us to support local companies/groups wanting to get their word out to 
students in a cost-effective way. 
 

Since swag takes so long to put together and distribute and coordinate, we have a position 
you can hire – two Promo Coordinators for 2 weeks at 25 hours/week. I hired one of these, 
and found it fairly helpful to have a non-volunteer I could depend on to be around helping with 
distribution during the week. You do not want to spend the whole week at the swag bag 
distribution table! You also can hire these positions for other random help, if you wish. They 
haven't been removed from the policy to allow for some flexibility. You could use these hires 
for coordinating the filling of the MSU bags (if you choose to allow things in them), hosting a 
table at Clubsfest to distribute the bags and MSU calendars (Underground orders and 
provides these), etc) – it doesn't seem like much, but during the crazy time that Welcome 
Week is, any help you can get is golden! 
 

Shinerama/Money 
Counting often happens at the end of the night during Welcome Week, and they use Maroons 
to help out. You will need to schedule a BoD member to stay for each night there is counting 
(this was usually me and sometimes Jeff W last year). Two years ago the counting of all the 
money was saved until the Saturday evening, which ended up being too overwhelming. I 
would not suggest this, so encourage the Shinerama Coordinator to spread out counting 
throughout the week, if they are not already planning that.  
 
Make sure to sit down with the Shinerama Coordinator and set your expectations in advance 
of Welcome Week when it comes to money, and run everything by Marn in Accounting. 
 

Services 
MSU Who Day 
This is an old event which the MSU used to run to promote all of our services during the year. 
Essentially I think it was a sort of Clubsfest for services, usually run in January (“Frost 
Week”). Both Katie and myself decided not to run it. It’s beginning to fade into the history 
books of the MSU now, but it’s still there to rescue if you see value in it. I don’t know much 
about it though, so I suggest you speak to John McGowan or Wooder. 
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Shinerama/Terry Fox 
You probably already know the background about FIT changing to Shinerama/Terry Fox, due 
to the fact that FIT had nothing substantial to do after the Terry Fox Run. I think this has been 
a good change. Make sure to support the Coordinator throughout the summer, and remind 
them to concentrate on Terry Fox too. 
 
PAC 
Refer to Page 27 
 
MAC Bread Bin 
You know all about the changes and support needed. As I’ve told you before, I recommend 
this fall instituting weekly summer hours for the Coordinator. 
 
Farmstand 
To carry on Mary's sentiment... Please don't kill the Farmstand :). There was some interest 
last year in making Farmstand a year-long endeavour. Not sure if this will come up again, but 
something to keep in mind. 
 

MACycle 
The MACycle PTMs will need some support setting up in their new space. 
 

Projects 
Strategic Plan/Branding 
Make sure to take a supportive lead in the completion of the SotU. Definitely support Wooder, 
and make sure the Board members are submitting their parts. Feel free to think creatively 
about this document. So far, the SotU has been kept fairly similar to that of Mary's Board, but 
it doesn’t necessary have to be that way. In the end it's a phenomenal document you will be 
very proud of. 
 
The Visual Identity Guide is extremely important. Wooder and Dave Dedrick have done a 
tremendous amount of work in trying to brand the MSU appropriately. Please support him and 
enforce the use of the VID with all staff (part time and full-time). I believe Wooder and Dave 
will be working to update/expand upon the current VID this year. 
 
Space Allocation/Space Audit 
Space allocation is a fun one because so many people have different opinions. Just 
remember not to rush it and that any move costs a significant amount of money. Space audits 
are done every three years, and the last one was done with Katie, so you don’t have to worry 
about that. 
 
Break-ins/Security 
I’ve talked a bit about this throughout the report, but one more thing to comment on is that we 
are slowly moving to swipe card access in all of our spaces. I didn't add any more this year, 
nor did Katie, but I would suggest you trying to get some more installed for services (approx 
$2,500 per service door). 
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Eggnog 
This event is mostly run by Campus Events, but Al will work with you in envisioning it, 
determining the guest list and inviting people. We invited all staff and then volunteer 
executives this past year and that’s where we capped it. It’s a fun way to celebrate the holiday 
season and a great end to first term.  
 
SRN 
This is one of the most fun things you’ll get to do. First off, this is like Eggnog in terms of you 
being the one who determines the invite list. I would look at previous years and see where 
you want to go. One of the most frustrating things about this event has in the past been the 
RSVP list. The room can handle up to 280, but you should definitely invite twice this many 
people or more. 
 
A few things to note that are in my files are we get $5,000 from the President’s Office, but you 
need to first request it (letter on server). Also, you should invite the Master of Ceremonies in 
September to ensure their availability (President from 10 years ago). I would suggest sending 
out a ‘save the date’ early in the academic year to important people you need there like 
Honourary MSU Members, Rudy Heinzl, University Administration, full-time staff, etc.  
 
You often end up taking the lead on the seating arrangement because you’re the one that 
knows the majority of people, although (yet again) Jess was hugely instrumental with this for 
me. We end up printing name cards for the tables, but we don’t do nametags – takes too long 
to deal with people signing in. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives 
Both Katie and I took on more of an active role with pursuing sustainability initiatives for the 
MSU. You've already begun meeting with Kate Whalen, so feel free to get involved in as much 
or as little of that as you want. At the very least, please try to make efforts to sustain the 
projects already implemented (Plastic Bottle Free, Composting, etc). Kate will invite you to 
take part on the McMaster Sustainability Steering Committee and the Sustainability 
Ambassadors. These committees were great, and provided a nice break from more traditional 
VP Admin duties. 
 
 

Other 
PAC Committees 
These are the President’s Advisory Committees. The VP Admin occasionally sits on some of 
them. It is a privilege for us to have seats on these committees – it’s important to make sure 
that someone is attending all of these committees. 
 
Admincon 
Admincon is a meeting every two months with the MSU BoD, MAPS leadership, GSA 
President, IRC President as well the University President and VPs. It is a great chance to ask 
questions about upcoming issues. 
 
SSC 
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The Student Services Committee is a joint committee between the MSU and Student Affairs. 
We have the Student Life Enhancement Fund that students can apply to for funding for 
projects, etc. They run a decent transition for us themselves, so I won’t talk much on it. The 
President and VP Finance deal with the smaller requests, and then the committee as a whole 
deals with the bigger stuff. This committee also sets larger year-long goals. 
 
 

It’s Over! 
And that’s everything! Not really though. While I feel like I’ve gone on forever in this report, 
building upon the advice given to me by past VP Admins, I’ve also stopped myself short many 
times to avoid rambling and I’m sure I’ve missed some topics. Basically, I bet I have a lot 
more to say! Never hesitate to pop your head through that window to ask me questions. I am 
here to help, and want to make sure you have as much information and as many tools as 
possible. 
 
I know you are going to do an amazing job, and I am so happy to be working with you this 
year  Remember, you do you! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Spencer, Welcome to what will be one of the most rewarding, yet challenging 

experiences of your life. You are entering a position that will, be your primary focus 

and vocation for the 12 months of your life. Wanted a simple good old 9-5 job? Too 

late.   

Being the Vice President (Education) is a 24/7 job that you take with you wherever 

you go. Whether you’re in Ottawa lobbying MPs or helping the Advocacy street team 

run an event or meeting with an administrator, you are a representative of McMaster 

Students, always. This is something you will have some challenge getting used to 

since you are relatively new to the MSU world then I was; especially being a board 

member you never know when the next fun email from an SRA member or 

Administrator will show up. In the last year I have pretty much received an email 

every single hour of the 24 hour clock. Living in the smart phone world you will 

immediately be subjected to the contents of that email within a few minutes; unless 

you have exceptional self-control it’s going to be rather difficult to disconnect 

yourselves. If emails don’t work I’ve even had people approach me on facebook, text, 

on campus and even at my house! The MSU has a peanut gallery of several hundred 

people who are always up to discuss every aspect of the organization and your job 

after 5pm, I would strongly advise you to draw a line somewhere to ensure a balance.  

I’ve had some difficulty framing this report because I came into the role with a very 

different background having spent two years as the External Affairs Commissioner 

and four years in the MSU which allowed me to have an active memory and a day to 

day immersion in the world of PSE.  

But the beauty of the VP Ed role is that if the VP Ed has a vision and passion for what 

they would like to see for the future of Post-Secondary Education and for that of 

students at McMaster University and can adequately articulate that to stakeholders 

and students; the research and policy aspect is something that can be learnt as 

things come up as well as through dedicating any free time to that. I left a few 

articles/papers within your work computer but the rest can be requested through 

OUSA, CASA and by religiously reading your #onpse, #highered, #cdnpse twitter 

feeds, Academica Top 10, University Affairs and any articles that come out of there. 

You are also free to contact me for tips on any topics because chances are I might 

have stumbled upon it within the last three years.  

This transition report will aim to help you get through the day to day activities and 

reoccurring aspects of being a VP Ed and a Board Member. There will be topical 

issues that prop up out of nowhere and you will have to respond with a very short 

notice, for which you will have to rely on your memory, knowledge and support of 

your Board and Commissioners. I am also hoping that you are finally successful in the 

long standing quest by VP Education’s to gain Research and Policy staff support for 

their role. Creating that position will definitely improve your ability to be more 

efficient and respond on issues with a much faster turnaround time.  

You are now the Chief External Advocate for the entire organization. Your role is 

important, but remember that it is also a partnership. There will be many times 

throughout the year that you and the President and especially this year other board 

members should be working together on issues, and while you will likely have a more 



thorough understanding of the details given your additional policy knowledge 

garnered through OUSA/CASA as well as policy based approach to issues, working 

together will only enhance your legitimacy. As the VP Ed you are the primary 

spokesperson and subject matter expert for a variety of University academic issues 

and obviously provincial and federal politics since both of those levels of government 

directly affect Post-Secondary Education; there are other areas which are rather 

ambiguous. One example is Municipal Affairs, where in the last three or so years the 

VP Ed due to personal interests have adopted it as their sole portfolio to varying 

degrees but in the bigger picture I would encourage you and the board to be 

strategic in figuring out who should be taking on this overlapping issue, especially 

since yourselves, President and VP Finance have it on their platform. Does it make 

much sense for the VP Ed to be becoming an expert on the nitty gritty of student 

housing bylaws? It’s something that should be discussed at an organizational level. 

Same applies for the realm of student experience which while having a direct 

connection to the Educational experience of students is another ambiguous area. I 

myself gotten myself strongly involved with Mental Health initiatives, Orientation 

week programming and the issues of underrepresented groups (Students with 

Disabilities etc) which is a very valid and overlooked area of interest for VP 

Education’s but is something that overlaps with the role of the President and VP 

Admin. The MSU is a very flexible organization though and with the boards blessing 

you can continue addressing these issues from a very valuable lens of the VP 

Education. What I mean by that is that your job has the unique opportunity and 

understanding of the Strategic future and realities of the Post-Secondary Education 

sector and as such you can bring these external perspectives into helping improve 

Student life at McMaster.  

 Throughout the next year you will go through the highest of highs and the lowest of 

lows. Make sure you take time for yourself and enjoy it. Spend time with friends and 

family but most importantly learn to prioritize. Your job is the most unpredictable 

one in the board, so expect to come in and work from 9am-‐9pm, go home 

exhausted, not having completed anything in your to do list. The platform your 

promised to the SRA is important but it is not the be all end all, in the first half of my 

job I was very attached to that document and would have stopped at nothing less 

than a 100% completion of it as an indicator of whether I was successful in my term 

as the VP Education. In retrospect I’ll say that the platform doesn’t really matter since 

new ideas, priorities and opportunities always show up and the document was 

created when you didn’t have the perspectives you do after transition and the first 

few months of the job. I did manage to complete a good chunk of my platform but 

some of my most memorable experiences and initiatives where I feel I made a bigger 

difference for students at McMaster were the completely unanticipated events, 

projects and discussions I took part in by invitation or by seeking them out.   

 Spend your summer months wisely. Once September hits, you’ll be busy with 

Welcome Week, SRA Meetings, Executive Board, OUSA Steering Committee, 

Conferences, Addressing student concerns and authoring your OUSA policy paper. 

At least a couple issues will pop up that you didn’t expect, so laying the groundwork 

for your platform points is going to be extremely important so you can feel a sense 

of personal accomplishment and demonstrate performance to the SRA members. I 



would also encourage you to enjoy the year, you will rarely ever get an opportunity 

where for a year you don’t really have a boss and you are allowed to say things 

exactly as you see them and have various stakeholders respect you for it. You will 

also get to meet some amazing individuals working in this sector from which you can 

learn quite a bit about how to do your job effectively but they will also improve your 

outlook on things. An example is a local lobby meeting I had with MP Chris Charlton 

about her parties long term vision for the Post-Secondary Education sector where 

she brought up how It’s unfeasible to concentrate too much on productivity and 

labour market outcomes since many of the jobs and industries that exist today will 

never be the same within a couple of decades, therefore lifelong learning and a 

comprehensive interdisciplinary learning is a more rational strategy. This 

conversation and how it was framed snapped me out of a singular perspective on the 

issue I had developed through all the discussions on Innovation and Productivity that 

were happening on the provincial level. You will most likely have many such 

instances where you will gain a completely new insight into how you perceive not 

just the Post-Secondary Education sector but the wider world around you.  

Don’t let the administrative/logistical things get you down, I was definitely not hired 

for my event planning and logistical skills and found planning various events quite 

frustrating and stressful, I would encourage you to utilize the Admin Assistant, 

Advocacy Coordinator and other board members whenever you can.  

I hope everything in this report and our conversations have equipped you to take 

over this wonderful job, once again remember that there is a support network out 

there of the VP Ed Predecessors and especially myself who want to see yourselves 

and the role of the VP Education continue to succeed, don’t ever feel that you are 

hassling me by contacting me.  

Good luck,  

Huzaifa Saeed 

Huzaifa.saeed@gmail.com 
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MSU Community Clean Up & BBQ 

This was an initiative started three years ago, while it was quite stressful for me to 

setup and singlehandedly run and MC since I have no event planning skills, I still 

highly recommend continuing it for September. It has become a mainstay of the 

welcome week schedule (Ask VP Admin to let you know if it ever randomly drops off 

the welcome week schedule at planning committee) so you’ll be expected to lead it 

and come to the planning committee and provide periodic updates on how far 

planning is. In your folder in the network there are my forms/maps from last year. I 

think you’ll be pretty well equipped to run it with your prior experience as an ROA. 

Start by putting together a proposal to the Welcome Week Core Committee so they 

have an idea of what you envision the event to look like this year. They will expect 

you to give updates throughout the summer, but most communication will likely go 

through the VP Administration. Keep tabs on this as the week draws nearer. Your 

first step should be to contact Councillor McHattie to see if he is available for when 

the event has been scheduled. Last year, he wasn’t able to make it at the last minute 

due to another event but is usually quite interested to come and give a small talk 



(mostly about the importance of students in the community). I also added the 

AWWCA Exec to the list of judges to extend an early hand out and they really 

seemed to appreciate that. The VP Ed before me also partnered with the Alumni 

Association and a community group (Bay Area Restoration Council), but you don’t 

necessarily have to go that same route. Alumni paid for the cost of food at the BBQ 

two years ago, so it was a pretty awesome deal, I contacted Anne Marie at Alumni for 

funding and she did promise $500 but I’m not sure whether that funding ever made 

it in (Me and Accounting couldn’t locate it). You’ll also have to take a look at getting 

materials for students to clean with (i.e. bags, gloves, etc.) far in advance. City Hall 

will give you these materials for free, so don’t worry about cost – just make sure you 

have enough, The SCSN Director was a big asset for this since she went out and 

grabbed the material from the city for me. Make sure you have a large amount of 

bags since technically each residence can send upto two teams of 10 each, you could 

easily get over 200 people. 

 Talk to Rick from TwelvEighty as far in advance as possible so he’s available to cook 

and has the food necessary. Don’t forget to plan for vegetarians, and more people 

showing up than expected since we don’t really check. You could give out raffle 

tickets as an entry; Having a system where only those who participated get free food 

is a good idea to ensure that the right people are benefitting and you’re keeping 

costs low. Make sure you engage the ROP and the ROA’s throughout the week, 

distributing waivers, signup sheets (you could also deliver it to them during Rez Life 

training, arrange that with Brandon. This could be a more effective delivery 

mechanism to explain the event and get questions out of the way) to get first year 

involvement. I made an effort to visit all residences a few times to ensure they were 

signing people up, since points are at stake the event will be a natural motivation for 

ROAs but it is also on the Friday where first years and reps have become jaded and 

as such any incentives will help. I gave out Union Market giftcards and other random 

tidbits Wooder had lying around his office, make it a point earlier in the summer to 

obtain interesting gifts to give out (eg: for the most interesting piece of garbage). 

Essentially, do whatever you can to ensure atleast one full team per residence and 

SOCS. I also had SocSci reps randomly send two teams to help, partially because of 

my personal connection to the team and partially because it was alluded to them 

that the newly introduced campus spirit category of welcome week points will 

include participation in the cleanup. You’ll have to decide if you want to fund 

additional food for Faculty Rep teams and more prominently advertise (with 

endorsement from Faculty Cup Committee) to them that they can gain bonus 

Campus Spirit points.  I also asked the Maroons Coordinator to send a bunch of reps 

just in case residences can’t send a team of 10 so they can fill in and at the same time 

help maintain the spirit/cohesiveness of the event, which is important since it’s quite 

isolating to get everyone at the starting point (Mills Plaza or BSB Field, make it clear 

on your form) on time and in full numbers and try and control them (while they are 

talking/cheering) through a measly portable loudspeaker (maybe book a stronger 

Mic system from Avtek?); make sure you give training/instructions to the Maroons so 

they can help you run the event.  

The reps will be your connection to engaging the first years in the CleanUp, and the 

BBQ part and gift items will sell itself. The day of the event is the busiest, as there are 



a couple other Welcome Week events also taking place. Having your board assist will 

ease the burden and make it less of an isolating experience but you should be the 

one taking a leadership position. Set out the routes for people to clean in advance, 

and make sure to give each team a copy. Plan for stragglers, or teams to be 

bigger/larger than initially anticipated. Time appropriately as students will need to 

come back in time for the BBQ, as well there may be other scheduled events. 

 Municipal Relations 

Decide between yourself, President, EA Commissioner, SCSN and Jeff who should be 

handling which aspects of this area; perhaps having regular meetings of this group 

would ensure everyone is on the same page and everyone’s input is taken into 

consideration. I had an odd year in the sense that Siobhan was happy to let me run 

with almost all aspects of Municipal Relations. The only aspect where I didn’t 

regularly partake was the President’s Advisory Committee on Community Relations, 

upon request you could add yourselves to the committee as a secondary MSU Rep. 

As I said while the VP Ed has taken more of a leadership role in community relations, 

this area is typically under the purview of the President. Further collaboration with 

SCSN, OCRC and SOCS will be helpful especially with the housing bylaw coming up 

for negotiation again this fall. Throughout 2012/2013 I dealt with the current 

proposed framework of the bylaw, which was then sent back to the planning 

committee (under Joe Xamin that you’ve met) for a few more changes before it can 

come back to City Council this year. Myself and the EA Commissioner (who both 

were strongly involved in this project) after our research were of the opinion that a 

bylaw can lead to positive outcomes for students as long as some of our concerns 

with the financial and logistical impact on students are addressed in the new 

structure (I have flagged an email with the last response from the City on our 

questions).  

I would continue meeting regularly with Councillor McHattie alongside the President 

and VP Finance this time involving your External Affairs Commissioner as well since 

their committee seems to have a strong Municipal focus and they can be a big asset 

for the MSU, this past year EA ran a survey on Student Housing which was entirely a 

self-developed process and the results of which were an asset during our City 

Council presentation, an MSU member from EA also helped me present to city 

council.  

The Your City Survey and efforts by the MSU in the past few years have also set us 

up as important stakeholders for those in the know. You have great momentum 

going into your year for the board to really get solid results from the 

recommendations of the Your City Survey and subsequent EA Youth Retention 

Policy. While I wasn’t able to arrange it in my year, getting a meeting with Mayor 

Bratina is also essential for this year since while he hasn’t shown a direct interest in 

Youth Retention in his term so far, there are many stakeholders within City 

Community (eg: Economic Development, Chamber of Commerce) who are very 

interested on this file. As I mentioned before, Brian McHattie was also instrumental in 

arranging a meeting with myself and over 10 city departments (Transit, EcDev, 

Labour Planning, Human Resources, Culture etc) on the topic of Youth Retention and 



the takeaway from that was that while they were all interested, it was difficult for 

them to move ahead due to many structural barriers (eg: Union collective bargaining 

agreements preventing the city to create many new student jobs and internships); It 

would be useful to individually follow up with these departments since they can open 

up more doors. For example, Arts & Culture is really interested in working with the 

MSU and you’ll find an event invite for workshops on the creation of the next City 

Cultural Plan, If you can’t personally attend these, make sure anyone else from the 

Board or EA Commissioner goes.  

 

Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance (OUSA)  

Try and make OUSA a top priority this year. It can be an incredibly consuming part of 

your job, but the impact that this organization has on government policy is huge. 

From an issue and policy based perspective, you will decide what you want your 

focuses to be during the Strategic Planning conference. OUSA Home office staff are 

also an asset in whatever internal lobbying or meetings you are having which might 

have a connection to something provincial or existing OUSA Policy (which most of 

them do since the Government does have strong regulation in almost all aspects of 

governance If you decide to author a policy, try and involve your Commissioners, 

Standing Committee members and students at large if possible, for example Jeff 

Doucet gave me a writeup for the Students, University and Private Sectors paper I 

coauthored last year since this was an area of personal interest for him. Give them 

deadlines, and work collaboratively. Working inside a bubble is not a wise way to 

approach anything in this position, and although it can appear to be easier – 

consultation is an important facet of the job. This last point it applies to a lot of 

decisions you make at OUSA. Even though it can get quite tiring to talk in length 

about your week during Board, SRA and EB meetings since compared to other board 

members the VP Ed usually has tons of detailed issues to talk about, make sure you 

do it anyways to see if anyone is interested in providing a perspective. Which is 

something I found interesting since while it might seem that a lot of what you talk 

about as VP Ed is heavily technical in nature, in reality it all filters down to tangible 

impacts and effects on all students, yet VP Ed’s have always had a difficult time 

getting people excited about their work. A solution could be putting more emphasis 

on explaining the impact of your work to SRA members and students with varying 

degrees of technicality. Having said that, you will sometimes need to make decisions 

related to your portfolio that nobody else has had a chance to peruse – don’t be 

afraid to make a difficult call if you think it’s the right one. Always trust your gut. You 

were elected to this position for a reason, so don’t compromise when you know 

something is right. Having said that, don’t be afraid to change your mind if you 

become aware of more information that shines a different light on an issue. 

Stubbornness will get you nowhere. This year, I hope that as a Steering Committee 

you come up with a new campaign that unites the 9 member institutions. Blue Chair 

is was rather popular at McMaster and I quite liked it as an event, but the issue of 

accessibility isn’t necessarily something that resonates with other member schools 

and for that reason  OUSA didn’t have it last year. OUSA campaigns on campus are 

often one of the only direct way they interact with individual students and McMaster 



has always been a campus where small fringes within the SRA and Student body 

question it’s value and as such always keep member relations within your thoughts 

whenever you are making a decision at Steering Committee or deciding how you are 

going to spend your Educational Initiatives budget.  

Focusing on affordability and quality are “sexier” issues and have the potential to 

reach more students that are actually already at university. Being a Steering 

Committee member you will also have a weird conflict where at times the interests 

and policy stances of OUSA aren’t something you yourselves or members of the MSU 

fully agree with, you must balance these interests with the notion that your primary 

and foremost commitment should always be to the MSU and McMaster Students. 

While it’s also pretty exciting for VP Ed’s to really get involved with OUSA and its 

conferences, remember that you have a pretty substantial University related platform 

and there are times where your own Board will need your support to deal with crises.  

Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA)  

Pockets of members on the SRA have always questioned whether we should be 

members of CASA or not, but as you know I am a huge believer in the philosophical 

and principled responsibility of the MSU to take a leadership role with Federal 

Lobbying as opposed to free riding on the back of other affiliated members and 

saving the $50-60,000 we invest into CASA which isn’t that big a cost when we 

compare it to the overall spending practices of the MSU in the Service/Business side. 

While it might not be immediately obvious, both provincial and Federal Advocacy is 

invaluable for students with the positive outcomes it has had towards the 

affordability of education. CASA has come a long long way since MSU decided to join 

as full members in early 2011, it has gone on to solve many of the governance and 

membership issues it faced as the CASA Review I gave you contains. It is now in a 

very good spot for members to move it towards a direction of productive policy 

generation and more active lobbying as a result of the policy. It is also the only 

organization that can provide the MSU effective access to over 150 MPs during their 

annual Lobby con.  One of my larger frustrations working with CASA were the 

divides between graduate students and undergraduate students. There is sometimes 

need for compromise if we wish to move the organization forward, where for 

example Credit Transfers are better for the former while research shows that upfront 

grants are more beneficial for the latter, so which led to some very testy and 

passionate discussions from each group. There are a few such debates where the 

different demographics and regions of CASA due to their natural differences will 

disagree but in my experience with efforts from both sides to come to a middle 

ground, CASA has been able to move forward and as a student union of a large 

reputable University and given our efforts in the past the membership will naturally 

look at McMaster as consensus builders so utilize that power.  

Discussing the issues with your OUSA Steering Committee before moving forward at 

CASA might be beneficial as there is strength in numbers and we tended to be on 

the same page for the most part. but You will also do a lot of travelling, so make sure 

you work with Jessie to book your hotels, cars, plane tickets for yourself and the 

others coming with you and take a lead in organizing that to ensure the other 

delegates feel comfortable and welcome. The current CASA Bylaw mandates that 



the VP Education and External Affairs Commissioner attend all conferences, but I 

would recommend taking the President as well, especially to the Lobby Conference 

in Ottawa.  

 

Lobbying 101  

As one of the most overused words in the MSU, you will quickly learn that lobbying is 

an art. Feel free to ask OUSA Home Office for their presentations and documents on 

this topic. While everyone has a different style, there are a couple key things that you 

should always remember. 1. BE PREPARED. Put together a brief on the issue you are 

going to discuss and make sure you know what you are talking about, again getting a 

researcher will be a godsend for this. Nothing is worse than walking into a meeting 

and attempting to bullshit your way through an issue when you could have had the 

opportunity to understand it prior, a lot of these administrators have been around for 

a long time and tend to be quite good judges of character and quite well versed on 

this issue, they are in their position because just like yourselves they are the best of 

the best. While a year might seem like a long time for you, for these administrators 

they have seen a long line of your predecessors and as such you only have limited 

opportunity to earn their respect and prove your mettle.  

 2. DON’T MAKE THINGS UP. In the event that you are asked a question that you 

cannot answer, don’t make it up. Be honest, say that you don’t have that particular 

statistic on you at the moment, but can get it for them as soon as you get back to 

your office.  

3. ALL POLITICS IS LOCAL. Whether you’re talking to an administrator, politician, or 

community member – stories are important. They give the human angle to your 

discussion and are likely to persuade someone more than anything else, student 

stories and surveys are really important since they make it a larger issue then it just 

being a policy pet peeve of the VP Ed being discussed. SRA members, Faculty 

Societies and Students obviously are a big asset for you to obtain this information.  

 4. KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE. As you will learn, you have to interact with people in 

different ways. The way you approach a Liberal is different from a Conservative or 

NDP. Furthermore, lobbying an administrator can be different than dealing with a 

community member or the director of a service from within student affairs. 

 5. BE CONCISE. Take your points and simplify them. You won’t have a lot of time to 

persuade the individuals you are meeting with, so take the time and learn how to 

take complex issues and make them simple. I made it a principle to never have a 

meeting longer than 30 minutes and to set clear objectives for myself to ensure we 

don’t run in circles 

 6. FOLLOW UP. ALWAYS. Whenever you finish a meeting, send a follow-up email 

thanking them for their time and try to rehash some of the things you discussed and 

indirectly remind them of some of the deliverable items they promise, same for if you 

made a promise to them. This holds them accountable to the promises made.  



Satellite Lobbying 

Try and set up as many satellite meetings as possible, this past year through my own 

efforts and through both OUSA and CASA lobbycons the MSU met with every single 

one of the eight Hamilton area MPPs and MPs. Not all local MP/MPPs will be available 

for Lobbycons so don’t just rely on that as your only opportunity to meet with them. 

It takes a bit of time to set these up, but with concentrated pestering you can get 

meeting with all of them since you technically represent your constituents, most of 

them are also quite vested in the progress of the citizens in their riding so if you can 

tie in your policy based recommendation and lobbying points with stories of 

McMaster students, they are more likely to take on your issue and move it up the 

chain. Satellite lobbying is also useful for ensuring that some specific McMaster 

related issues are brought to the attention of politicians since Lobbycons only cover 

specific three topics. Examples include issues like Deferred Maintenance and Mental 

Health which while being external issues had a direct impact at McMaster. Similarly, I 

started a move towards creating an internal Policy Bank and a number of items in 

these policies were created through investigation of on campus issues that would be 

useful for the local Politicians to know about. For example while it might be easy for 

politicians do dismiss calls for deferred maintenance funding, if you tie that into 

students on wheelchairs having trouble accessing buildings, this will combine two 

separate policy cases and provide a human interest story for the politicians.  

These meetings should include both yourself and David, possibly the EA 

Commissioner and you should put together the lobbying brief in advance, then prep 

the other two for the meeting and bring Wooder into the loop so he can advise you 

folks on lobbying strategies. Important individuals to meet with prior to LobbyCon if 

you can’t get all eight include Chris Charlton, David Christopherson, Andrea Horwath, 

and of course locals David Sweet & Ted McMeekin. Send out letters inviting them to 

the office for a meeting and move from there, it’s also okay to visit their offices. With 

a potential election upcoming, it is likely that they will be interested in meeting with 

you more so than usual, however that also means you should be careful about Photo 

Ops since in the 2011 Election the VP Ed got in trouble with a few members of the 

SRA since a photo appeared of them with two Liberal Politicians (Who were on 

campus to address a lecture) in front of the MSU office sign in the Silhouette 

newspaper within weeks of an election, AVOID AT ALL COSTS. MSU prides itself in 

its non-partisan nature and you would have to be politically savvy to ensure we 

adhere to this.   

OnCampus Announcements 

Randomly throughout the year, MPs or MPPs will be on campus to make 

provincial/federal announcements. Do your best to attend all of these events and let 

OUSA/CASA Home Office know when they are happening, since they might 

recommend certain talking points to bring up and ask clarification about the 

initiative. Often you will have an opportunity after the event to talk to some of the 

politicians present, and this is a perfect chance to make them aware of OUSA/CASA 

and get a point or two across,. Home Office will give you a brief idea of how to 

approach the situation, but these are great lobbying opportunities where you will 

have to learn to condense your point into 2 minutes or less. Develop an active 



relationship with the University Advancement and Public Relations office since they 

are the department that do the event planning for these events and are your key to 

ensuring there is a student voice at these events. There were a few federal 

announcements this past year I did not find out about until the Daily News article the 

day after, while to be fair some of the announcements weren’t items the MSU or any 

external organization we are a member of had any standing policies on, with the 

recent passing of the student employment and Public Private Partnerships paper as 

well as a more proactive participation in the dialogue on Economic Development by 

OUSA, there are many segways you can find for your voice to be a necessary 

addition.  

 

University Relations 

You and David will spend a significant amount of time meeting with university 

administrators, so make sure to nurture these relationships. Get to know the 

administrative secretaries, learn their names and treat them with respect. They are 

the gatekeepers and can be a significant resource to you throughout the year. We 

already did a significant breakdown of the university administration and their 

portfolios during our Board Transition Weekend, so I won’t regurgitate it here. Make 

regular meetings with the AVP Academic and accompany David to her meetings with 

the Provost, possibly the President and other appropriate administrators, VP Ed 

usually gains additional insight into issues due to their external relations and research 

focus that could be an asset, even if you are more of a listener then a talker in these 

meetings. In the past the MSU would have regular meetings with the Provost but due 

to the transitionary period we weren’t able to have that this year 

AdminCon takes place 2-‐3 times per year and can be a great avenue to update 

yourself on issues by asking admin specific questions (They tend to be more open to 

discussing various items, especially if they need our support), but usually it is also a 

great opportunity for the VP Ed to lobby the administration on a more professional 

and less intimate setting, your one on one meetings with them should be more of a 

dialogue and discussion within a relationship of trust to see what their barriers are. 

But Admin con can be a more formal setting and I brought up atleast 2-3 items at 

every single one of them. However, never hesitate to set up meetings with admin as 

often as you see fit, many of them have open door policies where you can get a 

meeting within a few days or even the same one. 

 You may need to interact with the Directors of various student services, deans, 

associate deans, faculty or other administrators from Alumni or other parts of the 

university. There are a few meetings I’d recommend setting up ASAP. First, Rosanne 

Kent, She is the Director of the Student Wellness Centre, and will be an incredible 

resource and is extremely open to getting the input and support of the MSU, under 

her leadership the MSU has enjoyed an unbelievable amount of support and flexibility 

for our projects like the Mental Health Training and Peer Support line, there are also 

several senior staff below her that can be useful. Secondly, a piece of unfinished 

business I had is my desire to author a policy paper on Students with Disabilities, I 

regret that I hadn’t met with the Director of SAS Tim Nolan earlier in the year since 



he is very knowledgeable and interested in finding allies to help implement major 

policy changes with how faculty and facility services for example cater to students 

with disabilities. He has also been at McMaster for over 30 years and as such knows 

quite a bit about the emerging landscape of accommodation services. With these 

service providers and others like Library I found that they were quite interested in 

giving you an honest insight into the challenges faced by their department since they 

all are facing financial constraints for their desire to expand service. Don’t ever 

approach meeting them with an antagonistic attitude if you foresee gaps in their 

service since similar to anyone from Civil Service in the government they can only 

expend whatever they are allotted from the University Budget. I’ve usually have had 

mostly positive relationships with various administrators where unlike what I’ve heard 

at other Universities are quite willing to implement your proposals. For example the 

CIO at McMaster pretty much okay’d the Google/Gmail project in one meeting and a 

few emails when I was simply an SRA member. Instead position yourself as an ally 

who is willing to go push the upper administration (Provost, President etc) to enable 

them to provide more service. 

Another trick to push your agenda is to identify the long term goals of each 

department and the University as a whole (FWI + Board of Governors published a 

public job goals evaluation for each of the senior admin) and see how you can frame 

your lobbying goals in that context.  

I would have liked to go into more detail but you are facing a very very unique 

situation where you will be orienting and setting the groundwork for MSU’s 

relationship with three new AVP’s and a new Librarian, which means you will have to 

demonstrate additional effort to show that the MSU is a highly effective stakeholder 

that can provide research based solutions and suggestions that will help improve 

student life and that these solutions are actually representative of the needs of 

students. These admins are usually also looking for quick wins to counteract how 

given their yearlong orientation it will be hard for you to get things done so that 

angle could be a mixed bag.  

THOUGHT TO ACTION Taking your ideas and making them reality require 

persistence. 

Emails, meetings, phonecalls, following up, writing briefing notes, getting buy-in from 

faculties, the SRA, administrators, politicians, media (VERY important) are just some 

of the tools. University is a very frustrating environment to work in sometimes since it 

is prone to very very slow change since there are committees after committees, 

senate policies, bureaucracy and an extremely decentralized governance structure. 

It’s hard to put down an effective magical solution on how to navigate this but this is 

something you’ll have to figure out as it comes, aka seeing who all the relevant 

stakeholders are and what concerns if any they might have to your proposal. It’s a 

process that doesn’t happen overnight. It is also something that can take years so 

you might even find yourselves working on something in March/April that will 

absolutely not get implemented during your year, if at all. Instead of giving up like 

many folks in student government often do, I would still suggest leaving behind the 

foundations with the hope that your successor will see the value in and continue the 

projects. This role and what you do in it has aftereffects for years to come and 



remember that a lot of the successes you will have this year will probably be partially 

due to the efforts of your successors. It doesn’t and shouldn’t matter who gets credit 

for it and gets to check something off their platform when they got elected, this is 

me being a bit preachy but for me a successful term as VP Ed is only something you 

yourselves will decide and can decide. I personally don’t particularly care that a few 

items on my platform were not completed since I found bigger and better things 

during the year to address.   

University Senate 

The University senate is responsible for determining academic policy and regulating 

the entire educational system at McMaster. This includes the introduction of new 

academic programs, changes in curriculum, standards for admission to the 

University, exam policy, academic regulations, conferring of degrees, criteria and 

procedures for granting tenure, and promotion of faculty. The MSU President has 

official observer status here and the meetings take place on the second Wednesday 

of every month. Decide between yourselves who will attend these meetings. Due to 

the million other things that the President has on their plate, I recommend you attend 

Senate, and David go to Board of Governors, but you take a look at the agenda 

package as a second set of eyes like I did this year since Board of Governors also 

discuss various items that you might have seen or heard about at OUSA. Just make 

sure to update him in Board Meetings if significant things have happened at Senate 

Meetings. If you are to become the individual attending senate meetings you will 

need to inform the University Secretariat so you will have permission to remain in the 

room for closed session items. 

InterResidence Council 

IRC Proper takes place on Tuesday nights in Gilmour Hall, Council Chambers at about 

1015pm. Though these aren’t the most convenient times to attend meetings, I 

recommend you introduce yourselves and inform them that they can contact you so 

you can then what the academic or student life grievances are in the world of IRC or 

first year students in general, either that or meet with their exec separately. They 

have traditionally felt disconnected to the MSU and for good reason since we haven’t 

made IRC a big organizational priority as stakeholders. In theory though I would say 

that the above is actually the job of the President who in turn can inform you and the 

board of his findings of IRC’s concerns and if it is specifically within your mandate 

you can then address it. 

Teaching Awards 

 I’m sure Michael Wooder already gave you some direction on how to deal with 

Teaching Awards, he is the staff member that has been involved in this for years and 

can provide you with historical context but do your best to keep on top of this. As 

you spend a significant amount of time out of the office, supervising this PTM is 

incredibly important. Ensuring that they have confirmed a date and location to hold 

the event should be done as soon as possible. Furthermore, they also need to ensure 

attendance from all university administrators (President, Provost, AVP Academic, 

Dean of Students, etc.) as their schedules fill up quickly. Because the Teaching 



Awards takes place in March be sure that it doesn’t conflict with Student Recognition 

Night. I would recommend meeting with Jacob every couple weeks to make sure 

she’s on track for the nomination periods, and overall planning and is utilizing every 

single available resource to promote nominations. While we hit over a 1000, I’m sure 

we can do much much better and the PTM will definitely need your support in 

outreaching to SRA members and Faculty societies in helping get the word out 

because the MSU official promo channels can only go so far. 

Jacob seems to have a grasp of the role and is coming in with quite a few ideas on 

how to improve TAC, so I am certain that things will go quite smoothly. The one 

piece of advice I have here is never understate the importance of Teaching Awards. 

Many professors put these awards on their C.V. and it’s likely one of the most 

important things we do at the MSU, but is highly underrated. Thinking of creative 

ways to enhance the process and bring more student attention to appreciation of 

teachers might help to further legitimize this ceremony as it’s still in a tender stage of 

recovery. One interesting area of collaboration might be with the Centre for 

Leadership in Learning; Arts & Science this past year had a course focused on PSE 

and one of the student groups there focused on Teaching Awards and had a few 

interesting recommendations that I can forward to you. Another angle for you could 

also be to utilize the nomination qualitative data and work with CLL to create a set of 

best practices for teaching from a student perspective and creatively advertise it to 

professors as encouragement to take further seminars with CLL. 

Advocacy Coordinator  

The Advocacy Street team can potentially be a massive asset to your position and a 

huge event planning support, especially since you already have so much on your plat 

that it is extremely counterproductive for you to be running around campus putting 

up posters and creating facebook events. My year was sort of unpredictable since 

there was a bit of ambiguity associated with my ideas to run campaign on Forward 

with Integrity, OUSA which is usually a source of strong campaigns themselves had a 

weak year on that regard since they themselves had strong turnover and issues with 

timing campaigns. Everything should go back to normal in your year so expect 

Advocacy to be more active and productive. There is a huge debate associated with 

whether they are and should be a “service” or is it just a part time staffer role and 

whether they should have formalized exec structure, logo and operating policy or 

not. I’ve already sent you a detailed email and we’ve discussed my thoughts on it but 

this is a very tricky issue that you will have to work with the Coordinators, Wooder 

and Exec Board on.  

Your advocacy coordinator should be responsible for running promotional events 

and campaigns on all the advocacy/policy you’re working on as well as being a 

liaison on campus for OUSA and CASA Communications persons. Many students 

don’t have an understanding of the scope of MSU Advocacy efforts, why it’s 

important and how they specifically can aid in the process. Improving outcomes on 

all of those points will translate to positive outcomes for both yourselves and your 

successors, therefore don’t treat it as just another service you are forced to supervise 

as VP Ed but rather work closely with the Advocacy Coordinator to ensure you are 

helping shape the message and how you want the campaigns to take place, 



especially since a lot of this stuff is inherently political and as the resident expert on 

that you have to ensure they are treading carefully. A majority of the planning 

process regarding events will be in the Advocacy Coordinator Transition report, 

which you have access to. Rebecca is coming into the role having been a volunteer 

for the team for a few years and as an effective TAC Coordinator from last year so 

she should be quite effective at enacting campaigns and being independent. Never 

criticize, but learn to problem solve and utilize your resources and influence as a 

board member to get them out of tricky situations or people giving them trouble 

over bookings for example; Be clear in your instructions and expectations since again 

while you might know the nitty gritty of different PSE issues the team members 

probably don’t .  

Research and Policy Staff 

Hire and then utilize your research and policy assistant as much as possible, the 

current bylaws and job descriptions allow you to automatically hire a part time staff 

member for 10 hours a week. They will make up part of the OUSA Campus Research 

Council (Preferably alongside the EA Commissioner), and could likely contribute to 

research in others areas as well. Set up expectations with this individual at the 

beginning of the year, and maybe even put together a contract that reflects the 

specific outcomes you expect of them. I’ve said this in detail so I don’t need to 

regurgitate it but the effectiveness of the MSU Advocacy and VP Ed will skyrocket if 

we are able to hire a full time research director as I pushed all of last year but wasn’t 

able to get done due to the HR Review. Some SRA and even Board members might 

question the need for the MSU to expend $50-60,000+ on this new staff position 

when things are just fine as they are right now, but I would fight tooth and nail to 

explain that Advocacy isn’t something that should be “measured” in dollar figures 

and that the intrinsic benefit to students caused by effective lobbying guided by 

stronger policy is immense. The MSU had a full time researcher for decades until 

2006 where it was discontinued which shows that even as a much smaller 

organization it was pretty common for us to invest our limited funds into supporting 

Advocacy. MSU is also the only large student union in the country that doesn’t have 

any direct research support, which is somewhat ridiculous. In contrast, University of 

Alberta has a research department with four full time staff members. It is an absolute 

miracle that the VP Eds have managed to float above the surface since the 

discontinuation of the researcher position.  

Relationship with Commissioners 

This is an exceptionally important relationship, so be sure to nurture it. Involve your 

commissioners as much as possible. As soon as they are hired, set up a meeting with 

them to discuss expectations for the year, and how you see your relationship 

working together. As you will likely be more updated on issues, it might be beneficial 

to task them with certain projects, and give them opportunities to grow. These are 

the individuals who will be likely to run for your position in the near future as well, so 

give them as many opportunities to be involved as possible, remember that the MSU 

will continue to exist long after you are gone and part of your responsibility is 

succession planning not just for next year but for many years after. While it might be 

a weird position to have Commissioners working in things that you think fall directly 



in your portfolio but at the same time you can’t direct them since they are 

accountable to the SRA, in the bigger picture this supplementary work if properly 

empowered is very beneficial for the MSU. While the EA Commissioner gets to go to 

most conferences, try to include the UA Commissioner more by taking them to 

OUSA, HPSAG and perhaps a few more meetings you are having with administrators 

so that can help increase their insight and empower them and bring some parity.  

Attend their committee meetings as often as you can to give them support and 

insight but remember that these meetings are their turf and you are simply there as a 

resource. Meet with them regularly (maybe biweekly) through “Advocacy Team 

Meetings” that included the EA & UA Commissioners, Advocacy Coordinator, 

Research and Policy Assistant & FYC Advocacy Director and you should consider 

continuing these. 

Building Caucus Leaders  

Since the loss of the House Leader positions 3-4 years ago SRA caucuses have slowly 

become irrelevant and ineffective in many cases due to a lack of direction, 

accountability, training and expectations on what they are supposed to do. Many of 

them are elected through their student body but don’t always feel that they owe 

something specifically to their faculty constituents, instead their personal 

achievement metrics can often become their performance in the standing 

committees and work on other projects that affect the student body at a more macro 

level. However, there is a lot of potential in caucus meetings and engaging them to 

conduct better outreach with their faculty societies, welcome week rep community 

and constituents in general because while as VP Ed you might operate on these high 

level meetings and conferences, quite a bit of issues and concerns students face can 

be faculty based and they can be a good source of incoming and outgoing 

information. For the latter their personal networks can be more effective than just 

you using MSU Official Social Media. These meetings should be an avenue for them 

to share ideas, and collaborate with one another on shared priorities. 

As an alternative to all of the above you can also start inviting Caucus leaders to 

Academic Affairs council but perhaps a more smaller venue with just them could be 

more effective. 

Academic Affairs Council 

Just like several VP Eds before me I tried to get this initiative off the ground again 

this year, to moderate success with 6-7 regular members attending our meetings 

(Timing being a huge issue sometimes but with other members simply ignoring every 

email or message you sent). I attempted to make it more than just an aimless body 

that simply updated each other and was a platform for the VP Ed to gain feedback 

on their projects into a body that took direct policy stances and collaborated on 

campus wide campaigns. It worked and didn’t work, I didn’t get much response 

about issues like Ancillary fees but they did seem more receptive to the idea of a 

second Academic Welcome week and more Faculty Society involvement during 

Week 1 .  You can make a facebook group, and treat it like a community, but as I 

found despite providing extensive details (maybe too much) the group members 



simply didn’t seem interested in participating even online more actively nor did I hear 

any direct issues or concerns from their end. On that note I talked about how 

perhaps could be that culturally our faculty societies are strongly inclined to be 

skewed towards programming and events and even the VP Academic then inherits 

this focus towards such events and as such it’s unfair for you to expect them to 

immediate latch onto acronyms and other technical items that you might throw onto 

them as volunteers. Hold meetings every 2 weeks, and include the VP Academics of 

the Faculty Societies, Senators and students on university committees. It also gives 

the VP Academics an opportunity to build relationships and engage in some idea 

sharing amongst each other. Post minutes from your meetings on the MSU website, 

give updates at the SRA and your board. 

Valedictorian Selection 

 You will have to go through this process twice – once in the fall just to promote 

nominations (refer to email exchanges between myself and Peter Self from last fall, 

things apparently changed and now they prefer or exclusively only want Graduate 

Students to get Valedictorian in the fall) and again in the Spring. Valedictorian 

Selection at the beginning of September, maybe even before. Stay on top of this as 

best you can. For the fall convocation, graduate students make up the majority of 

graduates, and as such, many of them will also apply for valedictorian. Ensure the 

MSU has proper representation and that the right people are coming together for the 

Selection Committees. There are only two ceremonies in the fall, but all of this 

information can be accessed via the Valedictorian package on the server. Begin the 

Spring process of Valedictorian as early as February because there are many 

selection committees that need time to meet after the nomination period has been 

exhausted. Once all valedictorians have been selected, safekeep them for University 

PR to access them and then post them on the MSU website and send them 

congratulatory letters (I didn’t get a chance to do the last two suggestions this year). 

Remember to make this a priority as annoying and random as this seems and get 

everything out as early as possible and let the Faculty Associate Deans offices (Can 

be accessed via AVP Faculties office) know in advance when nomination packages 

are going to come out and close. Also be very vigilant and ask for faculties to send 

the names and positions of their committees to ensure they are following the policy 

(this applies in other general areas for the policy too) and strongly insist that they 

pick the undergrad reps as the SRA members you recommended rather than a 

random student of their choosing. And again since this award can have a huge 

personal impact on people please ensure that you are using all possible channels to 

promote. The biggest request you can make to associate deans (perhaps by 

attending at a physical meeting) could be that their staff respect and strictly adhere 

to the outline valedictorian policy since I had several instances of Faculties wanting 

to bend or break the rules intentionally or unintentionally. We had a much more 

smoother experience this past year, but in previous years we’ve had quite a few 

annoyed faculty offices caused by the MSU not following through or conducting this 

prestigious process early enough.  

 Being a Corporate Officer 



 The VP Education position is a weird one. It is entirely possible to spend all of your 

time wrapped up in external and internal issues of education – and have NO clue 

what is happening within our services or businesses; which was very frustrating for 

me since having been an SRA and Exec Board member for a few years I had quite a 

few opinions on their operations and this was quite frustrating because of travel I 

was almost never able to follow up with department. When you have Board 

meetings, remember that you always have an opinion and you are just as much a 

member as anyone else. I found personally, I wanted to be involved in everything at 

the beginning of the year, and as the year progressed, I realized that there were 

certain areas that I should leave to others but I still k. In spite of that, you should 

always have an opinion, even when the issue doesn’t relate to your position. Let your 

board members be experts in their portfolio, but make sure to actively engage and 

ask questions where appropriate. Keep on top of your emails. It’s easy to let them 

pile up, but spending a couple hours every week responding to emails will make sure 

you keep on top of your work. 

Let me give you a typical week in the life of a VP Ed as described by an old VP 

Education. What you see. “Oh man, I’m so excited! I have this conference in Ottawa 

to attend where we’ll be meeting with MPs and actually influencing change. How 

often do we get an opportunity to interact with the people that can take our policy 

and put it into action. This is going to be awesome.” [End of the Week hits] “Man, 

that week was awesome. Got to meet with the Prime Minister’s Office, and the 

Finance Minister on issues related to the Canada Student Loans Program! It’s Sunday 

night, and I’m exhausted – I think I’ll take tomorrow off, maybe even two days just to 

recuperate from the long week I’ve had.” What other people see. “Oh man, Spencer 

used to be so diligent, but now all he does is go on trips. He really is the VP Travel 

and Tourism. He’s never in the office, and whenever his conferences are over, he 

takes days off. What is this? I heard all he does is meet with some people, and drink 

the rest of the time. How come he can’t be like the rest of the board? Why did we 

even elect him?” While dramatized, this is the perception of the VP Ed at times, since 

even your own Board Members can sometimes admit to you that they don’t 

particular have much of an understanding of what you did last week, perhaps 

explaining in more details at Board Meetings during calendar updates could be a way 

to educate them on what you do on a day to day basis. 

Relationship with Full Time Staff When I first walked into this role, I was told that I 

would interact with the full time staff the very least. Now, while this is true due to the 

nature of your position and the projects you will be involved with, this makes your 

relationship with them even more important. Stopping by an office to say hello, 

sending out updates to let them know what you’ve been involved with – these are all 

ways of engaging with our staff. They keep the MSU running and have all committed 

themselves to enhancing student life. The institutional knowledge they have is 

unparalleled and can be a huge resource to you throughout the year. Interact with 

them, be grateful for them and appreciate them for all that they do. I would even 

recommend trying to engage them in some of your platform points if there is 

potential for overlap. Asking their opinions, especially since they’ve seen many 

student executives throughout their tenure is helpful in understanding why past 

ideas may or may not have been successful. Taking a trip to the Underground, 



TwelvEighty, or CFMU are all ways to stay engaged with what’s happening within the 

MSU. 

Student Representative Assembly (SRA) 

Having been on the SRA for a year you are somewhat familiar with the concept. Do 

understand however that you are a member of the Board now, and while some may 

criticize the idea of “Board Think” looking at the organization from a macro 

perspective is important and will help move things forward. Board solidarity is very 

crucial, as you will learn throughout the year. They are your team, and while you may 

not always agree, it is important that you support one another. 

While they can sometimes create tricky situations for you in terms of their questions 

and critique of what you are doing at all times, Do your best to engage members in 

your projects and provide them mentorship when they need guidance. Remember 

that it doesn’t matter you yourselves and the Board are quite productive and 

efficient, if the SRA members are floundering around the table and have resolved 

themselves to distance and apathy from their roles then that is a colossal failure for 

the MSU since the SRA is also a window for many students to connect to more 

constituents.   

 This group of individuals has a lot of potential, and ignoring them merely enhances 

the stereotype that the SRA does nothing. Individually, members of the SRA are 

powerhouses. Learn to perceive what their interests are and then tailor your message 

to them if you are interacting with them individually, if on your side and effectively 

doing their job they can be huge assets into providing supplementary projects to the 

MSU as well as supporting and cheer leading your initiatives. If not, you will face the 

pitfalls I face where I banked on the SRA to go out to their constituents thinking my 

pitch to them on Ancillary Fee violations is going to be enough to immediately rile 

them up and convince them to get out there..  

Executive Board  

Typically, the VP Ed has little involvement on this front as you may end up missing 

many meetings due to other commitments, so don’t worry too much about not 

having prior experience on this and perhaps work closer with other members of the 

board to seek clarification on what issues are being discussed, but everything there is 

quite straightforward. In 2011/2012 the VP Ed had an idea for this exercise with 

members of the executive board/SRA are trained and asked to to be strategic in how 

we approach our advocacy priorities. I wouldn’t recommend having the entire EB 

handle a project like this, but maybe doing something on the side where an EB 

member takes the lead – sort of an ad hoc committee on advocacy strategies and 

understanding the second pillar of the organization un-‐related to 

services/businesses. 

Presidents Page 

 The Silhouette only has a couple summer editions, but once the year starts you and 

your board will have to start producing articles on a weekly basis. You will take on 



the bulk of the articles as you often have the most ‘feel-‐good’ and meat and bones 

stories, but give other board members an opportunity to write about things 

happening within their portfolio if they desire. GET THESE IN ON TIME. If possible, 

you should try and send them to Michael Wooder by Tuesday afternoon so he has 

time to edit, it was also thrown around that perhaps you can request the PR 

Assistant to start ghost writing them for you to save up quite a bit of valuable work 

time. 

Associate Deans Group 

 The associate deans are your gateway into the faculties. While I wasn’t invited this 

year, you can attend associate deans meetings that are held monthly (contact AVP 

Faculties office to to find out when, or to be put on their agenda) or meet with them 

individually. They will give you the micro of the story if you’re looking to implement a 

program across campus, or need buy-‐in. They do enrolment management and can 

be critical, but are necessary when it comes to actual implementation from the 

ground up 

Miscellaneous and Conclusion 

There are a lot of random committees that you will be asked to sit on throughout the 

year, Many University Award Committees often require a student rep, the NSSE 

Survey working group often has the VP Ed involved (they are mostly responsible for 

helping promote the survey), other projects will have a need for a student rep and 

the MSU might send you there. Also again try to seek more of these opportunities up 

since they are amazing to advance the MSU’s agenda forward, it’s not common for 

many important stakeholders to be on the same table together. Make sure you keep 

an eye out for any future hiring committees related to your portfolio and either 

yourselves or someone else you trust from the SRA etc is nominated. I myself wasn’t 

included in the VP Faculty or Librarian hiring and made it very clear to the Provost 

that I was very upset about this issues, the provost being relevant since they are the 

one who chairs the nominations for these committees.  

Transit has randomly come back as a hot button issue in the province and you might 

need to figure out how you can take a more active approach. Something myself, 

Advocacy and Mary Koziol from the President’s office wanted to run was the Your32 

campaign, unfortunately we weren’t able to arrange due to timing issues and we 

weren’t able to get much interest to run due to Faculty lunch breaks. Any followup 

you can do on this project would be amazing. The elephant in the room also is that 

there could be a provincial election campaign at which point I’ll send you a spiel 

based on my experiences as EA Commissioner when we had the 2011 campaign on 

campus. The Ontario Tuition Grant is something that you will have to continue work 

on, keep lobbying locally to expand eligibility, but also to work with MTCU/OSAP on 

improvements in communication that will allow all qualified students into knowing 

and understanding how to apply for the grant. As I’ve discussed before I would also 

encourage you to continue operating the Mental Health, Student Housing and other 

portals and to redo the Mental Health Branding campaign as I’ve already order 200 

Tshirts and 1500 buttons as a last thing before I left. I similarly ordered the same 

amount of swag for the Hamilton: Discover your city campaign which can also be 



ready for you to distribute. Students absolutely love a well designed campaign and 

this is a relatively new territory to create branding around certain issues.  

As a random side note, don’t forget about selecting delegates for OUSA General 

Assembly and preparing them in advance. Giving your External Affairs Commissioner 

the task of leading prep meetings is a good idea and incites discussion amongst the 

group instead of you as a Steering Committee Member trying to legitimize every 

PCR. Anything else you need to know is on the server. I am a constant resource for 

you throughout the year, so never hesitate to give me a call or send me an email, I 

can usually respond on an issue within a day or two or even on the fly if you urgently 

need to talk to me.  
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Dear David, 

Congratulations on your election as MSU President for the 2013-2014 year. I have 

complete confidence that the leadership of you and your team will bring the McMaster 

Students Union. I like many other Presidents past will be happy to provide any insight 

that I possibly can to provide you with support over the course of the next year and this 

transition report is intended to serve as a resource for you and your team on some of 

the projects and committees that will need your attention. This report also provides 

some food for thought, advice and things to consider when you begin your journey this 

year and some insight that I hope will help you in making some of the many decisions 

that lie ahead.  

To begin, one of the first things you should take the time to do is spend some 

quality time with your team discussing your work styles including your strengths and the 

ways in which you will need support from each other. From there, engage in a 

conversation are role clarity. There are a number of different committees that require 

either yourself or a member of the board to sit on and so take time to consider who 

would fit best in each of these positions. Have a conversation about the time of team 

dynamic you would like to establish and set some guidelines for how you would like to 

maintain that relationship throughout the year. As president, you are the leader of your 

team. Their successes are your successes as are they challenges. It is your job to pay 

extra close attention to they support that they need in order to achieve your collective 

goals and serve in the organization’s best interest. 

One of the most interesting characteristics of the MSU would be the extensive 

nature of the issues and wide variety of intricacies involved in an organization of its size 

and merit. There is always something new to learn and new ways of looking at things. 

The ability to think broadly and creatively will serve you well in this job. Be sure to always 

ask yourself questions, and to ask questions of your team and the staff at the MSU. 

Asking questions is a way to gain great insight and fresh perspective. It is important to 

be a good listener in this role and create an environment among your social and 

professional relationships where people feel valued and that their insights matter. 

There is no such thing as a perfect President. However, some of the best 

Presidents and leaders make sure to delegate tasks. There are many demands on your 

time as President and one of the best tools that can be utilized is knowing when you 

need to delegate tasks to others. There are many people who can benefit from 

delegating tasks. While your team, John McGowan and other members of the full time 

staff are there to be a resource to you, there are also many dedicated and enthused 

students who will feel empowered by being included in your projects. One of the best 

parts of this job are the amazing people you will interact with and be able to mentor. 
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You like many others who eventually got into different roles and positions in the MSU  

through being inspired by others and now is your time to continue to do that for others 

and pay it forward. 

One of the biggest lessons that I have learned this year is the importance of 

taking care of yourself. If you do not take care of yourself, it will not matter how genuine 

your intentions to serve this union in this role, you will not be able to do your best work 

and accomplish the things that you are hoping to accomplish with success but most 

important with ease. Do not forget that you are a person too, and while the MSU is very 

important to you, sometimes it is important to make time to have some moments alone 

just to think, make to to exercise and eat well and most important take time to see 

those that are important to you in order to revitalize your energy throughout the year. 

As I mentioned before, you are the leader of your team. But you are more than 

that. You are now at the helm of a large and unique organization and are the primary 

student advocate at McMaster University. It is important that you remember to make 

the work that other people are doing around you feel valued, build and encourage the 

people you interact with and carry yourself in a respectful way that represents the 

organization well. 

While there are a lot of things that you will need to do this year, don’t forget to 

take time out just to have fun and reflect throughout the year. It goes by so quickly and 

so make sure you stay present in all of the heartwarming and heart wrenching 

moments. 

All the best moving forward. You got this! 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Siobhan Stewart 

MSU President 2012-2013 

Siobhanstewart31@gmail.com 
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Timeline 

Summer 

 

 Board StratCon #1 – Set goals for the year 

 If you deem it necessary, organize a trip for you and your team to learn about 

other student unions in Ontario especially those who have already successfully 

implemented projects that you are interested in implementing at the MSU 

 Complete your YearPlan 

 Set up meetings with various University administrators/employees and (off) 

campus groups particularly to discuss your projects and establish relationships 

o Vivian Lewis, Acting Librarian 

o IRC President and Executive 

o SOCS President and Executive 

o  Karen McQuigge and Mark Stewart, the President of the Alumni 

Association 

o Presidents of Faculty Societies 

o  Carol Wood (Chaplaincy Centre) 

o Kate Whalen and Rob Cooper (Sustainability) 

o  Senior Administration (President and Vice-Presidents of University 

Advancement, Academics, Administration, Student Affairs and Associate 

Vice President of Academics – respectively, Patrick Deane, Mary Williams, 

David Wikinson, Roger Couldrey, etc) 

o Student Success centre management (Gina Robinson, Adam Kuhn etc) 

o Mohawk and Redeemer student union presidents 

o Jeff Giles and Parrish Offer(Athletics & Recreation) 

o  Representatives from MUFA, CUPE, CAW 

o  Ainslie-Wood Westdale Community Association (AWWCA) Board, and 

the Westdale BIA 

o Roseanne Kent and Kathy Patterson, Student Wellness Centre 

o Mile Komlen and Vilma Rossi, HRES 

 Begin long-term planning process with EB 

 Majority of the legwork for your personal projects 

 Meet with Speaker about General Assembly 

Term 1 

 Board StratCon #1 – Review team goals set at first stratcon as well as YearPlan. 

Create a plan for remainder of year 

 Start to plan for the State of the Union 

 Begin planning for General Assembly 

Term 2 

 Board StratCon #3 – Review goals from both retreats as well as YearPlan, map 

out your final four months (a lot can still be accomplished, it’s an entire third of 

your term) 

 Publish and deliver the State of the Union 

  Update the archive binders 
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  Hold GA 

 

Committees/meeting you will attend: 
- Board of Governors (observer) 

- CFMU Board of Directors 

- Clubs Executive Council 

- Executive Board 

- First Year Council 

- Health Forum steering committee and Student-Sub Committee 

- MUSC Board of Management 

- MSU Spirit Award 

- Off-Campus Experience 

- President’s Advisory Committee on Building an Inclusive Community (PACBIC) 

- President’s Advisory Committee on Community Relations (PACCR) 

- President’s Advisory Committee on Transportation and Parking (PACTP) 

- President’s Award for Outstanding Service selection committee (second semester) 

- Senate (observer) 

- Student Wellness Centre transition team 

- Student Services Committee 

- United Way (previously sat on by FIT Coordinator) 

 

List of initiatives that require follow through: 
 Anti-Oppression training for the MSU 

 Bike Share 

 Archives 

 Clubs/ Clubs Training 

 Department of Communications 

 Diversity Services 

 Executive Board (Students of Distinction) 

 Fall Break 

 Fees Equity 

 First year Council/ First Year Street Team:  

 Forward with Integrity 

 Green Roof Initiative 

 HR Review/ Part-Time Staff 

 Inter-Residence Council (IRC) and Residence life:  

 Peer Support Linn 
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Comprehensive list of committees, projects of relevance, and 

various on and off-campus bodies 

ADHOC Dem Hoc 

This past year, the SRA approved that the ADHOC Committee on Democratic 

reform be reinstated. The committee consists of the MSU President, the Bylaws and 

Procedures Commissioner, the Speaker as the chair, the elections CRO as an official 

observer, one MSU member and two SRA members. The committee is tasked with 

reviewing the governing structure of the organization and while the committee did 

come up with a few different suggestions on how to improve things, by the time the 

committee had come up with some materials regarding how to handle VP Elections to 

present to the assembly, it was very close to the end of the year and the assembly felt 

there was not enough time to move forward on particular decisions. If this committee is 

going to provide any real change to the organization then the suggestions that it is 

making need to be considered more in advance. This is really important to an 

organization that turns over every year because a lot of good work and time goes into 

making these recommendations and the clock hits reset and there are a bunch of new 

people that need to be brought up to speed. I think this committee needs more 

support if it is going to continue to be relevant. In addition, I did not find that it was 

particularly useful for the MSU President to sit on this committee. I think this is actually 

more suited for the VP Administration’s portfolio based on their strong internal focus and 

mandate and in that the VP Administration acts as the liaison between the Board of 

directors and the SRA.  

Administration Consultation Committee 

The Administration Consultation Committee or AdminCon for short was  

established to provide an avenue where student leaders from the MSU, MAPs, GSA and 

IRC could meet with senior administration at McMaster including the President; Vice-

Presidents of Advancement, Academic, Student Affairs, and Administration in order to 

discuss relevant and pertinent issues. These meetings are beneficial for getting 

everyone on the same page so it is important to be prepared ahead of time on the 

items in which you would like to discuss. If there is something that you are exceptionally 

frustrated about it may be in your best interest to meet with the respective administrator 

ahead of time so they can sort it out. Admincon should be a final resort in terms of 

dealing with a conflict and if you choose to do so make sure you have planned it out 

with your Board. 

Anti-Oppression training for the MSU 

 This is something that has been discussed for the last couple of years in the MSU 

as training that could be provided by Human Rights and Equity Services or similar 

organization for full time and part time staff as well as members of the Student 
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Representative Assembly. This may be a good project for the Vice President 

Administration to take look into logistically in order to determine if this is something that 

can be done this year. Providing this type of training could have positive impacts on the 

employees and political representatives of the organization and implicitly sends a 

message around our values as an organization 

Archives 

The digitalization of the MSU’s documents is an ongoing process within the 

organization. Last year the digitization of the Silhouette was a funded project through 

the Student Life Enhancement fund and this theBoard of Directors decided that the 

digitalization of SRA minutes was also a worthwhile endeavour. This is something many 

presidents in the past have talked about as an area that needs attention and again I 

will raise this issue. It is important in an organization like the MSU for continuity to be a 

strong priority and so special attention needs to be given to maintaining and organizing 

our archives for future generations. 

Bikeshare 

This was something that both Matt and Mary included in their transition reports 

that I did not get the chance to follow up on. It may be a good idea to check up on 

this project to see what stage it is at and how students can be at the forefront of the 

issue. Previously there have been conversations with past boards of directors  for having 

McMaster campus used as a pilot project. Following up with the Office of Sustainability 

would be a good idea if you choose to make this project a priority next year. 

Board Meetings 

 Board meetings are essential to the success of your team and keeping each 

other in the loop on the projects that you are working on and the issues that have 

come up that need dealing with. There will be times when you will have to reschedule, 

and there may even be a time when you cannot hold a board meeting, but do your 

best to make it a weekly occurrence. Calendar updates are used so that you are all 

aware what you are up to, and so that you can collaborate or prep before a meeting. 

We always tried to have the entire team together, as it often becomes a game of 

broken telephone when you try to recant what took place in the meeting. As chair, this 

is one of the most informal meetings you will get to chair and honestly have fun with it. 

This is your team for the year and you have some excellent people. It is up to you to 

determine what your meetings are like but you should try to make it so that every 

member feels comfortable speaking their mind. One suggestion that I have would be to 

talk to your team about when would be the best time to schedule Board meetings. Our 

board meetings were often on Monday afternoons after the radio show followed by a 

meeting to prepare for the week’s President’s Page in the Silhouette. I particularly found 

it challenging to have Board meetings at the time because often on Mondays I felt 

highly motivated and had the most energy to get some of my best work done. This was 
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then met with having a completely full afternoon of meetings and feeling like I had not 

accomplished much for the day which was a discouraging way to start the week. 

Granted there is a limited amount of time that a meeting like this can happen given the 

fact that there are is a number of different pressures on the time for you and your team 

as our team this year felt this. Just food for thought; you may find a solution that works 

but having a successful year is not dependant changing the traditional board meeting 

time 

Clubs/ Clubs training: 

It is really important for you to establish relationships with some of the highly 

organized and larger clubs on campus. Attend their events because this is often where 

you get a strong sense of some emerging campus issues and hear the “word on the 

street” when it comes to student life. These events that are run by clubs often draw 

students from a wide array of areas on campus and just by engaging with them it can 

allow you to take a temperature of their unique experiences as students on campus 

and give you a better idea of how the MSU’s services, businesses and government are 

being perceived. It is really important to continue the networking component of clubs 

training next year. There was a lot of positive feedback from the clubs that 

participated. Follow up with the new Clubs Administrator to get a sense of how to 

improve what was done last year. This does not have to be a difficult process, it is quite 

simple to organize but it provides an avenue for you to meet some clubs but most 

importantly for clubs to meet each other and create grounds for potential 

collaboration. It would also be a good idea to continue to investigate new ways of 

providing clubs training, for example, there was discussion of designing an online 

training module similar to the module used for AODA training or welcome week reps so 

that some of the time in the in-person training could be allocated to new innovative 

ways for clubs to interact. 

Board of Governors  

The Board of Governors is the highest decision making body on campus. They 

are responsible for financial decision making as well as macro long-term strategic 

planning. The Board of Governors uses its committee system extremely well, such that it 

can seem as though the meetings are simply used to rubber stamp decisions. It is 

important to work toward more student seats on this Board, as well as proper 

representation on the sub-committee level. This representation is essential to ensure a 

student say at all levels. Make it out to every meeting of the Board of Governors, and 

prepare in advance to deal with any issues that may affect students. Make sure to 

establish a strong relationship with the undergraduate representative on the BoG. David 

Cheng and is very keen about the position and representing undergraduate students at 

that level. Be sure to connect with him on relevant issues. 
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Community issues 

This year there were relatively few community issues. Generally, there were 

relatively few community issues this year. The only major issue that quite of attention was 

given was in relation to community consultations about the new Wilson building for the 

liberal arts. Some community members had concerns about how the construction was 

going to affect their routines for example, debris, noise levels etc. McMaster has been 

very open with dealing with these concerns and there continues to be regular updates 

to the community on the progress of the construction which is scheduled to start in 

September 2013. 

Department of Communications 

 With the Human Resources review on track for completion, it is now a good time 

for your team to investigate looking into the creation of a communications department 

for the MSU. Centralizing all our forms of communication and creating a department will 

not only help during projects and ideas, but will help your staff and PTM’s in getting their 

message out there. A communications department is by no means a marketing only 

department, instead it is a body that helps with forming the message for the MSU 

whether it is a survey, a page on the website, or a new campaign. One area that I think 

currently needs more resources is our ability to compile strong videos in-house. It is 

important that the MSU continue to look for new and improved ways to communicate 

with students and this means by always being as close to the “cutting edge” with the 

techniques and tools utilized to communicate with members. 

Diversity Services 

 This is a service that for obvious reasons is close to my heart. However there have 

been several challenges over the past few years with having the service find its ground 

since the switch from a full time position to a part time position. At the time this decision 

was made, a number of people in the university community including members of 

PACBIC and Human Rights and Equity Services were disappointed to see these 

changes. However, in light of the recent decision to have a Director and an Assistant 

Director for the service, I am hopeful that this may a good solution. The service will need 

continued support from the Vice President Administration and Executive Board should 

be engaging in conversations about a long-term strategy for the service with feedback 

provided by the new Manager.  

Executive Board 

I would argue that the Executive Board is one of the most important bodies that 

the MSU has however there is presently room for this potential to be maximized more 

broadly. The Executive Board oversees the day to day operations of the MSU and is also 

tasked with setting a long term vision for the organization. As chair of Executive Board, it 

is really important to set a tone in which people are comfortable with having oen and 

honest conversations about the organization. It is important for these conversations as 
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much as possible be captured through minutes for future student leaders to know what 

happened in the past. I think it is very valuable to Part time managers attend the 

meetings so that they are included in conversations around the services they manage 

and can provide valuable insight. Another on-going conversation that has been 

happening in the MSU for a number of years is around the topic of having a strategic 

plan for the organization.  It may be a highly valuable process for a document to be 

developed that can be used as a reference point for any staff or elected member of 

the organization. Additionally, this year the Executive Board decided to receive 

applications for Students of Distinction in order to follow bylaw 11G. I think a lot can be 

done to improve the way Executive Board received these awards in order to make 

them more relevant to the student body. There may be some room to partner with 

other groups on campus in a joint effort to revitalize this project but this is something 

that could use a little work in the next year. 

Faculty Societies/President’s Council:  

It is important to connect with Faculty Societies and support them in their 

projects and initiatives. It is particularly important to attend their general assemblies and 

executive meetings. Faculty can be a fantastic resource and often contain a lot of 

enthusiastic people who can provide particular insights on their facilities and have 

great ideas on how to improve student life. One of the tools that is currently in place to 

allow you to interact with Faculty societies is President’s Council. President’s council is 

great for Presidents of faculty societies to be able to interact with one another and talk 

about issues that are effecting their societies uniquely or collectively. This is definitely an 

initiative that should continue as it is good for maintaining ties. This year, I held a dinner 

for the Presidents who were living in Hamilton as a way for them to connect with one 

another before the year began. This was a good way for them to get comfortable with 

each other and created a positive environment in which they were able to open up 

with each other in the first meeting. Be sure to ask one of the Administrative Assistants 

for support in setting up these meetings as the Presidents are often very busy and so it 

can be difficult to find a time that works. I often held Council meetings once a month 

so it may be worthwhile to see if this is how often you would like to hold them or move it 

to a bi-weekly schedule. I think it would also be beneficial to investigate the possibility 

of doing a collective cross-faculty event which can help bring the faculties together 

but you can evaluate that with incoming Presidents. 

Fall Break 

This year, the Senate approved a three day break in the fall term for all undergraduate 

students. This decision was one that took a wide variety of collaboration with different 

groups across campus and a collective will to have this established in one year. The 

break is a two year pilot and is something the MSU will certainly have to be at the 

forefront in moving forward given that the organization was incremental in its 

establishment. There are several things that will need to be worked out following 2014-
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2015 if this pilot project will continue to be a permanent feature of the undergraduate 

calendar but I do not think these challenges are insurmountable. Though this was a 

project that I led this year, this may be something you choose to delegate to the Vice 

President Education but it is a project that you should still remain active in and be 

aware of what is going on. Though the break will run during the next 2 years, the 

leadership from your team in collaboration with different university partners and groups 

will set the course for future decisions and the experience of MSU members down the 

road. It will be important to gather student feedback after the first break in the fall as 

the university will be interested in looking for this in order to build a case for evaluating 

the effectiveness of a break moving forward in future years. It will be important to 

connect with the new VP Faculty of the university in order to be prepared for the 

Associate Deans group meetings in the Fall where an Ad-hoc committee for evaluating 

the fall break consisting of the Registrar, a member from the Scheduling and 

examination office, interested associated deans, the Dean of Students and Learning 

and MSU representatives. 

Fees Equity:  

This is something I imagine will be touched on in the VP finance report however I 

am including this to serve as a reminder of the importance to be decently versed in 

your own portfolio but also in the issues that are directly facilitated through the portfolios 

of Vice Presidents. Full time undergraduates pay the brunt of the fees on campus and 

this discussion came up from time to time this year. The university will be implementing a 

new few model in the next few years and so it is important that you are aware of this 

discussion and have a position on the issue. John McGowan is well versed in this issue 

and can provide great insight on how the conversations around this issue have evolved 

over the past years. 

First year Council/ First Year Street Team:  

First year Council is a good initiative that I think for many reasons needs to 

continue to be supported and thrive in the organization. This year, I took a primary role 

as a board member to support this group and you should decide among your team 

who will want to mentor and support this group. It can often be a tough balance 

between providing the support they need in order to succeed while having events be 

solely first year run and initiated. This year, we started a new initiative called the First 

Year Street team. I think the first pilot of this initiative was a good start but that there is 

certainly room for improvement. The main goal of the street team was to allow for more 

students to be able to directly get involved with First year council as there are only 5 

elected positions, and also assist First year council in their mandate of gather first year 

input on issues that matter to them as well as support in promoting their events. Moving 

forward, it may be beneficial to provide a bit more support in collaboration with the 

FYC Ex-officio in the beginning when the First Year Council is elected in order to allow 

this initiative get a strong start of the ground. Continue to work with SOCS and the IRC 
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on connecting their first year students to FYC as I think it strengthens the MSU’s 

relationships with these groups. 

Forward with Integrity 

There has been a broad degree of progress with Forward with Integrity this year 

on campus. There are several projects that have been funded and a number of 

faculties and groups on campus are mobilized around this vision. One of the biggest 

challenges though is that a lot of students are still unaware of what Forward with 

Integrity means and how it is going to translate into their experience. While it can be 

argued that the average student does not need to know the intracacies of the 

progress on this initiative but rather feel the positive impacts of these changes, I believe 

it is important for all students to know why this project is important to their student 

experience in order to empower them to be able to provide feedback. This year 

Huzaifa and I had conversations with Susan Denburg and Laura Harrington as well as 

representatives from the President’s office in order to develop unique materials like an 

animated video that could translate the meaning behind the letter and taskforce 

reports into “student speak.” The development of this resource was not something we 

were able to complete this year but I still think it may be a worthwhile project for you 

and your team to consider. As the vision that has been outlined at the direction that the 

university will be taking over the next few years it is important for the MSU to play an 

important role in facilitating communication between students at large and the project 

leads for this initiative. 

General Assembly (GA) 

General Assembly is an important democratic process in the MSU. It is important 

for General Assembly to happen because it is important to give students and 

opportunity to voice their thoughts and concerns should they need to. SRA meetings 

can be intimidating for students to raise their concerns as can the main office but there 

is a symbolic feel to General assembly as students from all across campus, who are all 

MSU members get together to discuss the issues that matter to them. Thus, the MSU 

does have a responsibility to promote General Assembly. The degree of promotion has 

varied throughout the years as has whose primary responsibility it is to plan and organize 

GA. I would advise meeting with Maria Daniel, the new speaker, early in your term to 

determine a general game place for how you would like to move forward with General 

Assembly.  

Green Roof Initiative 

 Much of the work on creating a green space on the 3rd floor of the student 

centre on the terrace adjacent to CIBC hall has already been completed. The 

remainder of this can be handled by one of the Board of Directors and should not take 

more than a few months to conclude. This project received a great deal of student and 

community feedback over the last year and that has been an exciting component of 
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the project as it sets the tone for what will become a great communal space. It is 

important that whoever takes over this project keep our community partners in the loop 

so that they can still feel engaged in the project moving forward. Those groups include 

OPIRG, MacGreen, the Office of Sustainability and the representatives from MUSC 

administration. At this point, the final design needs to be determined. It will be important 

to maintain contact with Ehab Kamarah from Facility Services who is the project 

manager for this project so that he can assist with the RFP process in order to recruit an 

architect for the project. 

Hamilton Post-Secondary Advisory Group (HPSAG) 

These occur three times per year, and are an excellent opportunity to relay local 

issues to local MPPs. I found that these meetings were a great chance to talk about 

McMaster specific needs, and also to build relations with our local MPP’s. This is also an 

opportunity to connect with local MPPs about OUSA’s priorities as well. HPSAG also 

provides the chance to connect with Mohawk and Redeemer student representatives 

and 

HR Review/ Part-Time Staff: 

A lot of the work has been done on this project and while it will take some time 

for the organization to transition into a new system, it is important to apply the new 

system to all employees in the organization. The next stage of this project will include a 

part-time wage review and this is a project that should be spearheaded by the Vice 

President Administration. Working on this project should be a priority for your team as a 

complete implementation of the new system has been a long time coming within the 

MSU. 

 Though the following point does not directly relate to Part-time staff review, I 

thought it may be a good place to raise an idea that occurred to me towards 

the end of my term. The MSU is an organization that is constantly in transitioning 

as new individuals come into a wide variety of roles each you.  It may be a good 

idea for you and your team to have a conversation on the ways in which the 

organization transitions each year. One of the challenges of having such a quick 

turnover in an organization like the MSU is that the knowledge that individuals 

acquire over the year they are involved is often difficult to translate solely in 

transition reports. For example, while service managers are also tasked with 

completing a transition report, I think we could do a lot more to try and gather 

their thoughts and reflections not only on their services but also on the 

organization. I think we should try to hear what their thoughts are on the 

strengths of the internal structures of the MSU and what needs to be improved. 

Having service managers participate in exit interviews (individual or group) 

would be a worthwhile conversation to have. I think to get the most honest 

feedback, a third party individual or consultant would have to be used to ensure 
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that the individuals felt comfortable disclosing their true feelings. This is just one 

idea, but you may have other ideas on how to handle these issues. 

Inter-Residence Council (IRC) and Residence life:  

The IRC is an interesting organization but one that is important to student life. 

There are many enthusiastic student leaders who work for the IRC that it would be useful 

to connect with when it comes to promoting and executing your projects.  

Take from MDL’s report: 

“One thing I found myself constantly disappointed in was the treatment of 

Community Advisor’s (C.A’s). They do not receive overtime, are treated poorly 

and the pay does not seem adequate for the hours they truly work. In terms of 

something that the MSU could make a stand on I think this might be a huge issue, 

but it will require working with the IRC.”  

This is something I did not have an opportunity to look into further but would still 

be a worthwhile project to either take onto yourself or delegate to another member of 

your team. On a positive note, last year in my conversations with Terry Sullivan from 

Parking and Security Services, we discussed coming up with a package for students in 

residence that could allow for them to have one or a few discounted parking passes to 

allow for their families or friends to visit them. This was a general idea that came out of a 

conversation that logistically still needs to be worked out, however fro students who live 

in residence, this would be a good gesture and partnership between the MSU and the 

university to try work this out. 

MUSC Board of Management 

Though many Presidents have sat on the MUSC Board of Management, this 

committee could be designated to another member of your team as well. Though, I did 

not sit on the MUSC Board of Management this year, it is still important that I describe 

the responsibilities of sitting on this board should you choose to sit on this committee. 

The Board of Management serves the purpose of ensuring that interests from the 

University, the MSU and MAPS are properly represented when making decisions for the 

MUSC. Three MSU members sit on this Board, the President, the General Manager, and 

an SRA member. It is in the best interest of the committee to have a dedicated SRA 

member fill the spot as they can offer more attention to the cause. Though members 

are representing different facets of the University, it is important that the committee 

come together and votes collectively in the best interest of the building. The University 

representatives will very often speak to costing (as the University pays a large portion), 

caretaking services, the La Piazza area, and long-term issues. It is important that the 

MSU does its research on issues, as the University representatives have been on the 

committee much longer. The MSU must advocate for issues from a position of relative 

strength and not concede decisions simply because it doesn’t recall what has been 

done in the past. Moving forward, the board should be more active at setting goals for 

itself for the year and working specifically to accomplish them. For a more thorough 
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understanding of the issues that were dealt with this year, refer to the Vice-President 

Finance Report or speak with John McGowan. 

 

Other Campus Student Governments 

 

It is essential that the MSU continue to maintain relationships and communication 

with other student governments on campus. Be sure to keep in communication with the 

President of the Grad Students Association and to a different extent, the medical 

students associations and MBA students association, in order to stay connected on the 

issues that affect the different constituencies you represent and work collaboratively. 

 

OUSA/CASA:  

Certainly over the last few years there has been a lot of discussion around the 

MSU’s involvement in its provincial and federal lobbying groups but also abou the 

President’s participation in lobbying efforts and conferences. I am of the opinion that it 

is incredibly useful for the President to attend as many of these activities as possible as 

directly participating in these events helps to inform your understanding of these issues 

in a concrete way. It is important for the President to participate fully in these events 

because as President, you represent students at all times and so must have a decent 

and “grassroots” understanding of all relevant student issues which include issues 

managed by the provincial and federal governments. While the Vice-President 

Education is responsible for taking the lead on this initiatives, I think it is also important for 

the President to participate in the different initiatives of these two bodies in order to act 

in a supportive capacity to the Vice-President Education. As President, people will ask 

you a number of different questions relating to every issue you can imagine and while 

you do not always have to have the answers on hand to answer their inquiries 

particularly in regards to federal and provincial issues, direct experience with these 

groups can provide a first-hand insight that may add a particular nuance to your 

responses. 

President’s Advisory Committee on Building an Inclusive Community 

(PACBIC) 

PACBIC has been around for the past ten years, and is part of the second goal 

of the University’s strategic plan, Refining Directions. It would be advantageous for you 

to read last year’s annual report to get a sense of the different issues that PACBIC has 

worked on to date and emerging issues the body will be looking to gain some traction 

on this upcoming year. This report can be found online but an updated copy should 

also be in the email archives from 2012-2013. Most of the “legwork” of PACBIC gets 

done at the working group or committee level and the working groups report on their 

progress at the Ad-hoc Committee that you are responsible for Co-chairing with Jane 

Aronson. The Diversity Services Director and QSCC Manager also attend these 

meetings. PACBIC deals with a wide variety of issues about inclusion. I am of the opinion 
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that this is a very important meeting to attend because it allows you to get a sense of 

the different challenges that students and other members of the McMaster community 

are experiencing with regards to barriers and successes for inclusivity. An issue that may 

be of significance to bring up would be the issue of accessibility of pathways to building 

entrance when it snows. This was an issue that was brought to the attention of Huzaifa 

Saeed through a concerned student and Tim Nolan. At the moment, there is not role 

clarity around which university department is responsible for ensuring that the paths are 

cleared and so sometimes the paths are not cleared which created a challenge for 

individuals who need to use those routes. While there is some traction from offices within 

the university to resolve this issue, it may be worthwhile to discuss this particular issue at 

PACBIC in order to make others aware that this exists.  

 

President’s Advisory Committee on Community Relations (PACCR) 

PACCR is is seen as a very strong sub-committees operating on behalf of Dr. 

Deane, and this upcoming year will be chaired by Mary Williams, the new Vice 

President of University Advancement and the AWWCA President (John Wigle). The 

community has a large number of people involved, including attendance from: 

Hamilton Police, the AWWCA, Ward 1 Councillor’s office, McMaster Security, McMaster 

Public Relations, etc. The group meets approx. once every second month and 

addresses concerns in the neighbourhood. You should work with the SCSN Director to 

devise a plan of action for the committee. For example, this past year, we met prior to 

Welcome Week to discuss any concerns people had and the precautions being put in 

place to making things run as smoothly (and complaint free) as possible. This was also 

the Committee where a lot of consultation around the Wilson Building construction plan 

was facilitated. If you choose to take the primary role on this committee it is important 

to keep the Vice-President Education in the loop on the topics that come up, 

particularly if you decide that you would like to focus on community relations. This year, 

Huzaifa and I both attended these meetings at different points in the year and that was 

a system that worked well for our dynamic. 

Senate 

 

Senate is responsible for mainly the academic concerns for the University. It is 

chaired by the University President, and includes various student representatives. The 

President and the Vice- President Education have exofficio status at Senate, and 

therefore have the right to receive the agenda and speak at the meeting. The 

President and VP Education will have to discuss who will be responsible for attending 

the meetings and communicating the issues.I highly recommend working towards 

increased communication between the various students in order to address issues of 

concern in a concerted manner. In addition, the MSU must do its level best to ensure 

that student representatives are actually attending Senate and other sub-committee 

meetings. The MSU is constantly fighting for increased student representation, and 

representatives not attending meetings implies that students either do not care or do 

not have any concerns, neither of which are true. The Undergraduate Council is a 

concrete example of where this happens, and issues directly affecting Undergraduate 

students are addressed without input from students. However, students are given the 
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opportunity but choose not to accept it. Making sure students are aware of these 

openings is also important – this past year, a number of seats on University committees 

went uncontested. Finally, the MSU must ensure that any changes being made at 

Senate actually have received undergraduate student consultation. 

 

State of the Union:  

The State of the Union has been happening for the past three years. I am of the 

opinion that this initiative should be continued for a number of years as it can be a 

historical reference for major events that happened in the year. One of the best pieces 

of advice that was given to me was to decide the venue to host the State of the Union 

well in advance. I think it beneficial to host it in the MUSC atrium from an optics and 

transparency standpoint, however this year we hosted the event in TwelvEighty and 

partnered with Elections to hold the State of the Union before a scheduled debate 

during the Presidential election. For a detailed outline of how to plan this event, I have 

included an excerpt from Mary’s report as the State of the Union was one of her 

projects during her Presidency. 

“Begin with preliminary discussions early on in first semester, include the Executive 

Board as much as possible. Given that this was the first year it had been done in 

this exact manner, I did not engage the EB as much as I could have. 

 Close to the end of first semester, meet with your Board, McGowan and Student 

Life Development 

Coordinator (SLDC) Michael Wooder to brainstorm a list of what you should 

include in each section. I strongly recommend following the organization from 

this past year, keeping our goals and strategic themes consistent. 

The organization is laid our as per Bylaw 2.1.7 

o 2.1.7.1 Overview of the organization; 

o 2.1.7.2 Goals of the organization; 

o 2.1.7.3 Next steps for the organization; 

o 2.1.7.4 Breakdown of the MSU Operating Budget; 

o 2.1.7.5 New employees hired; 

o 2.1.7.6 List of all personnel 

 Decide amongst yourselves who will write what section and who will be 

responsible for gathering what information. This will take a significant time 

commitment for all of you, so plan accordingly. A number of staff were quite 

helpful in drafting text for different sections. The Vice-President (Administration) 

should be responsible for compiling updates from all the different services and 

business units 

 Create a Google Doc where everyone can work on their respective sections. I 

colour-coded ours, and set deadlines for when people had to have their 

sections finished by 

 Ask your Vice-President (Finance) to include visuals, such as charts and graphs 

 I ran different sections by people to ensure I was not printing any information that 

was inappropriate or untrue. For example, the sections on the Centre of 

Leadership in Learning (CLL) I sent to Sue Vajoczki for herfeedback. Most 
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departments will be quite excited to be included - CLL decided to include an 

excerpt from the State of the Union in their most recent newsletter. 

 Read through the folder I have created in your mailbox under Mary Koziol 

2010/2011 >> Projects 2010/2011 >> State of the Union. This will be really helpful 

for you to understand all the different steps I went through to create the 

document. 

 EDIT EDIT EDIT. Do not send it to the Underground to have it laid out until you 

have edited it at least fifteen times. I sent mine to the Underground too early on, 

and then whenever we had to make a change, our Designer, Dave Dedrick, 

had to input it as it will be laid out in in-design. Wooder will of instrumental value 

in this process, and I highly recommend you talk to him at the beginning of this 

process to determine where he sees areas for improvement from last year 

 Try to release the final copy in early January, at the beginning of Presidentials. 

Continuity is a major dilemma within the organization, and having this out before 

the next person that will set the direction for the organization is elected has 

tremendous value 

 I tried doing a web survey to get feedback on the document, but found that to 

be largely unsuccessful. 

 Experiment with other ways to elicit feedback on the content of the document 

 Do an oral/slideshow presentation and invite students, MSU staff and volunteers, 

candidates and their 

 campaign teams, and different campus partners (such as the people I listed that 

you should have meetings with during the summer). Also, include a Q&A section 

at the end. Wooder will again be a huge help with this as he helped me in 

preparing the set-up and promotional material for the address 

 Have a meeting before the address with Wooder and your VPs to prepare for 

the Q&A period. You want to give succinct, relevant answers, not ramble on and 

lose people’s attention. Throw challenging questions at each other and practice 

responding. 

 Finally, show appreciation for everyone who helped you out with this. It is a 

massive undertaking, but the payoff is incredible because you will have created 

an important part of institutional memory” 

 

One final point for you to consider when assembling the State of the Union is how 

you would like to get feedback from others. That was one of the criticisms that we 

received from staff members who wanted to be more included in the report 

development process. Mary mentioned that she wished she had been able to consult 

with the Executive Board more on the development stages and so decide early on in 

your term how you would like to handle the State of the Union and the degree of 

consultation you would like to have. 

Student Interaction and communication 

 This, in my experience was one of my favourite parts of the job. It is your job and 

should be a strong priority throughout your term to engage with students in various parts 

of campus in order to ensure that you have a constant understanding of the needs of 

students and arising issues. Each President has a different style and ways of directly 
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interacting with students but you should use a variety of mediums to engage with 

students such as Social Media, the MSU Website, the Silhouette, the Daily News etc, to 

communicate the with campus. While it is challenging to be aware of all events that 

are happening on campus, try to think and learn of a few key events that happen for 

prominent groups on campus and make it a priority to attend. I liked to strike up 

random conversations with people I did not know and ask about their student 

experience. I made a strong effort to attend events that student groups personally 

invited me to participate in. People want to feel connected to their President and so in 

some sense you have to be prepared for that over the next year and recognize that 

being present for conversations, sporadically, at events, sometimes online comes with 

the territory of building community. It is also important to attend the events hosted by 

MSU services and clubs and participate in their activities. Many students who are 

already highly engaged in the activities of the MSU participate in services and clubs. It 

can mean a lot to these groups to have you reach out to them and is also a great 

place to meet new student leaders who are looking for a mentor. 

Peer Support Line  

 This is a project that will likely fall mostly to the Vice-President Administration. As 

this is a new service that will be transitioning from a small pilot project with just over 15 

volunteers to a larger services with 50 volunteers and a paid Manager with an 

executive, this new service will need support in the upcoming year in order to track it’s 

progress. Of importance to note is that while the university, i.e. Facility Services has 

managed to find a confidential location for the operations of the line that a formal 

agreement be worked out to ensure the longevity of the space being provided. The 

University(Roger Couldrey’s office) has already verbally committed to this, but your 

team should work to get this in writing once the official launch has happened. 

University Administration 

The MSU is known among other Ontario schools as having a strong relationship 

with Administrators on campus. In many experience, many administrators were more 

than willing to meet with me regarding different issues, were receptive and listened to 

whatever I wanted to discuss with them. As you would have had the opportunity to 

connect with some Administrators already, take the summer as an opportunity to 

present your priorities as President. During the year, there will be times when you do not 

agree on all decisions, but be sure to handle any points of contention with respect and 

class. If you plan to go public on particular issues, pick your battles, DO YOUR 

HOMEWORK on the issues and think about how your decision may impact the 

organization in the long run. 

 

United Way Campaign Committees 

 This is a committee that was previously co-chaired by a faculty member (often 

Ken Cruikshank) and the FIT coordinator in years past. When this FIT coordinator 
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transitioned to the Shinerama/Terry Fox Run Coordinator, the MSU President took over 

this role. This year Arnav Agarwal, a Health Sciences student who had been fairly active 

on the Clubs Executive Council and a lot of fundraising initiatives on campus took over 

this role. He had positive feedback about the experience and so this committee may 

be a good opportunity to appoint a student who may be looking to expand their 

involvement on campus as there are many pressures on your time.  
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
Hourly Staff  

 
Position Title: Photographer & Photo Editor 
  
Term of Office: September 1 to April 30 
  
Supervisor: Executive Editor 
  
Remuneration: Under Review 
  
Hours of Work: Under Review 
 
General Scope of Duties 
The Photographer/Photo Editor will be primarily responsible for the photography required for the Marmor which include 
photographing events and editing images.  

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities 

Category Percent Specifics 
Photography Function 50%  Take photos of all important photo worthy McMaster events (“photo 

worthiness” to be determined by consultation between the Executive 
Editor, Photographer/Photo Editor, and Production Editor) 

 Coordination of the Marmor photo sessions and gather of photographs 
for the Marmor 

 Facilitate and ensure the content of the photographs are of relevance 
and interest to the student population at McMaster University 

 Work specifically on “special” photos as assigned by the Executive 
Editor 

 In charge of the coordination of photos for “theme” sections of the 
Marmor as assigned by the Executive Editor 

 Arrange all Audio Visual Service sittings/shootings of specialty 
portraits (Deans, Chancellor, University President, etc) 

 Archive all Marmor negatives, photographs, and digital images 
 Assist in administrative tasks as required 

Communications Function                            30%  Report at weekly staff meetings and present reports concerning the 
status of the photo department and  photography staff 

 Prepare a detailed and thorough year-end report 
 Report regularly on the status of photo equipment, staff problems, 

assignments, special projects, film, and dealings with McMaster 
Audio Visual Services 

 Make recommendations to the Executive Editor concerning the taking 
of photos, editing, and photo layout for the Marmor 

 Work with the Executive Editor to determine which McMaster related 
events should be assigned to Marmor Photographers 

Advertising & Promotions Function                    10%  Arrange, coordinate, and run, in consultation with the Executive 
Editor, campus-wide photo competitions 

Other             10%  Responsible for the inventory and maintenance of all Marmor 
photographic equipment making recommendations to the Executive 
Editor concerning the purchase of new equipment and/or repairs to 
existing equipment 
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Marmor Photographer& Photo Editor Job Description  
 

 Archive all Audio Visual Service documentation, when received 
 Maintain accurate up-to-date index of location of all Marmor Archive 

contents 
 Maintain and expand existing Marmor Archives as much as possible 

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities 
• Keen eye and imagination for quality photos 
• Photographic skills (camera use, , lighting, etc) an asset 
• Familiar with Microsoft Office Programs (Word, Excel, etc.) 
• Experience with Adobe Suite (Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator, etc.) required 

Effort & Responsibility 
• Willing to put in time on nights/weekends to cover photo-ops 

Working Conditions 
• Event coverage may be outdoors 
• Work is conducted in a shared office space 
• Time demands may exceed stated hours of work 

Training and Experience 
• Photographic experience 
• Layout/design experience an asset 
• Experience with yearbooks, newspapers an asset 

Equipment Provided 
• Camera and lenses  
• External Flash 
• Tripod 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
Hourly Staff/One-time ContractSummer Staff 

 

Position Title: MSU ArchivistDigital Archive Assistant 

  

Term of Office: May 1, 2011 – August 31, 2011May 1 - August 31 

  

Supervisor: Board of Directors through the Administrative Assistant and Network Administrator 

  

Remuneration: $10.40/hour 

  

Hours of Work: 25 24 hours per week 

 

General Scope of Duties 

The MSU Archivist Digital Archive Assistant is responsible to assist in the digitization and organization of the MSU archives. 

The Digital Archive Assistant will assist the Administrative Assistant and Network Adminitrator Administrator in developing 

an archival system to house the MSU's digital archives. Tehthe The scope of this project will include the creation of digital 

archives from existing paper arcvhices.archives. Digital PDF files will be edited using OCR software to create editable, 

searchable files and e-books from scans.  

 

Major Duties and Responsibilities 

Category Percent Specifics 

Archiving Function                                         85%65%  Organize documents and items in MSU archives 

 Digitize documents in MSU archives; 

 Organize digitized archives on the MSU server; 

 Be responsible for proper lifting techniques (as per Health and Safety 

training); 

 Maintain files of all meeting minutes and supporting documentation 

 Collect and compile current data (newspaper clippings, government 

reports, magazine articles, etc.) related to the following issues: facets 

of the Canadian political scene relevant to post-secondary education, 

the changing policy of relevant organizations an institutions including 

McMaster University, OUSA and CASA, government statues and 

bills which will impact the MSU (e.g. Employment Standards Act). 

 Maintain MSU archives and ensure that a current record of archives is 

available; 

 Digitize outstanding volumes of The Silhouette; 

Research Function 15%  Research and report on best practices in e-book publishing and 

distribution; 

 Research and report on best practices in digitization of newspaper 

archives; 

Communications Function 1015%  Summarize progress and difficulties to relevant parties; 

 Reports to the Administrative Assistant and Network Administrator 

through regular meetings and reports; 

 Work with the Network Administrator and Administrative Assistant 

to develop a project plan to organize, scan, name and file documents, 

using standardized naming conventions; 

 Use OCR software to keyword scan all documents for inclusion in a 

digital archive.  

Other                            5%  Responsible for other duties as assigned by the Administrative 

Assistant and Board of DirectorsNetwork Administrator 

 

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities 

 Exceptional Oorganizational and time management skills required to set and meet weekly project goals 

 Ability to work effectively with a team and as an individual 



MSU Archivist Digital Archive Assistant Job Description  
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 Excellent Written written and verbal communication skills 

 Background in databases, archival or library systems would be an asset 

 Commitment and dedication 

 Ability to perform uniform tasks dilligently 

Effort & Responsibility 

 Must be reliable and punctual 

 Ability to work independently 

 Self motivated  

 Ability to carry out projects from start to finish 

Working Conditions 

 Hours of work are flexible 

 Work is performed in a shared committee room.  

 May be required to work outside of normal business hours 

 Spend a significant amount of time in the MSU Archives 

Training and Experience 

 Previous archiving experience an asset 

 Previous experience in the MSU an asset 

Equipment 

 Basic computer software use 

 Shared computer in shared committee roomWindows-based computer 

 book2net kiosk book scanner (training will be provided) 

 ABBYY FineReader OCR software 

 Network file server 

 Portable hard drive 

 



 

May 28, 2013 

TO: EXECUTIVE BOARD                                                            

FROM:  JYSSICA RUSSELL, QSCC Coordinator & 
              MICHAEL WOODER, SLDC 
RE: QSCC Logo Change: Associated costs 

 
 
Replacement of Current Materials: 

Currently, the QSCC has only a few materials with the existing logo on it, including our laminated sign on 
our office door, outdated pamphlets that need to be updated this year regardless, and a few leftover t-
shirts that have our logo on the sleeve. Replacement costs to these are minimal, and in the case of the 
tshirts, their design on the front of the shirt was the initial inspiration for the logo change, and still 
effectively represents our service. New shirts will likely be created in the very near future. 

Item Cost ($) 

Laminated Door sign 10 
Pamphlets 75 

 

New Promotional Materials and Rollout Plan: 

This year, we have increased the QSCC's Advertising budget significantly, from $600 to $1000. This was 
because our current advertising funds were used mainly for advertising events, rather than focused on 
promoting our service. This will allow us to use our new logo to focus on rebranding the service and 
advertising in general.  

The proposed materials and their uses are: 

Vinyl Banner, 5'x2': Marches and parades are a frequent event at the QSCC, and we have no way of 
visually representing the QSCC or MSU visually during these events, and have resorted to 
unprofessional, hand painted banners in the past. A vinyl banner will serve well with these events, and 
can also be used at tabling events and other mobile activities, especially during MacPride Week.  

Pop-up Sign: Tabling is a large part of QSCC outreach, especially at community events. A Pop-up sign to 
clearly state who we are and promote us as a service of the MSU will make our tabling efforts more 
effective, and replace our current homemade looking signs. This sign will be highly visible at all QSCC 
events, including ClubsFest in September.  



 
 

T-Shirts: While our old t-shirts are still arguably effective, we would like to use new t-shirts to roll out 
our new logo, specifically for our exec and tabling volunteers. Our old t-shirts have been very popular, 
even selling to community members at events, so we plan to continue selling them externally, while 
using the new shirts as identifiers for our executives and volunteers. The cost of the new shirts will also 
be half compensated by the execs contributing a portion of the cost. 

Buttons: We currently distribute the popular “Ally” pins, which, while successful, do not help with the 
branding of our service. Our users have expressed interest in also having a QSCC pin to more explicitly 
advertise the service and their usership. We plan to roll out pins with the new logo, starting with 300 
pins, to distribute at tabling and newcomers events. 

Cost of New Promotional Materials: 

Item  Cost ($) 
Vinyl Banner $300 
Pop Up Banner $200 
Tshirts x30 (at $30 dollars each, minus $15 
dollars from purchaser) 

$450 net cost 

Buttons x300 $120 
 

Total Cost- Replacement + New Materials $1,155 
 

Proposed budget split between SLDC and QSCC: 60% / 40% 

Breakdown equals $693.00 (SLDC) and $462.00 (QSCC), with additional monies recouped by QSCC via 
exec/volunteer t-shirt subsidy. 

Final note: 

Approving the logo change will allow QSCC to have newly branded materials for Pride Day in both 
Toronto and Hamilton, as well as an updated look for all September publications, promo and 
advertising. 
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